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• WOMEN'S STUDIES AT SKIDMORE COLLEGE
Mary Zeiss Stange, Director
The first women's studies course at Skidmore, a year-long upper-level study of
"Woman in History," was offered more than seventy years ago. While it would take
second-wave feminism to spur the deveiopment of a bona fide women's studies
curriculum, the heritage of the school as a college for women, and its mission "to
prepare Iiberaliy educated graduates to continue their quest for knowledge, and to
make the choices required of informed, responsible citizens," are important
foundations of the Women's Studies Program.
Today, Skidmore College has a vibrant, interdisciplinary Women's Studies
Program involving faculty and students across the curriculum. It has grown exponen-
tially since the introduction of the Women's Studies Minor degree in 1977, In its first
thirteen years, the program recorded twenty-eight minors and three self-determined
majors. Since 1990, the year which saw the appointment of the first full-time Director
of Women's Studies, twenty-nine minors and three self-determined majors have
graduated. In December 1995, the college facuity voted approval of an academic
major in Women's Studies.
Forty senior and junior faculty, representing fifteen disciplines, participate in the
Women's Studies Program. There are currently about four dozen courses on the
Women's Studies Major/Minor curriculum, representing both disciplinary and interdisci-
plinary perspectives in the arts, humanities and social sciences, with an average of
five new courses being added annually. Each year, Women's Studies courses enroll
approximately 500 students (a quarter of Skidmore's total student population), in
addition to participants from the University Without Walls and Master of Arts in Liberal
Studies programs. The student who produces the most outstanding thesis, paper or
project in women's studies each year is awarded the E. Beverly Field Prize, at the
spring Honors Convocation,
In addition to the academic program, Women's Studies annually sponsors an
array of co-curricuiar events, including major lectures and theatrical performances,
and a March Women's Festival now entering its fifth year. These events are increas-
ingly being undertaken in concert with the Skidmore Women's Network, the feminist
students organization on campus,
Prior to hosting this year's NWSA Conference, the Women's Studies program
sponsored two other national conferences. The first, "Towards Equitable Education for
Women and Men: Models from the Past Decade," was held in 1983, to mark the
college's shift to coeducation approximateiy ten years earlier. Five years later, in 1988
Skidmore hosted "Breakthroughs: Women and the Visual Arts." Now, as we are poised
to celebrate twenty years of academic excellence in feminist studies, we are pleased




THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S STUDIES ASSOCIATION
NWSA accomplishes its work through the efforts of member volunteers, with the able paid support of an
executive administrator and her part-time staff. Responsibility for projects, including the national conference, falls
to elected officers, 'other members of the Governing Council, committee chairs and committee members, and
members of caucuses, task forces, and regional women's studies associations. This means that NWSA Is you,
and we need you to volunteer for committee membership, to strengthen your regional association, to Join and
energize caucuses, and to encourage colleagues to Join NWSA.
The Governing Council and NWSA's Mission
The officers and members of the Governing Council welcome
suggestions, financial support, constructive criticism, and offers
to help with the work of the association. The volunteers who
make NWsA possible are committed, In the words of the new
Constitution ratified in the spring of 1993, "to further the social,
political, and professional development of Women's Studies
throughout the country and the world, at every educatIonal level
and In every educational setting." This 15 a large and even
global mission and It only becomes a reality when members
volunteer for service In NWSA. The Constitution cont.nues, "To
this end, this organization 15 committed to being a forum
conducive to dialogue and collective action dedicated to femi-
nist education and change." NWsA members from different
Identity groups and disciplinary backgrounds work In coalition
with each other In order to ensure a future for Women's Studies
both In the academy and In the community.
Making the Most of the National Conference
The national conference 15 Intended to advance feminist educa-
tion, research, and actiVism, to provide a forum for members to
meet and network with each other, and to accomplish business
In the Membership Assembly. Please Join region and caucus
meetings and attend the Membership Assembly to hear reports
from your officers and to vote on resolutions and recornmenoa-
nons proposed by members.
Regional Women's Studies Associations
Regional women's studies associations exist to strengthen
networks among the approxrrnatelv 600 women's studies
programs, departments, women's centers, and their affiliated
community organizations. Attend your region's meeting on
Thursday, June 13, from 4-5:30 to meet and elect your
regional representative to the Constituency Council and to
network with neighboring colleagues, students, and ectivrsts.
If your region does not Identify a representative, please attend
your regional meeting and elect someone; or contact: NW5A's
liaison, Mary DaVidson, Columbia-Greene Community College,
4400 Route 23, Hudson, NY 12534; davldson@vaxa.cls.sunyc9Cc.edu.
If you do not know what region you belong to, see the list that
follows the description of NWsA governance structure and
officers. Please see concurrent sessions schedule for the
location.
Caucuses and Task Forces
Caucuses have a long history In NWsA, beginning with the
founding conference In 1977, and reflect the desire of some
NWsA members to affiliate In sub-groups that represent our
diversity of Identities. Although neither the Constitution nor the
By· Laws clarify differences between caucuses and task forces,
the working distinction we use designates CAUCUSES as appro-
priate If the group's major goal Involves representation of
polnt(s) of view within the governance structure, while TASK
FORCES are oriented towards an Issue or problem that can be
solved through action. NWsA has acted from the
beginning on the belief that members whose Identl-
t.es, voices, and potnts of view may be numerically
underrepresented within NWsA might not find an organtzeuonal
base or be able to make themselves heard Without caucus repre-
sentation. Task forces, on the other hand, do not requtre repre-
sentation within governance and can accomplish their projects
Without the Intervention of governance.
Currently-active caucuses and task forces, and any group that
specmcauv asked for time to diSCUSSforming a caucus or task
force, have scheduled meetings at this conference. If your group
has not been assigned a meeting time or place, please contact
one of the members of the Governing Council (all wearing special
ribbons) and we will try to accommodate your request.
AIl·Caucus Meeting, Sat., June 15, 8:30-9:45, LaddHall307
Academic Discrimination Task force
BUSinessrneetmg, Frl., June 14, 12:00-1:00,
Tisch Learning Center 100
Aging and Ageism Caucus
BUSinessmeeting, Frl., June 14, 12:00-1:00, Bolton Hall 104
Catholic Group Interested in Discussing Caucus formation
Interest meeting, Frl., June 14, 12:00-1:00, Bolton Hall 102
Community College Caucus
Business meeting, Thurs., June 13, 1:00-2:15, Bolton Hall 282
Disabilities Caucus
Business meeting, Frl., June 14, 12:00-1:00, College Dining Hall
Independent Scholars' Task force
Business meeting, Frl., June 14, 12:00-1:00,
Tisch Learning Center 207
International Caucus
BUSinessmeeting, Thurs., June 13, 1:00-2: 15, Palamountaln Hall304
Jewish Women's Caucus
Pre-Conference meeting, Wed. June 12, 9:00-4:00,
Palamounlaln Hall 303
BUSinessmeeting, Frl., June 14, 8:30-9:45, Emerson AudltMum
5habbat, Frl., 5:30-7:00, Wilson Chapel
Lesbian Caucus
Pre-Conference meeting, Wed., June 12, 9:00-4:00,
Palamountaln Hall 304
BUSinessmeeting 1, Frl., June 14,1:00-2:15, Fllene Recital Hall
BUSinessmeeting 2, Sat., June 15, 11:30-1:00, Fllene ReCitalHall
Pre K·12 Caucus
BUSinessmeeting, Sat., June 15, 3: 15-4: 15, Sports and
Recreation Center, Room 225
Program Administrators' Caucus
Pre-Conference meeting, Wed., June 12, 8:00-5:00,
Emerson Auditorium
Business meeting, Thurs., June 13, 2:30-3:45, Fllene Recital Hall
Student Caucus
Pre-Conference meeting, Wed., June 12,5:30-7:30, Ladd Hall 307
Business meeting 1, Thurs., June 13, 2:30-3:45, Emerson Auditorium
Business meeting 2, Sun., June 16, 9:00-10:15,
Skidmore Hall Seminar Room
Girls' Room (open to conference partrctpants 25
and under), Thurs.-Sat., 8:30-4:30, Wilson Chapel
THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S STUDIES ASSOCIATION
Women's Centers Caucus
Pre-Conference meeting, Wed.. June 12, 9:00-4:00,
Palamountaln Hall ~OO
Business meeting, Thurs., June 1~, 8:~0-9:45, Palamountaln Hall ~04
Women of Color Caucus
Pre-Conference meetlnq, Wed.. June 12, 9:00-4:00, Bolton Hall 100
Business meeting 1, Frl., June 14, 8:~0-9:45, Skidmore
HallSeminar Room
Business meeting 2, Sat, June 15, 10:00-11:15, Skidmore
HallSeminar Room
Women's Spirituality Task Force
Business rneetmg, Frl., June 14, 12:00-1:00, Palamountaln Hall ~04
SolsUceRitual With Lady Galadrlel, Sat, June 15, 6:00-8:00 p.rn.,
Case Green; If rain or wet, Wilson Chapel
Feminist Christian Spirituality Ritual, Sun., June 16, 9:00-10:15,
Wilson Chapel
Governance Structure: Constituency Council,
Governing Council, and
Membership Assembly
The Constituency Coundlls comprised of the elected represen-
tatives of the caucuses and regions and 15 chaired by the NW5A
liaison, Mary Davidson. The CC elects 5 members to the
Governing Council. The CC takes place at the annual conference
after each caucus and region has had a chance to meet at
least once.
Constituency Council Meeting: Frl., June 14, 4:00-5:~0, Fllene
ReCital Hall
The Governing Council 15 comprised of the elected officers, five
elected Members-at-Large. five elected representatives from
the Constituency CounCil, Conference committee chair and
remaining (but nonvoting) committee chairs. The GC meets
twice a year to establish policy for NW5A; between GC meet-
Ings, the Executive Committee (comprised of the officers plus
Conference chair) Is authorized to make decisions on behalf of
the GC and NWSA.
NW5A Governance Information meeting: Tues .. June 11, Ladd
Hall 207
The Membership Assembly meets annually at the conference to
hear reports from the officers and other members of the
Governing councn, to vote on any constitutional amendments
that have been proposed and duly circulated, and to consider
approvlng recommendations and resolutions from the member-
ship or from regions, caucuses, or task forces to the Governing
Council. Members of record 60 days prior to the meeting may
participate In and vote at the meeting.
Membership Assembly: Sat., June 15, 4:15-6:00, Gannett
Audltorlum
How to Submit Recommendations and
Resolutions to the Membership Assembly
Recommendations and Resolutions, If approved by the Mem-
bership Assembly, are addressed to the Governing Council for
further endorsement or Implementation; the GC takes up rec-
ommendatlons and resolutions at Its meeting Immediately fol-
lowing the close of the conference on Sunday, June 16.
A recommendation Is an expression of concern or principle; It
does not require any action on the part of NWSA, although It
may recommend writing a letter, sendlnq a telegram, or making
a simuar educational gesture endorsing the substance of the
recommendation. A resolution urges the Governing Council to
develop and/or Implement pollctes, procedures, or plans of ac-
tion; a resolution Involves a commitment of the Associanon's
resources, either In money or In the time of the officers of the
organization. Sponsors of recommendations and resolutlons
should consrder and Include In their proposal the following cat-
egories as appropriate: cost (and source of funding); responsi-
bility for Implementation (and to what extent the sponsors are
willing to do the work); timetable (and who 15 responsible for
meeting deadlines); and specifics (names, addresses, e-mail.
phone numbers, etc.),
"NOTE: NW5A 15 a 501(c)3 organization as classified by the
IRS. This means that In order to keep our status as a tax-ex-
empt, non-profit organization, we are prohibited as an organiza-
tion from engaging In political actiVities. While It 15 far from
certain that NWSA members and the IRS would agree on the
meaning of the phrase, "political actlvtty." NW5A must restrict
Its external advocacy or acttons to those that clearly fall within
the rubric of our educatIOnal mission. Although NWSA Itself
may be prohibited from engaging In political acnvrtres. thiS does
not restrict the speech or action of our membership. Persons
or groups Wishing to enlist the advocacy of NW5A's membership
may circulate petitions at the conference and/or may purchase
mailing labels from the national office In order to communicate
directly With members. Persons or groups outside of NW5A
may not solicit conference attendees for financial support.
RECOMMENDATION/RESOLUTIONFORMS are available at the
registration table throughout the conference. Completed forms
must be returned to the registration table by 5:45 p.rn. Friday,
June 14 In order to be placed on the agenda for the Mernber-
ship Assembly.
1995-96 Activities and On-going Projects
• NW5A Journal, a scholarly publication
• NWSActlon, a newsletter to members
• Backlash Project
• "Selected Syllabi for Women's Studies Courses"
• National Conference
• Regional Conferences
• Graduate Scholarships In Women's Studies sponsored
by NW5A and Pergamon Press
• Manuscript Award/Publication by Unlv. of Illinois Press
• Women's Studies program development
• Educational programming In the community
• Development of curricular resources
• Women's Studies Archival Project
• National network of Women's Centers
Membership Information
Membership In NWSA IS open to women and girls Interested In
promoting Women's Studies education In schools, colleges and
universities, or In the community. Membership dues range
from $25 for student, adjunct, and activist members to $60 for
IndiVidual membership to $800 for a life Membership. Pick up
an application for membership at the conference registration
desk, or contact Loretta Younger In the national office.
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THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S STUDIES ASSOCIATION
MWsA Mational Office
rtatlonal Women's Studies Association
7100 Baltimore Blvd" Suite 301
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20740
(301)403-0525
Mational Office Staff
Loretta Younger, National Executive Administrator
Karen Buffington
Carroll J Campbell











Mary Lou Van Voorhis
Bonnie Zimmerman
Constituency Council Representatives to the Governing Council
Papusa Molina (Women of Color Caucus)
Elizabeth Rlbet (Jewish Caucus)
Lisa Spaulding (Midwest Region)
Bette Tallen (Lesbian Caucus)
Annette Van Dyke (Great Lakes Region)
Chairs of Standing Committees 1995-96/1996-97
Cornrnurucatlons-c-tetrtarn Harris/Debra Beck





Continuing Educatlon-Nupur ChaudhurllCarol Perkins
Development-Patrice Caldwell/Jean Fel
Elections-Peg Strobel/Gall Cohee
Ethics and Equity-vacanVBette Tallen
Membership-Bethania Maria/MarJorie Pryse
Personnel-Virginia Cyrus/Maria Gonzalez







Conference Chair-Elect, Pap usa Molina







GREATLAKES:Minnesota, Wisconsin, MichIgan, illinois
Representative: Annette Van Dyke, Women's Studies, Unlv. of
illinois at Springfield, Springfield, IL 62794-9243
vandyke, a nnette@uls.edu
MID-ATIANTIC:Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey,
District of Columbia
Representative: Myrna Goldenberg, Montgomery College, 51
Mannakee St., Rockville, MD 20850
myrnag@umdS.umd.edu
t:1Jo..w..cI: Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa
Representative: Usa Spaulding, 1717 D. St. #3, Lincoln, ME68502
Is@unllnfo.unl.edu
Ncw ENGlAND:Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island
Representative: Pamela Menke, English Dept., Regis (ollege,
235 Wellesley sr, Weston, MA 02193
fax: 617-899-4725
New YOM: New York
Representative: Jennifer Scanlon, Women's Studies, SUMY-
Plattsburgh, Hawkins Hall, Plattsburgh, MY 12901
scanlo] r@splava.co.plattsburgh.edu
NORTHCCNTRe!:Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, West Virginia
Representative: currently vacant; please elect
NORTHWEST:Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Alaska
Representative: currently vacant; please elect
NORTHPACjrIC: Northern California, Hawall
Representative: currently vacant; please elect
PACifiC SO!!THWEST:Southern California, Nevada
Representative: Sue Mansfield, 301 E. Foothill Blvd. #69,
Pomona, CA 91767
smansfield@benson.claremont.edu
ROCKyMO[jNIAIN!So!IToWCST:Arizona, New Mexico, Utah,
Colorado, Wyoming
Representative Alane Brown, Fort Lewis College, Durango, CO
81301
SOllTH CenTRAl: Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana
Representative: Connie Killebrew, 3510 Leighton, Arlington, TX
76015-3231
cgkS 746@utarlg.uta.edu
SOIJIHCAST:Tennessee, Florida, Georgia, Alabama, MISSlsslpl,
Morth Carolina, South Caronna. Virginia
Representative: Janice Snook, Women's Studies, HMS 413,
Unlv. of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620
.L.---------
THE NATIONAL WOMEN1S STUDIES ASSOCIATION
Caucus Representatives and
Task Force Coordinators
(Contact at the conference, or through Loretta Younger
In the National Offtce.)
Academic Discrimination Task Force-Annis Pratt
Aging and Ageism Caucus-Ann Gerike
Catholic Interest Group-Lorlne M. Getz
Community College Caucus-Barbara Horn
Disabilities Caucus-Lynda Koollsh
Independent Scholars' Task Force-Pat Lengermann
lnternational Caucus-vacant
Jewish Women's Caucus-Miriam Harris
LesbIan Caucus-Bette Tallen
Pre-K-12 Caucus-vacant
Program Administrators' Caucus-Judith Allen and Tllna Klrss
Student Caucus-Dale Gray
Women's Centers Caucus-Glavanna Munafo
Women of Color Caucus-Papusa Molina













































































CALIfORNIA STATE LlNIVER:)ITY, SACRAMENTO
CALIfORNIA STATE UNIVER'iITY, SAN MARCOS
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
CENTRAL WASNINGTON UNIVERSITY
CliATI1AM COUEGE
CHICAGO AREA WOMEN'S STUDIES
ASSOCIATION
CITY COllEGES OF CI1lCAGO
CLAREMONT COLLEGES
COLBY COLLEGE
COLLEGE OF 51. MARY











EASTERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
















INDIANA UNIVERSITY, SOUTH BEND
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S TRIBUNE CENTER











METROPOLITAN STATE COLLEGE OF DENVER
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVER'iITY







NATIONAL A'iSOCIATION OF WOMEN'S CENTERS
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVEfl5ITY
NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL AGAIN'iT SEXUAL
AS'iAULT (NYSCASA)
NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVEfl5ITY





































UNIVERSITY Of CALIFORNIA, DAVIS
UNIVERSITY Of CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO






UNIVfRSITY OF HOUSTON, CLEAR LAKE
UNIVERSITY OF ilLINOIS, CHICAGO
UNIVfRSITY OF ilUNOIS, SPRINGFIELD
UNIVERSITY Of ILUNOI:), URBANA
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY Of MAINE, FARMINGTON
UNIVER'iITY OF MAINE, ORONO
UNIVER:)ITY OF MARYLAND, COLlEGE PARK
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
UNIVEflSlTY Of MEMPHIS
UNIVERSiTY OF MIAMI
UNIVER:)ITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR
UNIVERSITY Of MISSISSIPPI
UNIVEflSlTY OF MI:)SOURI, COLUMBIA
UNIVER:)ITY OF MISSOURI, S1. toue
UNIVEfl5ITY OF MONTANA
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN
UNIVERSITY Of NEBRASKA, OMAHA
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMP5NIRE
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, ASNEVILLE
UNIVER:)ITY OF NORTN CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL
UNIVERSITY Of NORTH CAROLINA, GREEN:)BORO
UNIVERSITY OF NORTN DAKOTA
UNIVERSITY OF NORTNERN COLORADO
UNIVEflSlTY OF OREGON
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND
UNIVER'iITY OF ROCHE:)TER
UNIVERSITY OF T ENNE:)SEE
UNIVER:)ITY OF TEXAS, EL PASO
UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO
UNIVEflSlTY OF WASHINGTON
UNIVER'iITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
UNIVERSITY Of WI'iCON5IN, EAU CLAIRE
UNIVER'iITY OF WISCONSIN, LA CRO:)SE
UNIVERSITY OF WISCON:)IN, O:)HKOSH













• NWSA PLANNING COMMITTEES
NWSA Conference Chair
FranCine Frank, University at Albany, SUNY
NWSA '96 Site Coordinators
Sharon Arpey, Skidmore College
Patricia Rubio, Skidmore College
Skidmore Conference Secretary
Sue Stein, Skidmore College
Skidmore Conference Office Staff
Kerry Doonan, Skidmore College
Maria McColl, Skidmore College




Joanne Felt. Skidmore College
Beverley Mastrianni
Book Exhibit
Ruth Copans, Skidmore College
Leslie Mechem, Skidmore College
Sharon Robinson, Russell Sage College
Campus Accessibility
Crystal Davis, MorriS Brown College
Jeannette Oppedisano, Skidmore College
Conference Photographer
Sonya Cheuse, Emma Willard School
Development
Patrice Caldwell, Eastern New Mexico University
Jean Fel, Skidmore College
frenctne Frank, University at Albany, SUNY
Frances Hoffmann, University of Missouri-St. Louis/Four Winds
linda Miner, Four Winds
Bonnie Spanier, University at Albany, SUNY
~mbeddedConference
Sharon Arpey, Skidmore College
Joan Douglas, Skidmore College
Jean Fel, Skidmore College
Frances Hoffmann, University of Mlssourl-St. Louis/Four Winds
Syb Jennings, Russell Sage College
Rolfe Lawson, Skidmore College/Four Winds
Ruth Andrea Levinson, Skidmore College
linda Miner, Four Winds
Mary Nell Morgan, Empire State College
MaQorle Pryse, University at Albany, SUNY
Sharon Robinson, Russell Sage College
Patricia RubiO, Skidmore College
Pat Trosclair, Skidmore College
~ntertainment
Carolyn Anderson, Skidmore College
Michelle Crone, Elword Productions
Mary oavioson. Columbia-Green Community College
Jeanette Oppedisano, Skidmore College
fitness
Catherine Golden, Skidmore College
Pat Fehling, Skidmore College




Francine Frank, University at Albany, SUNY
Frances Hoffmann, University of MI550url-St. Louis/Four Winds
Wendy Kolmar, Drew University
Sue Mansfield, Claremont Colleges
MaQorle Pryse, University at Albany, SUNY
Patricia Rubio, Skidmore College
Mary Stange, Skidmore College
Adrienne Zuerner, Skidmore College
Program
Francine Frank, University at Albany, SUNY
Frances Hoffmann, University of Mlssourl-St. Louis/Four Winds
Marjorie Pryse, University at Albany, SUNY
PatriCia Rubio, Skidmore College
Bonnie Spanier, University at Albany, SUNY
Mary Stange, Skidmore College
Wendy Kolmar, Drew University
Joanna Zangrando, Skidmore College
Program Book
Sue Armstrong, Armstrong GraphiCS
Sharon Arpey, Skidmore College
Kerry Doonan, Skidmore College
Francine Frank, University at Albany, SUNY
MaQorle Pryse, University at Albany, SUNY
Patricia RubiO, Skidmore College
Sue Stein, Skidmore College
Progra m Cover Art
Kathleen Cochran, Skidmore College '97
PUblicity, Public Relations, Press Releases
Robert Kimmerle, Skidmore College
Drea Leanza
Barbara MelVille, Skidmore College
Andrea Wise, Skidmore College
Registration and Name Tags
Loretta Younger, NWSA .
Session Moderators
Mary Stange, Skidmore College
Patricia Rubio, Skidmore College
T-Shirts
DenniS Albright, T-Shirt GraphiCS
Sue Stein
Volunteers' Committee Coordinators
Madelyn Alvarlfio, Skidmore College
Lynne Gelber, Skidmore College
Selma Harwood, Skidmore College
Therese Lowenthal
Viviana Rangll, Skidmore College
Writers' Series
Judith Fetterley, UniverSity at Albany, SUNY
Charlotte Goodman, Skidmore College
Wilma Hall, Skidmore College
Judith Johnson, University at Albany, SUNY
•
Susan Kress, Skidmore College
Patricia RubiO, Skidmore College
1-.----------
film Series
lisa Aronson, Skidmore College
Peg Boyers, Skidmore College
Christine McDonald, Crandall library
PatriCia RubiO, Skidmore College
Terri Brandt, Skidmore College
Sponsors
Art Series
Art and Art History Department, Skidmore College
President, Skidmore College
Dean of the Faculty, Skidmore College
Dean of First Year Students, Skidmore College
Alumni Office, Skidmore College





Junior League of Schenectady
Skidmore College
Zonta Club of Albany
film Series
Dean of the Faculty, Skidmore College
Women's Studies Program, Skidmore College
Opening Session Reception
CELAC(Center for Latino, Latin American and Caribbean Studies),
University at Albany, SUNY
Columbia-Greene Community College Dean
IROW (Institute for Research on Women), University at Albany,SUNY
Upton Women's Center, Russell Sage College
Women and MlnorlUes Program, Siena College
Women Students' ServIces, Rensselaer PolytechniC Institute
Women's Studies Department, University at Albany, SUNY
Women's Studies Program, College of Saint Rose


















































































































































• GENERAL CONFERENCE INFORMATION
After-Hours Dance Featurina Begonia
An after-hours dance for registered conTerence participants only
will be held Saturday, June 15, from 10:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m. at
Falstaff's (after the JUCA concert In the Main Gym). The dance 15
free-oF-charge, but name tags are requIred for admission,
refreshments, Including beer, are available for purchase with
appropriate 10.
Art Exhibits
Several exciting art exhibitions feature the work of women artists
with four shows at Skidmore and one at the Historical Society's
Ann Grey Gallery. The exhibitions all have special events
occurring June 13th
Please see the Art Exhibition pages for further detail.
Book Exhibit
The book exhibit. which Includes displays by more than 45
publishers, organizations, and crafts people, 15 In the Field House
GymnaSium. The hours will be as follows:
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Child Care
A list of off-campus providers can be obtained from the Office of
Special Programs In Palamountaln Hall.
The College Store
The Skidmore Shop 15 located on the first floor of Case Center.
You will find a great many Items, such as a selection of general
and reference books, school supplies, gift Items, clothing, candy,
toiletries, magaZines, greeting cards, posters, newspapers
(Saratoglan, Albany Times Union, Wall Street Journal, and The
New York Times), film and film processmg. Mastercard and Visa
are accepted. The Skidmore Shop 15 open from 8:30 a.m. to
3:4S p.rn., Monday through Friday. In addition, during the NWsA
conference, the shop will be open on Saturday, June 15, from
10:00 a.m to 2:00 p.m.
Computer Services
The Harder Hall Computer Lab has available approxrmate!v 17
DOS computers and 28 Macs for public use. The lab will be
open Wednesday and Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
and on Friday and Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. All
machines Include telnet. With it, any visitor can tel net back to
their home site and read email. This works If your remote site
supports Internet connections via tel net.
Cultural Events Series
Tickets for the Cultural Events Series are available throughout
the conference at the Conference Registration desk. SIngle
tickets for the Saturday night Maggie Cassella performance and
JUCA concert are also available at the registratIon desk; ticket
prices are $10 for registered conference partiCipants and
students; $12 for general admission.
Conference partiCipants who have purchased tickets for the
Saturday evening performance of the Martha Graham Dance
Company at Proctor's In Schenectady and who have paid for
round-trip bus transportation, please check at the conference
registration desk for Information concerning bus pick-up location
and time. Saratoga's National Museum of Dance, located on 99
South Broadway on the shuttle route to the Gideon Putnam
Hotel, mvttes conference registrants to visit Its collection. free
entry With name tag. Telephone: 584-222S.
<5.NWSA and Skidmore College have tried to provide reasonable
accommodations to participants with disabilities. If you
contacted us prior to the conference to arrange asststance.
please Introduce yourself to someone at the Conference
Registration desk, who will help you make your InlUal connection
with Jeannette Oppedisano, Crystal DaVIS,or one of our
volunteers. Persons with disabilities seeking accommodations
while attendlng the conference who have not prevIously arranged
assistance should also Identify your requIrements at the
Conference Registration Desk, We will try to provide reasonable
accommodation.
Film Series
Beginning on Wednesday afternoon, flIms wl!l be shown
continuously throughout the conference In Bolton 382 and DaviS
Auditorium. On Thursday and friday evenings, feature films will
be screened In Gannett and DaviS Audnona. A schedule,
description of films, and a list of film distributors are Included In
thiS program book.
Fitness
Conference participants may purchase an athletiC fee pass at the
conference registration desk. The pass admits parucioents to
yoga sessions, taught by julie Gutmann, aerobiCS, taught by
Alexandra MarqUiS, and the fitness run, which will take place on
Friday, June 14 at 7:4S a.m. In the Stadium. All other acncrtres
will be housed In the Sports Center. Check for specific loceuons
at the Conference Registration Desk.
Food
Dining ServIces,;. Murray and North Dining Halls serve standard
cafeteria meals. Pre-registration and payment is required to receive
a meal ticket Individual meals may be purchased at the Case
Center Information Desk at the following rates: $5 for breakfast. $8
for lunch, and $10 for dinner. Meal times are as follows: breakfast
7: 1S-8:30 a.m, lunch 11 :30 a.m.-1:45 p.m .. and dinner S:1S-
6:45 p.m. The Spa, a snack bar In Case Center, offers a variety of
short-order food items and beverages. A cook tent In the area of
the book exhibit will allow those With meal tickets to receive food at
lunch time and those without meal tickets to purchase food. Please
keep In mind that the selection will be limited and those deSiring a
full meal should go to the dining hall.
Nearby Restaurants: A number of lovely restaurants and fast food
eateries are located In downtown Saratoga Springs. The Saratoga
Convention and Tourism Bureau will provide dining guides to NWSA
II participants and will have sample menus available during• conference registration.L..---------
Conference Locations
Most conference sessions will take place In three main
classroom bulldlngs-Palamountaln Hall, Bolton Hall and the
Tisch Learning Center. Plenary sessions will be held In the Main
Gymnaslum of the Sports and Recreation Center, Evening
entertainment events will take place in the Janet Kinghorn
Bernhard Theater, and the plenary area of the Sports Center.
The Writers' Series will take place In Emerson Auditorium In
Palamountaln Hall, and the Film Series In Bolton 382 and Davis
Auditorium. Feature length films will be shown In DaviS, Gannett
and Emerson Auditorla.
Free Housing
Every attempt was made to provide free housing to all who
requested In advance. If you have arranged for free housIng with
Sharon Boyd, check at the Registration Desk upon arrival
Girls' Room
The Wilson Chapel has been designated as an on-going meeting
space for conference participants 25 and under. The Wilson
Chapel will be open for Girls' Room from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Thursday-Saturday. Please observe Skidmore's request that
persons do not smoke or eat In the Chapel during Girls' Room
hours. The Wilson Chapel will be used for evening events on
Friday and Saturday. In addition, all conference participants are
welcome to use the all-conference lounge space In Falstaff's.
Ground Transportation
Special rates for transportation to and from the airport and train
and bus stations are available from Super Shuttle. Call ahead to
reserve at 1-800-736-8757. The company will coordinate
passengers In groups with a maximum walt of 30 minutes, One-
way, per-person rates wIll range from $43 for one passenger to
$15 for four or more. Wheelchalr-accesslble vehicles are
available If requested In advance.
Lounges
Lounges and Informal gathering places are available In many
locations In all the residence halls. Falstaff's (located across the
road from Palamountaln Hall parking lot) has been designated as
the rnatn lounge area for NWSA members to recreate and relax
during the conference (open: Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 10:30
a.m.- 7:00 p.m.). Refreshments are not available at Falstaff's;
you may bring your own. The Spa In Case Center will serve as
lounge space with food service. The hours of the Spa during the
conference are as foilows: Thursday and Friday, 7:30 a.m. to
10:00 p.rn.: Saturday, noon to 8:00 p.rn.: and Sunday, 8:00
a.rn. to noon.
Name Tags
Each conference registrant will be Issued a name tag which we
ask that you wear throughout the conference to Identify you and
to admit you to sessions. If you lose your name tag, please
inform Loretta Younger at the Conference Registration Desk.
Photocopying
There are six public-access COin-operated photocopiers In Lucy
SCribner library. Copying Is also available In Office Services,
located In Harder Hall. Payment Is cash only.
Press and Media Representatives
Members of the press and media representatives with
appropriate Identification should come to the Conference
Registration Desk to receive a press pass and Information
concernIng how to contact officers, conference speakers, and
Skidmore College or NWSA representatives.
GENERAL CONFERENCEINFORMATION.
Reminder to Participants and Presenters
Conference attendees are requested to refrain from wearing
scented products that may trigger reactions In chemlcally-
sensitive persons. NWSA requests that presenters provide
large-print copies of their presentation material and/or Visuals to
assure access to all participants.
Rumor Control
Members of the Governing Council have agreed to serve as
rumor control. Please come to the Conference Reg!stratlon
Desk or locate a GC member (wearing a red ribbon) to clarify any
questions or concerns regarding the conference.
Smoking
While smoking Is permitted In IndiVidual dorm rooms and In a
small section of the Spa (the snack bar In Case Center), It Is not
permitted In any public spaces on the Skidmore College campus.
When roommates were not specifically requested, every attempt
was made to match non-smokers with non-smokers.
Special Ribbons
Members of the Governing Council will be wearing red ribbons
attached to their name tags; conference volunteers will be
wearing green ribbons. If you need directions or assistance.
please look for someone wearing a red or green ribbon. Plenary
speakers will be wearing white ribbons, and NWSA life Members
will be wearing gold ribbons.
T-shirts
'96 Conference T-shirts are available at the NWSA table In the
book exhibit. Remember that your t-shlrt purchase helps to
support NWSA.
Writers' Series
On Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
as well as Thursday and Friday from 1:00 p.m.-2: 1S p.rn..
readings by well~known writers have been arranged. These
events are open to all conference registrants at no additional






















SUNY Women's Studies Council
3:00-7:00
Film Series BOLTON HALL 382, DAVIS
AND GAr1NETT AUDITOf\IA














































THURSDAY, JUNE 13 (Cont'd.)
4:00-5:00
Writers' Series:
Marjorie Agosln, Ruth Behar
Allx Kates Shulman, Judith Johnson
6:30-7:30
Self-Guided Walking Tour: Outdoor Sculpture
Exhibition of Regional Women Artists SKiOMOREGROUNDS
7:30-9:00
Jurled Exhibition of Regional
Women ArtiSts (Reception)
6:30-8:00
Women's Spirituality Task Force
Social Hour




















8:00-9:40 "Song of the Exile"
8:00-9:40 "BhaJI on the Beach"









































Women's Spirituality Task Force
AcademiC Discrimination Task Force
Independent 5colars Task Force
Aging and Ageism Caucus
Disabilities Caucus
New Member Orientation LAoo HALL 307
5:30-7:30
Student Caucus Pre-Conference LAOD HALL 307
8:00-1000
Opening Ceremony and
Keynote Address: Ruth Behar SPORTS CENTER, MAIN GYM
10:00-11:30






Pat Falk, Laura Kaplan,





Martha Graham Company Performance
9:00-12:30
Feature length films:
9:00-11: 10 "Mlna Tannenbaum"
9:00-10:50 "Marianne and Jullane,"
9:00-12:20 "Jeanne Dlelman,
23 Qual du Commerce"
9:00-10:50 "Sweetie"
10:30-12:30




Feminist Christian Spirituality Ritual
10:30-1230


























Martha Graham Lecture Demonstration
8:00-11:00
Cultural Events:
Kris~n O'Shee, Muriel Miguel, tabas
Feature-length film: An Evening With

























BOlTON 382 AND DAVIS
AUDITORIUM
10:00-11:00
A Chance to Dance (Martha Graham Co.) DANC'C'N"R 5TUOI05
10:00-12:45
Open Forum LAoDHALL307









Embedded Conference: Third Wave Panel











Plenary: Crossing Educational Borders
3:15-4:15
Pre K _ 12 Caucus SPORTS CENTt'R 201
Networking for "Great Goddess" Scholars,
Artists and Educators SPORTS Ct'NTI:R 225
SPORTS CfNTI:R, MAIN GYM
Many thanks to Bonnie Zimmerman for working to revise the
conference schedule overview to accommodate
numerous and often conflicting demands of governance,
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Cultural Events Series passes, which can be purchasedat the Registration Desk for $2S, admit one to all of
the following events. Tickets for individual events are
available at the Registration Desk or at the door for $10,
although seating is limited for Thursday and Friday nights.
Seating for Saturday is unlimited, and the event will also
be open to the public.
Thursday,June 13, 8:00 p.m.
JANET KINGHOf\N BI:RNHARD THEATER
JEANNETIE OPPEDISANO, WILD WOMEN DON'T
GET THE BLUES
JAZZ VOICES
For over twenty years,
Jeannette Oppedisano has
been ajazz Singer In the
Albany Capital District area
performing With the
Incomparable jazz pianist,
Paul Mastrlan\. But when
she Joined the faculty at
Skidmore a few years ago,
Jeannette realized that
little attention was being
given to the variety of
contributions to jazz by
women - particularly black
women - 50 she and Paul
started producing and
performing In "Edu-
concerts" - concerts that
celebrate the history of
these women by sharing
their stories and performing only pieces In which women have
either composed the music or written the lyriCS or both.
A dynamic group of three vocalists and jazz pianist who blend
dIverse styles and Influences Into an exciting musical montage,
Colleen Pratt, Peg Delaney, Teresa Broadwell, and Jody Shayne
present Jazz VOices. A relatlvely new group to emerge In the
Capital District, Jazz Voices has performed at a variety of clubs
and concert sites, Including Saratoga's Cafe Lena, the Empire
State Plaza Convention Center, A Place for Jazz, and the Saratoga
Race Track.
One reviewer descrIbes them as "the hottest new vocal group to
come out of the Capital District In the past decade." The group
sIngs Jazz classiCS, from Lambert, rtendrtcks. and Ross, to




with a ballad too.
Guaranteed to put




Friday, June 14, 8:00 p.m.
JANET KINGHORN BERNHARD THEATER
MICHELLE CRONE, Emcee
KRISTIN O'SHEE, "Site-Visit"
MURIEL MIGUEL, "Hot 'N' Soft"
IABAS, Traditional Brazilian Show Band
Kristin Q'Shee was the founder and director of London's Junction
Dance Company, Her work received wide acclaim throughout
Europe and has been shown at t.ondon's "Dance Umbrella
Festival" and the "International MUSIC Festival" In Arezzo. Italy.
Since returning to the U.S. In 1982, she has taught and
performed throughout the San Franclso Bay Area, was arnst-in-
reSidence at the DJerassl Foundation In Woodside, CA, and from
1988 to 1992 served on the dance faCUlty at Sam Houston
State UniverSity In HuntsVille, Texas, Since moving to
WaShington, D.c.. in 1992, O'Shee has taught at the University
of Maryland, Baltimore County and at George Mason University.
O'Shee's 5010 "Site-Vlslr' was praised In the Washington Post's
1994 "Year In Review" as "the year's most haunting new work ..."
Post critic George Jackson wrote of her 5010 "Animal Prayer'
(1996) that "O'Shee choreographs for her body as If Its parts were
separate Instruments to be combined In unexpected ways .. ,"
O'Shee's next project Is an evening-length work combining
women writers and dancers fifty years of age and over. It Will be
premiered In March of 1997.
Music: Henry Wolff and Nancy Henning, "ContlnuumlWarp" and
"The Illusory Body"; Adam and Johnny Soames (White Ant),
"Willy, Willy."
I\Slte~Vlsit"draws on ancient images of the female figure as
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• CULTURAL EVENTS SERIES
Friday, June 14, 8:00 p.m. (cont'd.)
JAN!:T KINGHOf\N Bl:RNHARD THEATI:R
Muriel Miguel Is a Cuna-Rappahannock lesbian comic and
performance artlst and co-founder of New York's Splderwoman
theater. A founding member of the legendary Open Theater In
New York In the '60s, Miguel then JOined with her two sisters to
create Sptderwoman, Splderwoman toured Europe to rave
reviews and sell-out crowds. With her sisters, Miguel has
created autobiographical performance art about growing up
Native American In Brooklyn and has worked With Native
children's audiences, creating a play that combines stories of the
children's grandmothers with Information on safe sex.
"Hot 'N' Soft' Is Miguel's one-woman montage of personal
experiences, fantasies, and Native American mythology, an
unabashed celebration of lesbian sexuality that combines Coyote
the Trickster With eroticism. In the words of one of her
reviewers, "Hot 'N' Soft' Is not for the prudish.
Miguel has performed her show at women's festivals and events
across Canada and the U.s., and at Queerculture, Toronto's
annual lesbian and gay arts festival.
•
labas performs a unique blend of Brazilian folkloric music and
dance from a variety of ethniC backgrounds. The band features
city and country dance music With lyrics In Portuguese and the
rhythms of Yoruba and the Amazon. Their central work Is based
on Candomble, the religion practiced secretly by the Africans
who were brought to BraZil, and the feast day of the tabes, the
"Oay of the Women" In Candomble.
One Intriguing aspect of the band Is Its use of many unusual and
original Instruments-surdo, brrrmbau. kallmbas, repiruque,
agogo, caxlxl, purtas, pots and pans, garden hoes, teapots-as
well as violin, fiute, acoustiC guitar, and bass.
labas Is a creation of Emilia Blancardl and Geralyn Burke. Much of
the band's compositions are original folklortc pieces, researched,
arranged and directed by Emilia Blancardl, ethnomuslcologlst
from Bahia, Brazil. The band also performs original songs written
by Ms. Blancardl. The band Is produced by Geralyn Burke who
has lived In Brazil and Is the daughter of a BraZIlian. Principal
performers Include Roberta finkel, dancer, promotion consultant,
and writer/editor; Andrea Franx, dancer, herbalist, and
woodworker; and Leaf Mtller, drummer, Instrument maker, and
occupational therapist.
Saturday, June 15, 8:00 p.m.
SPORTS CI:NTER, MAIN GYM




JUCA, REGGAE fOR THE NEW MILLENIUM
Michelle Crone Is a long-time activist on behalf of the lesbian
and gay community In the political struggle for our rights.
Michelle has been a major force In lesbian and gay culture,
helping to organize the '8? March on WaShington, the nauooe
Lesbian Conference, RhythmFest, the Cultural FesUvalof the
Games, and prodUCing the main stage at the March on
WaShington. Her current projects Include organiZing a series
year-long special events for the Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian
Community Center and co-producing the first tnternauorel
Lesbian and Gay Comedy Festival, to be held In Toronto In
September. For the last six years, Michelle has been doing
stand-up comedy and Is considered a consummate emcee:
Michelle has also produced the Friday and Saturday nights of
NWSA's Cultural Events Series and we are delighted to have t
With us at Skidmore '96.
•
Maggie cassella, a lesbian comic With a double major In
women's studies and philosophy and a law degree, describe,
herself as "comically different and legally queer." Her reperte
encompasses gay and lesbian perspectives as well as politic
social and cultural commentary that embraces a queer
understanding of Issues and the viscera! responses that onl,
lawyer would sincerely admit to having. From her wrlUng
partnership and performances with Lea Delarla to a wildly
successful assault on her performance at the 1993 March 0'
Washington by Rush Limbaugh, Maggie Cassella continues t(
make her mark on comedy across North America.
Maggie has performed to audiences In New York, San Francl'
Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta, Toronto, Washington,
Northampton, and Provincetown. The New York Times has C
her "attractive plus biting and sharp," and NOW MagaZinesa,
she "possesses the energy and Imagination to generate gen
belly laughs."
Is Maggie Cassella a legal comic? A queer lawyer? A comlCi
legal queer? Come and find out for yourself.
JUCA describe themselves as Judith Casselberry (formerly of the
duo Casselberry-Dupree) on vocals and rhythm gullar and "S
musical terrorists" - Lovejoy, vocals and hand percussion; Debra
Kenya McGee, vocals and percussion; Bernice Brooks, drums;
Debbie Robinson, bass and supporting vocals; Debbie Knapper,
lead gullar.
JUCA,which means J=Joy, U=Underslandlng, C=Creatlvlty, and
A=Abundance, has performed In Africa, Asia, Europe, and the
Caribbean. In the U.S. they have appeared on Broadway, In the
subways, at Carnegie Hall, The African Burial Ground, Boston
Symphony Hall, and the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.
Dubbed "reggae for the new rrullenturn." JUCA's sound follows a
legacy of Jamaican and American sociany-cor.sctous music.
Firmly established In New York City'S highly competitive reggae
scene as a rapidly rising band with a unique voice, JUCA sings
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CULTURALEVENTSSERIES.
Saturday, June 15, 8:00
P~OCTOR.'s THEATRE, SCHENECTADY
MARTHA GRAHAM DANCE COMPANY PERFORMANCE
Martha Graham revolutionized every aspect of dance and
movement. According to Anna Kl5selgoff, dance critiC of the New
York Times, "If the 20th Century Is the century of Freud, Einstein
and Picasso, It 15 also the century of Martha Graham." Born In
1894, Martha Graham created a signature style In 181 works,
spanning almost eight decades until her death In 1991, that
shaped generations of dancers and choreographers. Her school
and dance company, founded In 1926 and located In New York
City, continue as the oldest in America, and the troupe is one of
the most Infiuentlalln the world.
The Office of the Dean of Special Programs at Skidmore College
hosts the Company In a long-term residency, partially supported
by the New York State Council on the Arts, during the month of
June. Students from around the world have the opportunity to
study Graham technique and repertoire dUring this time. As part
of the residency, Proctor's Theatre In Schenectady, New York, will
present the Company on Saturday, June IS, at 8:00 pm.
Although this event Is not part of the conference Cultural Events
Series, this Is a rare opportunity to see the Martha Graham
Dance Company perform. Tickets may be reserved by calling
Proctor's Theatre, or you may tnqulre at The Office of SpeCial
Programs for group-rate tickets and transportation to the event.
-----------~
• FILM SERIES
Please note that the films shown during the day will be shown
on video machines In the classrooms designated. The evening
screenings of films, however, will be shown on larger screens In
a 16 mm. format Also please note that films preceded by an
asterisk (') will be shown more than once during the
conference.
We would like to thank Skidmore's Office of the Dean of Faculty
and the Women's Studies Program for sponsoring the Friday
evening film event with Barbara Hammer.
June 12. Wednesday
3:00-4:00
Ma rna of Dada: Beatrice Wood
Documentary of last surviving member of the Dada movement
whose life Itself was a work of art
Dlr. Amle C. Knox, 1993
artsAmerlca, Inc" 55 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Mah Jong Orphan
This real life film focuses on the widening chasm between a
Chinese Immigrant mother and her daughter who Is eager to
assimilate.
Produced by Honey Fisher, 1995
Filmakers Library, 60 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
405-505
Laura Clay: Voice of Change
A profile of this key figure In the Women's Suffrage Movement
and the Kentucky Equal Rights Association.
Dlr. Heather lyons, 1992
Cinema Guild, 56 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Czech Women: Now We Are Free
Documentary which profiles a variety of Czech women to
Illustrate the difficulties and rewards of a newly democratic
society.
Dlr. Zuzana Justman, 1993
Cinema Guild, 60 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
4:05-6:00
I, The Worst of All
Drawn from Octavia Paz's book The Traps of Faith, this film
portrays 17th century Mexican poet Sister Juana Ines de la Cruz
Dtr. Maria unss Bemberg, 1990
First Run/Icarus Films, 105 m.
GANNeTT AUDITORIUM
5:00-6:00
'fiction and Other Truths: A film About Jane Rule
Profiles the life of novelist, essayist, teacher and political activist
Jane Rule.
Dlr. lynn Fernie & Aerlyn Weissman, 1994
Cinema Guild, 60 m.
BOLTON HAll 382
Keepers of the Fire
A,celebration of native women 'urban warriors', each fighting a
different battle, but all united In strength and determination.
Dlr. Christine Welsh, 1994




This film explores various cultural factors which lead to probler
With eating disorders In adolescents.
Dit. Danlelle Prohom Olson, 1993
Moving Images, 45 m.
BOLTON HAll 382
Canto A La Vida
ThiS film Illuminates exile through the stories of Chilean wome
Including Hortensia Allende, the widow of the assassinated
president, author Isabel Allende, and folk Singer Isabel Parra.
Dlr. lucia Salinas Briones, 1990




Dorothea Lange, A Vi.ual Life
Captures the dynamics between adversity and human dignity,
Viewed through the lens of one of America's most eloquent
photographers.
Dlr. Meg Partridge, 1994
Pacific Pictures, 48 m.
BOLTON HAll 382
Hado
Follows a Massi woman as she goes about her business of
helping her country folk maintain their heritage of music and
dance.
Dlr. Gaston Kabore, 1991
First Run/Icarus Films, 13 m.
BOLTON HAll 382
'Complaints of A Dutiful Daughter
ThiS film chronicles the various stages of a mother's Alzhelme
disease and the evolution of a daughter's response to the
Illness.
Dtr. Deborah Hoffmann, 1995
Women Make Movies, 42 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
Early on Sunday
This film portrays old Soviet village women, whose unpretentx
observatIons about life, love and perestroika evoke laughter a
compassion.
Dlr. Murat Mamedov, 1988




ThiS film documents the lives of four women, Supreme Court
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Major General Jeanne Holme, R'
Addle Wyatt, and Congresswoman Patsy Mink, who challengec
the stereotypes and successfully entered fields dominated by
men.
Dlr. Emma Joan Morris, 1996
Fllmakers library, 52 m.
BOLTON HAll 382
The International Sweethearts of Rhythm
Tells the story of the multi-racial, all-women's Jazz band of the
19405, which featured some of the best female musicians of
the day.
Dtr. Greta Schiller, 1990
Cinema Guild, 30 m.
BOLTON HAll 382.1---- _
FILMSERIES.
Leona's Sister Gerri
Reconstructs the story behind the famous photograph of Gerrl
Santoro who died In 1973 from an Illegal abortion.
DIUane Gillooly, 1995
NewDay Films, 57 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
·Live To Tell: First Gay and Lesbian Prom
This film chronicles the lives of students of an LA school for gay
and lesbian teens, culminating In their organization of a city-wide
alternative prom.
Dlr. Charley Lang, 1995




Investigates Japanese exptottanon of New Guinean woman during
the World War II campaign.
Dlr. Norlko 5eklguchl, 1989
First Run/Icarus Films, 54 m
BOLTON HALL 382
fUll Circle: The Ideal of a Sexually Egalitarian Society
on the Kibbutz
The film follows the evolution of family life, work roles and
changing attitudes about sexual equality In the kibbutz from Its
pioneering days to the present.
Dlr. Paul Rothman, 1995




A tale portraying the life of Zamma Chen, a Chinese-Canadian
garden guide, this film blurs and distorts the line between reality
and illusion, gender and sexuality.
Dlr. Karen Lee, 1994




Photographer Imogen Cunningham presents her own work In this
Academy Award nominated documentary.
DIe.Meg Partridge, 1987
Pacific Pictures, 28 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Dying to be Perfect
A documentary USing women who suffer from anorexia nervosa.
Du. Ellen Hoeter, 1988
Moving Images, 27m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
Margaret Sanger: A Public Nuisance
Highlights Sanger's pioneering strategies of using media and
popular culture to advance the cause of birth control.
Dlr Terese 5voboda, 1992
Women Make Movies, Inc., 28 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
4:50-5:50
Breaking Silence: The Story of the Sisters at DeSales Heights
Focuses on twelve elderly nuns who are forced Into the world,
outside of their monastery, for the first time In their lives.
Directors 5usan Painton & Tommie Dell 5m/th, 1993
New Oay Films, 58 m
BOLTON HALL 382
'shown twice during the conference
·Family Values
This Intensely personal film documents the lesbian vldeomaker's
attempt to reconcile with her long-estranged father.
Dlr Pam Walton




Shot on a Fisher-Price camera when the creator was 17 about
her realization that she 15 gay.
tsu. 5adle Benning, 1990
Video Data Bank, 5 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
·B.D. Women
This film 15 a celebration of the history and culture of Black lesbians.
Dtr. Inge Blackman, 1994
Women Make Movies, 20 m.
BOLTOM HALL 382
'Our Mom's A Dyke
This autobiographical account explores one daughter's coming to
terms with her mother's sexual Identity,
Dir. Juliette Olavarrla, 1995
Filmakers Library, 23 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
I'll Ride That Horse
This film documents the experience of women In rodeo.
Dlr. DoriS Loeser, 1994
Women Make Movies, Inc, 27 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
Reframing the Montreal Massacre: A Media Interrogation
A gritty, contemporary critique of the media coverage that
followed the Montreal Massacre from a feminist perspective.
Dlr. Maureen Bradley, 1995
5elf distributor, 27 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
Thursday Evening Feature Films
8:00-9:40
Song of the Exile
This semi-autobiographical film by Hong Kong's leading woman
director tells the story of a mother and her adolescent daughter.
Dtr. Ann Hul, 1990




ThiS film by a Latina director portays the women's side of ghetto
life. The central narrative of this rich, multi-layered work follows
the lives of two homeglrls who start out as best friends In
childhood but are separated by the Indignities forced on them by
two smooth-talking drug dealers.
Dit. Allison Anders, 1994
New Yorker Films, 92 m.
DAV1s AUDITORIUM '
8:00-9:40
Bhaji on the Beach
This comedy-drama tells the story of three generations of Asian
women as they take a day trip from Birmingham to the seaside
resort of Blackpool, England and discover that they have not left
their troubles behind.
Dr. Gurlnder Chadha, 1994






The first feature film by the Australian director of The Plano
traces the break-up of two high school girls' friendship.
Dlr. by Jane Campion, 1986





Portrait of two photographers, Gene 5tern and Ellen Auerbach,
who worked together In Germany during the 19205 and 19305
Dtr. Juan Mandelbaum, 1995
Geovlslon, Inc, 60 m
BoLTON HALL 382
The Brick Makers
Documentary by the Important Latin American director about a
family of brlckmakers In the outskirts of Bogota, Colombia.
D«. Mar.ta Rodr.lguez, 1972
Cinema GUild, 42 m
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
This Is Not Your Life
Profiles an ordinary Brazilian woman's life while exploring the
themes of anonymity and namelessness of "ordinary people."
Dlr. Jor.ge runsao. 1991
ttrs: Run/lcaws Films, 15 m
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
1:05-2:05
from Danger to Dignity
Combines rare archival footage With Interviews to document the
efforts of people who changed the laws.
Dlr..Domthy Fadlman, 1995
Concentr./C Media, 56 m
BOLTON HAll 382
Les femmes au. Yeu. Ouverts (Women With Open Eyes)
A Togolese filmmaker presents portraits of contemporary African
women In four West African countries: Burkina Faso, Mali,
Senegal, Benin.
Dlr..Anne-Laur.e Folly, 1994
California Newsr.eel, 52 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
2: 10-3: 10
Casting The first Stone
Focuses on six women who regularly confront each other from
opposite sides of a police barricade.
Dlr.Julie Gustafson, 1991
Flr.st Run/lcaws Films, 54 m
BOLTON HALL 382
Love, Women and flowers
Documentary on the work of women In Colombia's flower
Industry.
Dlr.Mar.ta Rodriguez, 1988
Women Make Movies, 50 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
3:15-3:45
Your Name Is Cellulite
Follows the tribulations of a woman's body struggling to conform
to accepted Ideas of female attractiveness.
Dir. Gall Noonan. 1995
Moving Images, 6 m.
BoLTON HALL 382
Mirror Mirror
Explores the relationship between a woman's body Image and
the quest for an Idealized female form.
Dlr. Jan Kr.awltz, 1990
Women Make Movies, Inc., 17 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Three Art films About Rape:
Rape Rehearsal Public House The Mirror
3 m. 4.5 m. 1 m.
Dtr. C Vander. Paula
Self-dlstr.lbuted, 8.5 totst m.
BOLTON HALL 382
•Jollies
Shot on a Flsher·Prlce camera when the creator was 17 about
her realization that she Is gay.
Dlr..5adle Benning, 1990
Video Data Bank, 5 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
·Our Mom's A Dyke
ThiS autobiographical account explores one daughter's coming





Greetings from Out Here
A video postcard from the South, billed as a "queer's-eye view
a strangely straight (or 50 we thought) southern universe."
Dtr. Ellen 5plro, 1993
Video Data Bank, 58 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Their Own Vietnam
Women who served In the armed forces recount their
experiences In Vietnam.
Dtr. Nancy Kates, 1995
Women Make Movies, 23 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
Carrnelita Troplcana : Your Kunst is Your..Waffen
Short comic film about a Latina performance artist who support
herself as a building super on New York's Lower East Side,
Dtr. fla Tmyano, 1994
rtts: Run/ iceius, 28 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
Dialogues With Madwomen
features seven women- InclUding the filmmaker- describing
their experiences with mental Illness.
Dlr..Allie Light, 1993
Women Make Movies tnc., 90 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Margaret Mead
With never-before-seen archival footage, stills, Interviews and
dramatic re-creations, thiS documentary film presents a
composite portrait of the Inftuentlal anthropologist and her
Impact on the discipline.
Dlr.. Vlr.glnla Yans-McLaughlln, 1995
Fllmaker.s' Llbr.ar.y,85 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
"shown twice during the conference
6:40-7:40
'Fiction and Other Truths: A Film About Jane Rule
Profiles the life of novelist, essayist, teacher and political activist
JaneRule.
Dir lynn Fernie & Aerlyn Weissman, 1994
Cinema Guild, 60 m.
SOLTON HALL 382
'Family Values
rhls intensely personal film documents the lesbian video maker's
itternpt to reconcile with her long-estranged father
)Ir. Pam Walton, 1995
°llmakers library, 56 m.
)AVIS AUDITORIUM




he most recent film by the lesbian / feminist director Is both an
utoblographlcal exploration of her own history and a personal
ortrayal of the gay community.
'Ir Barbara Hammer, 1995
elf-distributed, 58 m.
IANNl:TT AUDITORIUM
allowing the screening of Tender Fictions, Barbara Hammer will
resent a talk with slides about her work as a filmmaker.
f lune 15, Saturday
10:00-11:40
~uiltedby Hand
'\n animated documentary about the director's grandmother,




This film explores the artistry of four Black American women
artists: dancer Anita Gonzales, performance artist Rabble
McCauley, visual artist Carrie Mae Weems and vocalist Cassandra
Wilson.
Dlr Demetria Royals, 1995
Women Make Movies, 85 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Privilege
This work reflects on the Issues of sexual Identity, race and class
while focusing on a woman's experience of menopause.
Dlr Yvonne Rainer, 1990




A unique look at contemporary Japan through the eyes of a
Japanese woman liVing In the U.S
Dlr Nanako Kurihara, 1993
Women Make Movies, 57 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Not Just Passing Through
Photographs and oral history memorialize African-American
Mabel Hampton, 1902-1989, a catalyst for the founding of the
lesbian nerstorv archive.
Dtt.). Car/musto,D. Perez, C.5aalfield. P. Thlstlethwalte, 1994
Women Make Movies, 54 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM




This film takes an Inside look at the lives and less than Ideal
working conditions of women who fry chicken, make pizza and
flip burgers at four different fast food restaurants In eastern
Kentucky




A rnoselc-tvpe documentary which follows the life of a Chinese
woman artist as she experiences America's exclusiveness.




Explores the conflict between modern Individualism and
traditional communities In today's Africa through the eyes of two
young women from the Niger delta.
btr. Ngozi Onwurah, 1993




Developing out of a psychology class on ethnlclty at Wellesley,
the film reflects on the cultural and ethnic differences among
some of the students In the class
Dlr.5ally Faith Coombs, 1995
5elf-dlstrlbuted, 25 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Alice Paul: "We Were Arrested of Course"
ThIs film documents the pioneer efforts of the pioneer suffragist,
Alice Paul, who was"Imprisoned With her co-actrvtstsand confined
to a psvchiatrtc ward for picketing the White House In 1917.
Dlr Elaine Prater Hodges, 1995
EPH ProductIOn, 28 m.
BOLTONHAll 382
Kim Phuc
This film tells the story of the spirited young woman whose
naked napalm- seared body was the SUbject of an Internationally
circulated photograph during the Vietnam War.
Dit. Manus van den Kamp, 1984
First Run / Icarus Films, 25 m.
DaviS Auditorium
Tanto Tiempo
This film tells the story of a young MeXican-American woman and
her mother who abandon their heritage to adapt an anglo life
style, but eventually come around to appreciating the
Importance of their Aztec ancestry,
Dlr Chery/ QUintana leader. 1992
Women Make Movies, 26 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
3:25-4:20
The Desert is No Lady
This film looks at the Southwest through the eyes of several
women artists, including author Sandra Cisneros.
Dtr. 5helley Williams, 1995
Women Make Movies, 51 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
• B.D. Women
This film 15 a celebration of the history and culture of Black
lesbians.
Dtt. Inge Blackman, 1994
Women Make Movies, 20 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
• FILM SERIES
By Herself: Table for One
Oscar-winning actress Geraldine Page performs a haunting
monologue of a woman dining alone In a restaurant.
Dtr. Doris Chase, 1985
Italtoons Cotp., 28 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
4:30-5:20
Dear Lisa: A letter To My Sister
Drawing on material from thirteen interviews with women and
girls from various backgrounds, thiS film examines individual and
societal discrimination against women.o« J. Clements, 1991
New Day Films, 45 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Beauty Leaves the Bricks
Documents the lives of four African American women who were
Intimate friends growing up In a Dallas housing projects known as
"the Bricks."
Allen Mandell and Cynthia 5alzman Mandell, 1995
Media Projects Inc, 46 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM
5:30- 6:45
The Two Worlds of Angelita
Follows a young Puerto Rican farntlv's jcumey from their small
home town on the Island to New York City's Lower East Side.
D/r. Jane Morrison, 1983
F/rst Run/Icarus Films, 73m.
BOLTON HALL 382
Dance of Hope
Through Intimate portraits of eight women, this film examines
key Issues of social policy and human rights In Chile.
D/r Deborah 5haffer, 1989




An animated documentary featuring a woman who returns to art
school later In life.
Carol Halstead, 1994
Mov/ng Images, 13 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
'Live To Tell: First Gay and Lesbian Prom
This film chronicles the lives of students of an LA school for gay
and lesbian teens, culminating In their organization of a cttv-wice
alternative prom.
D/r. Charley Lang, 1995
Cinema Guild, 24 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
'Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter
Chronicles the various stages of a mother's Alzheimer's disease
and the evolution of a daughter's response to the Illness.
Dtt. Deborah Hoffmann, 1995
Women Make Movies, trv:., 44 m
BOLTON HALL 382
Art for Teachers of Children
ThiS film undertakes a radical Investigation of underage sex and
of what's natural in sexuality and what Is not.
Dtr. Jenn/fer Montgomery, 1995
Zeltge/st, 83 m.
DAVIS AUDITORIUM




This 1995 French film 15a fictional biography of a prematurely
deceased painter which manages to bring together many of the
themes of the conference as It follows the lives of the title
herorne and her best friend from childhood as they struggle to
forge Identities and careers for themselves in the context of the
society which both nurtures and Inhibits them,
O/rMart/ne Dugowson, 1995




The story of two Sisters-one a Baader-Melnhoff terrorist, the
other a radical feminist actiVist-as they make their way through
the political turmoil of Germany In the 1970'5.
O/r. Margarethe von Trotta, 1981
New Yorker Films, 106 m.
BOLTON HALL 382
9:00-12:20
Jeanne Dlelman, 23 Quai du Commerce. 1088ruxelies
This ambitiously experimental film chronicles three days In the
life of a housewife and part-time prostitute.
Dit. by Chantal Ackerman, 1975




An eccentric comedy-drama about a neurotic young woman, her
off-beat family and her scary, all too interesting, sister.
Dtt. Jane Camp/on, 1989
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The National Women's Studies Association Ispleased to be able to bring to you an array of fine
writers reading from their works. Look for their books
on sale after their readings and in the Book Exhibit
Writers' Series Overview
Thursday, June 13





















MARJORIE AGOSIN lived In 5antlago, Chile, until moving with
her family to the United States In 1972. She 15Professor of
Spanish American Literature at Wellesley. Her career as a poet.
story writer and critic has also Included a profound concern for
human rights Issues, about Which she has published exten-
slvely, especially pertaining to Spanish America. She has been
the reciptent of several literary prizes, Including the 1995
Letras de Oro Prize for her Noche estrellada, and the 1995
Latino Literature Prize for Towards the Splendid City (BIlingual
ReView Press, 1994). Agosln's most recent publications In tn-
gllsh Include A Cross and a Star: Memoirs of a Jewish Girl (Unlv
of New Mexico Press, 1995), Dear Anne Frank (AZUl Editions,
1994), and Circles of Madness (White Pine Press, 1992). She
has also published numerous anthologies and critical studies on
Spanish American women writers. Forthcoming works Include
Women In Disguise, jewish Women of Spanish America, A
Dream of light and Shadows: Portraits of Latin American
Women Artists, and Ashes of Revolt: Essays on Human Rights.
LORI ANDERSON's Cultivating Excess was selected by Judy
Grahn as the winner of The Eighth Mountain Press' poetry con-
test In 1992. Anderson's Walking The Dead won Heaven Bone
Press' International chapbook contest In 1991. As a member 01
Sisters of Color Writing Collective and the Hudson Valley Writ·
ers' Guild, she 15active In the poetry community In New York's
Capital District; she has been an editor of The little MagaZine
and has performed with Archetext. Anderson, a lecturer In the
English Department at Skidmore College, has an M.F.A. from
the UniverSity of Iowa and a D.A. from the University at Albany.
Her recent works (Bog Bull Boogie, Flood Meander Scar, and
One June's Joulssance) are circulating book contests.
RUTH BEHAR was born In Havana In 1956 and came to live In
New York with her family In 1962. She 15currently Professor of
Anthropology at the University of Michigan In Ann Arbor. Behar
has traveled to Spain, Mexico, and Cuba and written on a range
of cultural Issues as a poet, essaytst, editor, and ethnographer.
Behar 15the author of Translated Woman: Crossing the Border
With Esperanza's Story (1993), an account of her friendship
With a Mexican Street peddler. She 15the editor of Brldge5 to
Cuba/Puentes a Cuba (1995), a forum she created for the
voices of Cubans on the Island and In the dlaspora seeking rec-
onciliation and a common culture and memory, and co-editor of
Women Writing Culture (1995), an anthology of the creative
writing of women anthropologists. Her poems have appeared In
Witnes5, Michigan Quarterly Review, Tlkkun, LatinO Stuff Review,
and BruJula. A book of her personal essays, The Vulnerable Ob-
server: Anthropology that Breaks your Heart, 15forthcoming th,s
fall With Beacon Press. She Is at work on a memoir that ex-
plores the silences of her Jewish-Cuban family.
PAT fALK 15ASSistant Professor of English at Nassau Commu-
nity College In Garden City, New York, and 15also associated
With SUNY's Empire State College. Her poems, essays, and reo
views have appeared In several poetry, literary. and feminist
Journals, Including Long Island Quarterly, Thema, Poets On, The
Mickie Street ReView, and Women Artists News. She has given
readings throughout Long Island, metropolitan and trt-state ar-
eas, as welf as on local radio and television programs. She Is
the recipient of awards from The Naoonal League of American
Pen Women, Black Bear Review, The National Writer's Voice
Project, and the Unterberg Poetry Center of 92nd Street Y. She
15currently working on a book of feminist poetics, titled The
Feminization of Form, and a volume of her poems, In the
.'
'- S_h_ap_e_O_f_a_W_o_m_an_,_w_a_s_r_e_c_en_t_IY_r_e_le_a_s_ed_{_19 9_S_)_f_r_om_c__ Editions, Sag Harbor, New York.

• ART EXHIBITIONS
Skidmore College and The Historical Society of Saratoga Springs are coordinating several exciting artexhibitions which feature the work of regionai women artists With four shows at Skidmore and one at
The Historical Society. Three of the shows specifically respond to the theme of the conference, "Borders!
Crossings/Passages." All of the exrublts have special events occurring June 13th.
BORDERS/CROSSINGS/PASSAGES: OUTDOOR SCULPTURE EXHIBITION
Inspired by the conference theme, thiS Invitational exhibition of regional women sculptors Is located on the grounds of Skidmore
College. Curated by Anne Dlggory, artist and former faculty member at Skidmore, the exhibition presents diverse approaches to
borders, crossings and passages. The exhibition shows the depth and variety of work gOing on by women within SO miles of
Saratoga. Most of the work was created specifically for this show,
LESLIEFERST works with clay, which comes from the earth,
and transforms It by using universal forms found In nature.
She envisions her work returning to nature and seen In
natural surroundings In order to evoke a spiritual presence.
Her Installation on the pond will have a vessel of ceramic
forms that hovers near but does not pass through a con-
structed archway. Currently her work 15travelling to twelve
museums as part of the National Conference for Education
In the Ceramic Arts Exhibition. Her piece In that show was
purchased by the Weisman Museum of Art In Minneapolis.
JEANNE FLANAGAN works with slate tablets and other mate-
rials In sculptures that refer to the land but also examine the
division between the physical world and our Inner psycho-
logical reality. In her Installation she uses a constructed bar-
rier (a fence) and a natural one (the earth) to expand Ideas
about the layerlngs of our Interactions with the world. In
1995 she was Included In "Contemporary Sculpture at
Chesterwood" (Massachusetts), "Sculptural Space: Celebrat-
Ing 20 years" at the Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute In
Utica, and "Hidden Histories" at the Albany Center Galleries.
MARIA HALL creates geometric abstractions In stainless
steel. Her piece for thiS exhibition creates a labyrinth
through space that turns In on Itself, traps the surrounding
air and releases it. Her recent shows Include a solo exhtbt-
tion at Russell Sage College In Troy, The Hollyeraft Invita-
tional In Ivory town, Ct., and the Gedney Farm tnvrtattonat In
New Marlborough, Ma.
MELANIE PRINTUPHOPE works In diverse media (Video,
graphics, bead work) on themes relating to her lroquols heri-
tage, Her wind responsive piece emphasizes the passage of
history with many small connected figures that temporarily
enclose the air. As well as exhibiting widely, she recently
received an Artist's Fellowship from the New York State
Council of the Arts In "Emergent Forms/Performance Art"
and was nominated for a Rockefeller Foundation Intercultural
FllmNldeo/Mutlmedla Fellowship.
PATRICIAJOHANSON works with cities, museums and envi-
ronmental groups to design major projects that both create
art and preserve the environment. She Is presently corn-
pletlng a tidal sculpture, endangered species habitat and
baywalk to enhance a new $30 million sewer facility In San
Francisco. She Is also working on elevated sculptural paths
for a rainforest park In Brazil, a trail and sculpture project
that filters polluted river water In Nairobi, and bridge designs
for a park area In San Diego. Her Installation for the show
Winds through the Skidmore woods.
ADRIENNE KLEINAround the work of Adrienne Klein there Is
often the whiff of a science project. She Is Interested In the
quantifiable: things that can be measured and organized yet
which at the same time call attention to the things we can-
not measure. This year she Is creating an Installation at Ellis
Island entitled "Passages," and has been Included In 'Neo-
Kinetic" at the Eighth Floor Project Space In New York,
"Hidden Histories" at Albany Center Galleries, and "Witness
to EXistence" at the Demarco European Art FoundatIon In
Edinburgh, Scotland.
ALICE MANZI, who has made large sculpture of figures In
marble, clay and bonded bronze, has created a piece to
evoke the presence of the writer May Sarton. Her recent
shows Include Skidmore faculty exhibitions, "Sculpture 91.
International Exhibit' In Rochester and the Chasen Galleries
In Sarasota, Florida.
BEVERLEY MASTRIANNI has always been Interested In the
metaphorical spaces created by the forms of her work. In
this sculpture the viewer Is pulled through the space of
archways and becomes active In the piece by triggering a
sound system of recorded voices. Recent exhibitions that
have Included her work are "FemlnArr' In Woodstock, VT;
"Recent Work by Six Upstate Sculptors" at Stone Quarry HIli
Art Park, Cazenovia, NY; and "Sculpture In the Park,"
Lafayette Park, Albany, NY.
LILLIAN MULERO,who often creates Installations based on
her Puerto Rican heritage, has created a human-sized bird
cage that evokes Ideas about freedom and containment.
She recently received a New York Foundation for the Arts
grant. Her recent shows Include "Cuerpo y Alma de Lolita
Lebron" at the Jersey City Museum, Jersey City, NJ; "Re-
claiming History" at EI Museo del Barrio, NYC; and several
shows at the New York State Museum.
SUE REES Is known for her Installations with moving parts
that redefine the space, draw attention to the passage of
time and Invite the viewer to generate the movements wIth
their own Involvements. Her piece for the show will Include
suitcases that can be opened and examined to see what
women carry around With them. Recent 5010 shows were at
the Albany Center Galleries and MobiUS In Boston, Mass.
"Object and Sound," a collaboration With Jonathan Bepler,
was at the Threadwaxlng Space and the New York Hall of
Science In New York.
TheArt Exhibitions have been made possible thanks to the
generosity of Skidmore's Art and Art History Departments,
Office of the President. Office of the Dean of Faculty, Office of
the Dean of First Year Students, Office of the Dean of Special
Programs and Alumni Affairs.
OUTDOOR SCULPTURE EXHIBITION
(exhibitors continued)
MIAWESTERLUND ROOSEN often makes sculptures that are
btornorphrc, intensely palpable and preternatural, with refer-
ences to the body's ungainliness and sexuality along with Its
elegance. Her cast Iron piece with Its plate-like protuber-
ances evokes both natural growths and man-made struc-
tures. Within the past year she has had a 5010 exhibition at
Lennon-Weinberg Gallery In New York, and been Included In
"The Material ImaginatIOn" at the Guggenheim In New York
and two shows at the Snug Harbor Cultural Center In Staten
Island, NY: "In Three Dimensions: Women Sculptors of the
90'5" and "Indoor Exhibitions: Part II: Beyond Gender."
NORASIMON combines segments of her visual environment
with fragments of her emotional make-up, often creating an
anthropomorphic presence. The exhibItion piece Includes a
sequence of straight lines that form a curve In an homage
to women who persevere In their work. She has shown at
the Ars Nova Gallery In North Adams, Mass; the Albany Cen-
ter Gallery Trlcentennlal Exhibition; "Modern Art at
Chesterwood" In lenox, Mass.; and Russell Sage College In
Troy, NY.
MARJA VAlLiLA works In cast Iron and steel with references
to both landscape and architecture. "Narbor" suggests a
point In the landscape that has been ordered to create a
protected haven within a larger sense of chaos. Recent 5010
exhibitions Include the Haena-Kent Gallery In Seoul. Korea,
and New York; the Newark Museum In Newark, NJ, and the
Zabriskie Gallery In New York. She was Included In the group
show, "The Box, from Duchamp to Horn," at the Ubu Gallery
In New York.
MARYPAT WAGER fabricates her sculptures from found
metals scraps that are dynamically combined. Her piece In
the show consists of a female figure dragging along her es-
sential baggage In several wagons. Her recent exhibitIons
include a 5010 shows at the Albany Center Galleries and the
Kirby Arts Center In Princeton, NJ. Group shows Include the
Butler Sculpture Park In Sheffield, Mass and Chesterwood In
Lenox, Mass.
MARJORIE WHITE WilLIAMS, working In laminated plywood,
often focuses on themes concernIng women. The piece cre-
ated for this show 15the figure of a sculptor with the heads
of female role models attached to her back, looking over her
shoulder. Recent exhibitions Include a 5010 show at the Al-
bany Center Galleries, "Children, Choice and Controversy" at
the Rice Gallery of the Albany Institute of History and Art.
"Network" at Russell Sage College In Troy and "Earthlings" at
the Tubac Center of the Arts In Arizona.
ART EXHIBITIONS.
FIBER ARTIST LENORE TAWNEV
A mini retrospective of Tawney's work at Schick Art Gallery (April
18-June 22), and a June 13 slide presentation by the artist will
coincide both In time and In spirit with the NWSA conference.
Intuitive, prolific, and largely self-taught, the Ohio-born artist
took several classes In sculpture, drawIng and weavIng at the
Art Institute of Chicago before finding her focus In a tapestry
course at the Penland School of Crafts In North Carolina. By the
mld-'60s, she had developed Innovative open-warp weavlngs
made of rich mixes of wools, linens, and silks In various weights
and textures, designed to be displayed away from walls In order
to heighten their contrasts of transparency and opacity.
The large sculptural works Tawney created In the early '60s In-
spired a pivotal 1963 group exhibition, "Woven Forms", at New
York's Museum of Contemporary Crafts, the first major display
of such breakway weaving and one In which 22 of the 43 pieces
on display were Tawney's.
Tawney's pieces, large and small, have been exhibited In nu-
merous 5010 and group exhIbitions in Brussels, Zurich, Milan,
Toronto, Parts, and Kanazawa, Japan, as well as at galleries, mu-
seums, and universities across the U.S. Her work is part of the
collections of the Museum of Modern Art, the Art Institute of
Chicago, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. among others.
BORDERS/CROSSINGS/PASSAGES: JURIED
EXHIBITION OF REGIONAL WOMEN ARTISTS
An exhibition of two-dimensional work will be held at the
Saratoga rnstoncel Society'S Ann Grey Gallery In the Canfield
Casino In Congress Park. Women living within a 50-mile radius
of Saratoga Springs were Invited to submit slides to be juned by
Janis Keane Dorgan, Curator of the Rice Gallery at the Albany
Institute of History and Art, and Janet Sorenson, Associate Pro-
fessor of Art at Skidmore College. They have selected work that
addresses borders, crossings and passages that are physical,
psychological, sexual, SOCial,and historical and that varies
widely In style and materials. The Skidmore bus or brief walk
Into town provioe access to the show. Upstairs In the museum





DIVERSE PATHS: PERSPECTIVES ON ADOLESCENT GIRLS
This year, as part of the national conference, NWSA is pleased to present an embedded conferenceentitled Diverse Paths: Perspectives on Adolescent Girls, Activities of the embedded conference are
woven throughout the national conference, Each of the plenary panels includes a panelist whose
particular focus is on issues of concern to girls or young women, The embedded conference includes
an opening panel and reception, a Third World panel, over 40 concurrent sessions, and several featured
presentations by young women themselves,
NWSA conference participants are Invited to attend embedded conference activities exclusively or
selectively - we hope that anyone interested in issues of concern to girls and young women will find
something of value in the rich selection of activities of this embedded conference,
Embedded conference activities were made possible through the support and cooperation of Four Winds-
Saratoga and Skidmore College, and the generous support of the Junior League of Schenectady, The
Zonta Club of Albany, and the Skidmore College/Four Winds College Service Peer-to-Peer Conferences,
Overview of the Schedule
Details of Individual sessions, plenary panels, the Embedded Conference Opening and Third Wave
panels, and featured presentations can be found In shaded boxes under the dally listings by locating
the appropriate time and/or session number. Below Is an outline of embedded conference activities.
THURSDAY, JUNE13
8:30-9:45 am
1 Undergraduates Defining Feminism at Columbia
2 (M)other Narratives: Imagining a Self In Women's Fiction
17 Transposition of Educational Boundaries: Feminist
Pedagogles & Curriculum Appropriate for
Adolescent Girls
10:00-12:00 pm
Plenary: Narratives of Development
1:00-2:15 pm
27 Seekers, Magicians & An Orphan or Two: Growing Up with
the Developmental Archetypes
28 Youth Organizations: Meeting the Needs of Girls
29 From Courtship to Condoms: Sex & Romance In
Adolescent Girls' lives
2:30-3:45 pm
54 Balancing the Baby Bottle & the Brief Case: Relationships
& Work In Ideals of Adolescent Girls In International
Perspective
55 Making Adolescent Girls: Sexuality & Subjectivity In
Condoned Discourses
56 It's a She Thing Women Scholars & Acnvists Coming
Together for Girls
6:00-7:30 pm












196 Defining & Developing Self In a Multicultural Context
197 Women's Studies & Mathematics I
198 Adolescent Girls In Schools: Studies In the Politics of
Identity, Pedagogy & Popular Culture
199 Discourses About Adolescence & Sexuality Education
201 The Stuff that Dreams are Made of: Culture, Place &
Adolescent Girls' Sense of Self
202 Women & Leadership / Girls & Math: Narrative of
Neutralization & Empowerment
203 Young Women as Peer Researchers: Narrative of Power
& Development
8:30-9:45 am
82 Popular Culture, Strategies of Resistance, &
Adolescent Girls
83 Social Worlds & Multiple Identities
84 Adolescent Identity Formation
85 Cultural & Generational Differences that Affect the
Development of a Lesbian Identity
86 Talking About Sex with Adolescent Girls: What Are We
Saying? What Are They Hearing?
2:30-3:45 pm
137 Growing Up with Lesbian or Gay Parents:
We Turned Out OK
138 School Culture & Identity Development
139 Girl Images & Girl Resistance
140 Mutuality In Development: Reflections by Mothers
& Daughters
10:00-11: 15 am
223 Narratives & Memories of Adolescence
224 The Construction of Adolescence: Historical Perspectives
225 Women's Studies and Mathematics Ii
226 Growing Heroines
232 Adolescence: Using Our Bodies for Survival, The Hell
We Go Through






109 The Adolescent Female Dancers
110 Adolescent Girls & Boys
111 Psychological Development Through the Lenses of
Connection & Differentiation In the Mother-Daughter
Relationship
112 Girl Power: Young Women Speak Out
113 Feminists Reconceptualize Sexual Abuse &
Self Perception About Sexual Victimization
11:30-1:0D pm
248 Women's Research: Listening to Girls' Voices
249 Transcending the Boundaries: Women's Studies In
the High School
250 Working In Coalition Against Sexual Assault
4:00-5:30 pm
166 Making the Connection Between Dating Violence
Prevention & Sexuality Education
167 Identity Development of Two-Spirit Youth
168 Girls Mentoring Girls & Young Women
169 Alternatives: Women's Studies In the High School
170 Strengthening Diversity of Voice In Adolescent Females
1:15-3:15 pm
Plenary: Crossing Educational Borders
3:15-4:15 pm
Schenectady Improvisational Teen Theater
SUNDAY, JUNE 16
9:00-10: 15 am
274 Power, Privilege & the Social Construction of Identity In
Science Class
275 When Does Gender Count7 Bringing Women's Studies
from College to the Public Schools
277 The New Moon Model: Helping Girls Grow by Working
With Them, Not For Them
10:30-12:30 pm
Plenary: Working in the Fields
•
• OPENING CEREMONY AND KEYNOTE ADDRESS
SPORTS & RECREATION CENTER, MAIN GYM
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12 8:00 - 10:00 P.M.
Welcoming Remarks
Francine Frank, NWSA Conference Chair
University at Albany, SUNY
Patricia Rubio, Site Co-Coordinator
Skidmore College
Phyllis Roth, Dean of the Facuity
Skidmore College
Matiorie Pryse, NWSA President
University at Albany, SUNY
Presentation of NWSA Awards and Scholarships
Keynote Address:
Woman to Woman: What We Are Stili Desperately
Seeking in One Another
Ruth Behar
University of Michigan
RUTH BEHAR was born in Havana in 1956 and came to live In New York with her famliy In 1962.
She Is currently Professor of Anthropology at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. Behar has
traveled to Spain, Mexico, and Cuba and written on a range of cultural issues as a poet, essayist,
editor, and ethnographer. Behar Is the author of Translated Woman: CrOSSingthe Border with
Esperanza's Story (1993), an account of her friendship with a Mexican street peddler. She Is the
editor of Bridges to CubalPuentas a Cuba (1995), a forum she created for the voices of Cubans
on the island and In the ciaspora seeking reconciliation and a common culture and memory, and
co-editor of Women Writing Culture (1995), an anthology of creative writing of women anthro-
pologists. Her poems have appeared In Witness, Michigan Quarterly Review, Tlkkun, Latino Stuff
Review, and BrOjula. A book of her personal essays, The Vulnerable Observer: Anthropology That
Breaks Your Heart, is forthcoming this fall With Beacon Press. She Is at work on a memoir that
explores the silences of her Jewish-Cuban family.
Reception to follow
CASE COllEOE CENTER
The Reception sponsored by:
CELAC (Center for Latino, Latin American and Caribbean StUdies), University at Albany;
Columbia -Greene Community College Dean;
IROW (Institute for Research on Women), University at Albany, SUNY;
Upton Women's Center, Russell Sage College
Women and Minorities Program, Siena College;
Women Students' Services, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute;
Women's Studies Department, University at Albany, SUNY;
Women's Studies Program, College of Saint Rose
THURSDAV, 8:30 - 9:45 A.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
1. Undergraduates Defining Feminism
at Columbia
TISCH LEARNING CI:NTER 204
• Nina Russakoff. Noah Cornman
• Amy Ellenbogen. Jill Szuchmacher
This workshop considers important questions regarding the
meaning of feminism among undergraduates at Columbia
University.
2. (M)other Narratives: Imagining a Self in
Women's Fiction
TISCH LEARNING CENTeR 302
• Hayley Wood, University of New Hampshire
• Margaret Bradley, University of New Hampshire
• Anne Downey, University of New Hampshire
• Jennifer Beard, University of New Hampshire
3. Women in Israel
TISCH LEARNING C~NTI:R 205
• Esther Fuchs, Chair, University of Arizona
Women in the Literature of the Palmah
• Simona Sharonl, American University
Gender & the Arab Israeli Conflict
• Nltza Druyan, Hofstra University
Israeli Pioneer Women: Images & Realities
• Ruth Silverman, Nassau Community College
A Historical Perspective on Women in the Development of
Zionist Thought & Practice
• Maria Brettschneider, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
This panel addresses various aspects of current research on
Israeli women. The disciplInes represented are literary cnucisrn.
history and folklore.
4. Reconceptualizing Women's Agency:
Beyond Stigma in Theory & Practice
TISCHL~ARNING CENTeR 305
• Jeanette Baust
Do Your Own Damn Homework: Understanding & Negotiating
the Barriers Between Black & White Women
• Debra Karch, Texas Women's University
Creating Opportunities for Passage for Women Leaving
Correctional Facilities
• Maria Ruiz, Rollins College (Moderator)
Reconceptualizing Agency In Feminist Theory: A Radical
Behaviorist Perspective
5. Art as Passage: Female Artists as
Role Models
BOLTON HALL 102
• Jeri Robinson, Millersville University
• Lesley Blandy, Millersville University
This workshop will explore how contemporary female artists
have found Inspiration and role models In an arena whiCh is
predominantly male oriented.
6. Women's Rights are Human Rights:
Building on Beijing
BOLTOH HALL 282
• Terri Hawthorne, Mankato State University
• Patricia Darling, University of Minnesota
• Agitu Wodajo. Women's Self Reliance Association-Ethiopia
An Interactive workshop highlighting the United Nations 4th
World Conference on Women In BeUlng, China. It will focus on
the UN Women's ActIOn Plan and Its Implementation.
7. Working Women Crossing Borders
BOLTON HALL 280
• Son ita Sarker, Macalester College
Moderator
• Jo-Anne Berelowltz
Las Comadres: A Women's Collective in the US/Mexico Border
Region of San Dlego/Tijuana
• Catherine Harned, Northern Illinois University
Personal Development
• Catherine Meeks, Mercer University
The Washerwoman & the Art of Self Invention
8. Theories of Women's Studies:
A Decade Later
TISCHLI:ARNING CENTER 304
• Gloria Bowles (Moderator)
• Mailyn J. Boxer, San Francisco State
• Renate Klein, Deakin University
WhiCh promises for Women's Studies as a diSCipline with Its
own feminist theories and methods have been fulfilled, which
left out and Which do we stili need to pursue?
9. Feminist Empowerment & High Technology:
The Computer Bulletin Boards in Women's
Studies Classrooms
BOLTON HALL 281
• C. Jan Carpenter, Pennsylvania State University
This workshop, demonstrates the curriculum and student
transformation processes that occur when a private class
computer bulletin board Is Integrated Into Women's
Studies classes.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS THURSDAY, 8:30 - 9:45 A.M.
10. Multicultural Passages: Crossing
Institutional Boundaries for Change
BOlTON HALL 103
• Christina Brinkley, Bates College
from faculty of Color, It's Time to Make Our Displeasure
Heard ... And to Offer Solutions
• Adam Gaynor and e Rochanda Jackson, Bates College
The Rhetoric of Discriminatory Harassment
• Melanie Mala Ghosh, Bates College
Racism in the Classroom: Dialogue in the College Community
What 15the role of multiculturalism In undermining Inequality In
a work environment? The papers In this session examine
1) the proactive role of faculty of color In promoting a college
environment that truly encourages diversity; 2) In colleges and
universities, how 15"discriminatory harrassment" defined when
policy and actions are Informed by the personal narratives of
students; 3) a college's dialogue on racism In the classroom.
11. Nursing & the Caring Perspective
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 300
• Madelyn Alvarliio, Skidmore College
Moderator
• Mary Erickson, West Georgia College
Caring: A Feminist Curricular Transformation
• Alice McFarlane, Maryville University
Nursing: The Development of a Women~Profess/on
12. Tradition & Change: Global Perspectives
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 303
• Samlra Atallah, Boston University
Arab Women & Development Problems of Alienation,
Issues of Integration
• luanne Frank, Univer:5ity of Texas, Arlington
QUietly Reversing Islam: Self-Determination Comes to Women
on Pakistan's Northwest Frontier
• Astalr Mengesha, Arizona State University West (Moderator)
Change in Gender Roles, the Ethiopian Dlaspora
13. International Feminist Education
TISCH LfARNING CENTER 207
• Lorna Duphlney Edmundson, Colby-Sawyer College
International Vision & inttuence Among Japanese & US Women
in Education, Diplomacy & Third World Development
Implications for Educating Women Leaders
• Kenla Fernandez, Barnard College (Moderator)
The Need for Women's Studies In a Socialist Society:
The Cuban Experience
• Susan Heald, University of Manitoba
Solidarity Across Border" feminist Pedagogy Meets
International Education
14. Supporting Women's Academic
Development in Science & Engineering
TISCH ll:ARNING CENTER 208
• Sharon Sue Kleinman, Cornell University
• Jennifer M. Jacobs" Cornell University
ThiS Interactive workshop Introduces exercIses on femInist
pedagogy, multicultural awareness, and learning styles used at
Corneli University In graduate teaching asststant development
workshops




Menopausal Passages of Women
• Sharlene Hesse-Biber, Boston College (Moderator)
Body Dissatisfaction & Dieting Among White &
African-American Pre-Teens & Adolescents
• Shirley Stave
A Welcoming of Womanhood, The Practice of Menarche Rituai,
16. Blood, Babies, Bread & Bones:
Affirmations of the Female Experience
LADD HAll 106
• Jan Kather, Elmira College (Moderator)
• Roberta Milliken, Elmira College
"A Short Story"
• Courtney Branstetter, Elmira College
"A Love Story"
• Alissa Peckyno, Elmira College
"A Birth Story"
• Valerie Propeck, Elmira College
"A Menstruation Story"
• Andrea Tillinghast, Elmira College
"Loving WamynN
A panel based on a Women's Studies class titled "Portraits, Pro-
files, and Ufe Histories of Women" at Elmira College; an explana-
tion of the class and creative projects that have come out af the
examinations of women's lives from women's points of view.
17. Transposition of Educational
Boundaries: Feminist Pedagogies &
Curriculum Appropriate for
Adolescent Girls
TISCH LeARNING CENTER 301
• Sue Rosser, University ot florida
• Patricia Miller, University of florida
• Barbara Pace, University of florida
Three women educators working In different disciplines
diSCUSSthe ways In which their focus on strategies
appropriate for adolescent girls enables them to cross
disciplinary boundaries.
THURSDAY, 8:30 - 9:45 A.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
18. Women Constructing Identities within
National Discourses
BOlTONHAll 100
• Pamela Bromberg, Simmons College
Crossing Borders in Buehi Emecheta's African Novels
& Autobiography
• Patricia Duncan
'in (white) layers of memory/in layers of forgetting', the object
of memory in theresa hak kyung cha's ~
• Katherine Lee, University of Missouri, Columbia (Moderator)
Revolutionary Nomads: The Lives & Texts of Edith &
Winnifred Eaton (Sui Sin far & Onoto Watanna)
19. Women's Self·Representations in Early
European Writers
BOLTON HALL 104
• Rebecca Coogan, Aquinas College (Moderator)
The Self-Documentation of a Medieval Woman,
Margaret Mautby Paston
• Caroline Eisner
ReiCreating Lives: Negotiating 5ubjectivities In
Women's Life Writings
• Thomasin laMay, Goucher College
Relmagining Narratives from the Late Renaissance: Women
Poet-Composers Confront Women In Mythology
20. Multicultural Bildungsroman
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 203
• Patricia Dwyer, Shepherd College
Borders that Liberate: Denise Chavez's
The Last of the Menu Girls
• Stacy Erickson, University of North Texas
Bildung & the Body In Cisneros' The House on Mango Street
• Larine Getz, University of North Carolina, Charlotte
Passage from Girl to Woman
• Kathryn West, Bellarmine College (Moderator)
female Identity at Cultural Crossroads: Muiticulturalism
& the Bildungsroman
21. Narratives of Menarche: Mid·Life
Women Reminisce
SPORTS AND ReCR~ATION CeNT~R 225
• Jody Bennet Veroff, The Fielding Institute
• Karleen Jackson, The Fielding Institute
• Lynne Richards, The Fielding Institute
A report on findings based on several different methods of
narrative analysis of stories wntten by mld-Ufe women about
their first menstruatlon experiences.
22. Crossing Pedagogical, Psychological &
Ideological Borders
LADDHAll 207
• Gretchen ClIne, Ohio University
• Laural Lengel, University of London
• Roseanne Hoefel, Alma College
ThiS workshop explores creative strategies for teaching those
difflcuit topics in the Women's Studies and freshman English
classroom-race, class, gender, sexism, homophobia, femi-
nism, etc.-through hands-on teachIng demonstrations and
open discussion about successful classroom sxpertences,
23. The Yelping Bitch Bites Back: Women,
Chaos & Art as Subversive Forces in the
Writing Classroom
BOLTONHAll 10 1
• Sue lope, Columbus State Community College
• Jan E. Schmittauer, Ohio University-Chlllocothe
• Catherine Hardy, Art Academy of Cincinnati
Transform chaos Into power. Learn to use the art and poetry of
women to free the periodiC and passionate patterns of the
feminine In writing.
24. Teaching Video: At the Borders of
Feminist Pedagogy
TISCH LEARNING CENTI:R 20 1
• Ann Hetzel Gunkel, Carthage College
• David Gunkel, Carthage College
Pedagogical roles of video as a feminist classroom tool.
2S. Passing the Test: Women's Studies,
Teacher & Educational Leadership
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 100
• Tania Ramalho, Susquehanna University
Moderator
• Selina Mushl. University of Toronto
Measuring the Unmeasurable: Women's Achievement in
Educational Institutions
• Patricia Randall
Expanding the Model - Inventing the Role: Women's
Stories of Leadership
• Sarah Young, Longwood College
Bringing Women1s Studies to Teacher Education via the
Course in Human Growth & Development
26. Organizing for Change in the
Sex Trade Industry
TISCH L~ARNING CENTI:R 202
• Meredith Ralston, Mount 5t. Vincent University
• Edna Keeble, SI. Mary's University
A discussion of sex trade workers in Canada, the U.S., and the
Phllllppines by comparing the explanations for, the effects
and philosophies of prostitution In three very different
contexts,
PLENARY SESSION THURSDAY, 10:00 - 12:00 P.M.
Narratives of Development
Moderator, Mary Stange
SPORTS & RECREATIONCENTER, MAIN GYM - SKIDMORE COLLEGE
Historically, narrative has often provided the only vehicle for the articulation of gynocentricInterpretations of women's development. The panelists here examine the ways In which women
initiate and author their own "master" narratives of development that address identities - racial,
national, and gendered, - creativity, and the effects of colonization.
Development Alternatives with Women:
A Narrative from the Economic South
PEGGY ANTROBUS
Born In Grenada and educated In St. LUCiaand St. Vincent,
Peggy Antrobus has worked In various Caribbean countries With
both governments and non-governmental organizations. Since
1974 when she was appointed by the Government of Jamaica to
establish their Women's Bureau, her work has focused on
programs aimed at enhancing women's role In development In
the Caribbean region. In 1978 she established the Women and
Development Unit (WAND) within the School of Continuing
Studies of the University of the West Indies. In 1984 she was a
founding member of the network Third World Feminists
promoting Development Alternatives With Women for a New Era
(DAWN). She 15 currently the General Co-ordinator of the
Network. Since 1978 her work has focused on critiques of
structural adjustment programs from the perspective of poor
women, and on advocating for an alternative development
paradigm which Incorporates awareness of gender relations. She
15 the recipient of many awards, Including the UNIFEM
Anniversary Award (1995) and the Women Who Dared Award,
granted by The National Black Women's Health Project (1993).
Paula, Queen of the Gypsies: The Collective
Crossing of Inner and Outer Boundaries:
to Lament: to Transform
JUDITH JOHNSON
Poet, fiction writer, and performer, Judith Johnson 15 the author
of seven books of poetry and one of short fiction. With Brenda
Webster, she edited and annotated Hungry for Light: The Journal
of Ethel Schwabacher, the artist's study of her own creative
process. Johnson's first book, Uranium Poems, won the 1968
Yale Series of Younger Poets prize. Her most recent, The Ice
Lizard. 15a narratIve sequence and tour of the underworld of OUf
culture, this world, and paradise to come, through a feminist rei
vision of Dante. Taking as her totem and spirit guide a frozen
dragon or dinosaur In place of canonical male poets, Johnson
looks to worr en's creativity and strength for survival and
celebration. Johnsen's poems and story/performances often rely
on music, dance, and audience participation to re-transform
poetry from a sclltary act upon the page to a shared act within a
community. She considers her work part of the ongoing creation
of a "Poetics of Generosity," a collective work Of feminism In
which we all share. She frequently teaches courses In the
creative process and In women's creativity .
Contesting Narratives of Tradition,
Westernization, National Culture and
National Development
UMA NARAYAN
Uma Narayan teaches philosophy at Vassar College. She works In
the areas of feminist theory, social and polltlcal philosophy,
philosophy of law and applied ethics. She has written articles on
topics such as surrogacy, homelessness, Immigration law and
battered women, colonlallsm, Citizenship, arranged marriages
and affirmative action. She 15 co-editor (with Mary L. Shanley) of
a forthcoming volume entitled Contentious Concepts: feminist
Perspectives In Political Theory. She 15 currently working on a
book of essays on Third World and Western ferntntsms that
explores Ideas such as westernization, the political construction
of cultural traditions and national Identity, cultural Imperialism,
moral relativism and colonialist representation.
Narrating Race and the Politics of
Development
JANIE VICTORIA WARD
Janie Victoria Ward 15 Associate Professor In the Department of
Education and Human Services and the African-American StudIes
Program at Simmons College In Boston, Massachusetts. She is a
past reclptent of the Rockefeller Foundation Postdoctoral
Research Fellowship at the Center for the Study of Black
Literature and Culture, University of Pennsylvania. During her
fellowship, Dr. Ward conducted a qualitative research stUdy
Investigating the Intergeneratlonal transmission of raCial
socialization In African American families. Dr. Ward 15 an advisor
to the American Association of University Women's projects In
promoting gender equity In our educational systems, and she
serves on the lilly Endowment's advisory commIttee on Youth
and Caring. Ward lectures frequently on racial Identity forrnatron
In adolescence and on educational and psychological Issues In
the psychosocial development of Afrrcan American Women.
Janie Victoria Ward 15 the co-editor of Mapping the Moral Domain:
A Contribution of Women's Thinking to Psychological Theory and
Education, with Carol Gilligan and Jill Taylor, and she 15 the author
of several articles and book chapters.
• L..--- _
THURSDAV, 1:00 - 2:15 P.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
27. Seekers, Magicians & An Orphan or




An introduction to the healthy, dynamic archetypal energy
that Is necessary for the successful development of
adolescent girls.
28. Youth Organizations: Meeting the
Needs of Girls
TISCH l!:ARNING CI:NTER 202
• Mary Davidson, Columbia-Greene Community College
Moderator
• Vickie Choitz
Not Your Typical Girl Scout Girls From At-Risk Situations
Join Girl Scouts
• Franc;:.ine Moccio
Movement Within a Movement: YWCA & the Birth of
Adolescent Feminism
29. From Courtship to Condoms: Sex &
Romance in Adolescent Girls' Lives
flll:NI: REClTAL HALL
" Mary Ann Drake
Moderator
" Ruth Andrea Levinson, Skidmore College
Issues of Adolescent Sexuality
• Patricia Ould, Salem State College and" Pamela A. Shaw-
George, Salem State College
Negotiating Relationships: Adolescent Girls' Dating
Experiences in the 90s
• Sharon Thompson
Teen Romance & Female Identity Development
30. Voices from the Past: The Development
of NWSA as an Organization (Part I)
LADOHAll 106
• Barbara Gerber. Sandra Pollack
• Wilma Beaman. Tucker Farley
After an 8-10 minute presentation by each panelist on her and/
Orother people's role In founding and/or developing NWSA, the
ftcor Will be open for questions, discussion and contributions.
Discussion continues until 3:45 pm.
31. Crossing the Borders of Multiculturalism
on Campus: One Surprisingly
Absent Voice (Part I)
SKIDMORI: HALL SI:MINAR. ROOM
• Annette Kolodny, University of Arizona
The Struggle for Multiculturalism & the Current Crisis on
the Nation's Campuses
• Barbara Chiarello, University of Texas, Arlington
Bringing the Outside In: A 1946 Jewish Lesbian's
View on Multiculturalism
• Sharon Harrow, University of Arizona
Other Whiteness, Jewish Others: Complicating Categories
of Multiculturalism
" Susan Koppelman
A Scholar's Sampling of Recent Feminist Multicultural
Anthologies Across the Disciplines: The Jewish Absence
" Sherry Gorelick, Rutgers University
More than a Mogen David: Four Questions About
Multiculturalism & American Jews
Examining the ways In which different definitions of
multlcultural!sm developed on the nation's campuses, thiS
panel seeks to understand the complex manner In which Jewtsn
voices have been Included and excluded In those definitions.
Discussion will continue until 3:45 pm.
32. "Two Lesbians & A Lady": Out on Campus
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 300
." Willa Young, Ohio State University
" Kathleen Laughlin, Metropolitan State University
" Dollie Painter, Ohio State University
JOin "two lesbians and a lady" for an Interactive drscussion of
the realities of campus life for faculty and administrative staff
women who are out on campus.
33. "I Thought I'd be Safe with a Woman":




This session focuses on domestic violence In lesbian reletion-
ships. Women who are survivors, friends of survivors and
helping professionals are InvIted to an open discussion of their
experiences and observations.
34. Backlash & Betrayal
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 303
" Nan Maglin, CUNY
Moderator
• Bethania Maria, California State University, Sacramento
Internal Backlash in Women's Studies Programs
• Fabienne McPhail, San Francisco State University
The Ultimate Betrayal: Woman on Woman Violence
CONCURRENT SESSIONS THURSDAV, 1:00 - 2:15 P.M.
35. Feminist Perspectives on Lesbian
Identities
TISCH L~AR.HING Cr:NTl:R 302
• Elizabeth Cramer, Virginia Commonwealth University
Descriptions and crItiques of three types of lesbian Identity
development models: linear or hierarchical, Issues or
milestone experiences, and soctal constructionist.
36. Civic Feminism & Public Policy
TISCH LEARNING Cr:NTr::R 101
• Dorothy Miller, Wichita State University
Towards Crossing the Borders of Care
• Joan Novak, Denison University (Moderator)
Public Policy Discourse & HIV Positive Women
• Jodi Sandfort, University of Michigan
A feminist Ethic & Strategy of Pubiic Policy Analysis
37. Redefining the Self, (Re)Telling the
Story, & Reimagining the World
TISCH Ll:ARNING Cr:NTl:R. 305
• Elaine Ognibene, Siena College
Personal, Political & Literary Revolution In Dreaming In Cuban
• Rachel Stein, Siena College
Black Women, Colonialism & Voodoo in
Zora Neale Hurston's Tell My Horse
• Selma Kraft, Siena College
Georgia O'Keeffe: An Artist Beyond Her Cultural Harms
A Cuban-American author, an African-American ethnographer,
and an American artist cross borders of gender and cultures as
they reject traditIOnal boundaries, redefine communal Identity,
and reinvent a sense of self,
38. Cloning the Body
lJIDD HALL 207
• Bonnie Zimmerman, San Diego State University
Moderator
• Anne Borden
A Shifting Terrain of Sex & Truth: Reading Herculine Barbin
• Alyson Buckman, Purdue University
The Monster fights Back: Merldel Le Sueur's The Dread Road
39. Women, Empowerment & Development
SPORTS AND Rt:CRI:ATION Ct:NTt:R 201
• Ann ferguson, University of Massachusetts
• Atexandrtna Deschamps, University of Massachusetts
A discussion and critique of different theories of the empower-
ment of women in international economic development.
40. Development Policy: Global Issues
in Context
TISCH It:ARNING CI:NTER 301
• Nan DIBello, Wells College
Poor Women & Block Grants: fragmented Development Policy
In th,e United States
• Kathleen Cloud, University of Illinois
The Beijing Piatform of Action for Women
• Jean Peterson, University of Illinois
Patrimony & Poiicy
Women from diverse nations agree on major Issues, but
structural and Ideological barr.ers can retard the realization of
development goals,
41. Females & E-Mail: Creating Communities
of Learners via Computer
TISCH Lt:ARNING Ct:NTI:R 304
• Barbara Stengel, Millersville University
• Nancy J. Smith, Millersville University
• Tracey Weis, Millersville University
This panel considers computer-mediated communication, spe-
cifically electroniC mail, as a tool for the construction of feminist
community In unIversIty-level Women's Studies classes.
42. Women & Poverty: Theory & Activism
BOLTON HAll 280
• Kathleen ferraro, Arizona State University West
Moderator
• Davida Alperin, University of Wisconsin, River Fall.
Enhancing Opportunities for Women in Poverty in the
Western Wisconsin Region
• Glory Dharmaraj. Church Center for the United ttatlons
Global feminization of Unpaid Work
43. Collage Making as Personal Narrative
TISCH Lt:ARNING CI:NTt:R 207
• Sharon Harper
Time to refiect on the personal narrative as self-expressive tool.
Create a collage about your life and share your experience.
44. Part-Time "Careers" in the Academy:
Apprenticeship or Dead End?
SPORTS AND RI:CRI:ATlON CI:NTI:R 225
• Robin Meader, The George Washington University
• Michaela Bruckner Cooper, George Washington University
• Pamela Presser, George Washington University
• Michele Simms-Burton, George Washington University
• Abby Wilkerson, George Washington University
An Interactive workshop on moving from part-time to full-time
work In the academy: share experiences, establIsh networks,
construct agenda(s) for action.
7
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THURSDAY, 1:00 - 2:15 P.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
45.Breast Cancer: Voices of Survivors
BOLTONHAll 281
• Deltra Ferguson, Oregon State University (Moderator) and
• Karla Cohen
The Women & Breast Cancer in Oregon Video Project
• Elisabeth Kuhn, Virginia Commonwealth University
Another Dirty Secret of the Breast Cancer Establishment
46, Feminist Spiritual Origins
TlseN LEARNING CENTER 208
• Patricia Montley. Chatham College and' Sally N. Wall,
University of Pittsburgh
Kore Comes of Age: The Persephone Myth as an
Unsentlmentai Journey
47, 19th Century American Women Writers
Constructing Womanhood
BOLTON HALL 104
• Rosemary lyons, Columbia Greene
Moderator
• Terri Trupiano Barry, Michigan State University
Howto Win Womanly Virtue: The Rhetoric of Frances Willard's
Advice to Young Women
• Patricia Larson Kalayjlan, California State University,
Dominguez Nllis
Sedgwick's "Natural Girls': Adolescence in the
Early National Period
• Mary Ann Sherby, Michigan State University
Uplifting Eve: 19th Century Women as Prophets & Teachers
48. Sexualities & Subjectivities in
Popular Culture
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 204
• Yvonne Keller. University of California (Moderator)
Cieaning Our Closets: Using the 19S0s Figure of/he Spy to
Rethink Lesbian identity Then & Today
• Laurl Sagle, University of New Mexico and
• Jane Caputi, University of New Mexico
Virgin/Cannibal, Dragon/lady, QueenlBitch: The Dangerous
Woman of Coior in PopUlar Film & TV
49. The Arc of Love: A Reading of Lesbian
Love Poems
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 100
• Clare Coss, Editor' Rachel Guido de Vries
• Terrie Wilson • Blanche Wiesen Cook
Thisanthology gathers together over eighty contemporary les-
bianpoets - women of African, Asian. European, Latina, Native
andSouth Seas heritage, young women and old women
student poets and seasoned writers.
SO. Interpreting Sexualities Through
Performance
TISCH LEARNING (["NTER 205
• Kathryn Payne, York University
MMM... This Fence Feeis Good: Performing Bisexualities
• Lori Wynters, • Kaeza Fearn, • Erika Heilig.
• Puja Flamm •• Fiona Connelly. and. Mary Hale
Women Reinterpret: Performance of Northampton
Playback Theatre
51. Is a Feminist Distance Education
Pedagogy Possible?
BOLTON HALL 103
• Sandra Krajewski, University of Wisconsin, La Crosse
A workshop to help potential Women's Studies distance educa-
tors work through some of the difficulties of offering non-face-
to-face courses In a discipline committed to student-centered
learning.
52. Teaching Women's Studies in the Core
Curriculum: Women's Culture & Folk Art
BOLTON HAll 101
• Brenda Phillips, Texas Woman's University
• Cheryl Childers, Texas Woman's University
• Kim Allison, Texas Woman's University
53. Violence Against Women in Film ...
& Our Resistance
TISCH LI:ARHING Cf:NnR 203
• Jennifer Manlowe, Brown University AIDS Program and
• Janis 5trout, The Funding Exchange
CONCURRENT SESSIONS THURSDAY, 2:30 - 3:45 P.M.
54. Balancing the Baby Bottle & The Brief
Case: Relationships & Work in Ideals
of Adolescent Girls in International
Perspective
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 300
• Judith Gibbons, St. Louis University
• Deborah A. Stiles, Webster University
Internationally, young adolescent girls' Ideals for the future
show a concern with relationships and a commitment to
work.
55. Making Adolescent Girls: Sexuality &
Subjectivity in Condoned Discourses
TISCH LEARNING CENTeR 207
• Cathy Lerner, Antioch New England Graduate School
Emergent Conceptions of Female Adole~cent Development:
A Comment on Sexual Desire & Self Experience
• Susan Hawes, Antioch New England Graduate School
Distressing 5ubjectslSubJects of Our Distress
56. It's a She Thing: Women Scholars &
Activists Coming Together for Girls
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 208
• Jamie Grant, The Union Institute Center for Women
• Diana Onley-Campbell, The Union Institute Center for Women
• Nadia Moritz, The Young Women's Project
A panel presentation on the creation of scholar/activist
coalitions on behalf of girls.
S7. Voices from the Past: The Development
of NWSA as an Organization (Part II)
lJIDD HAll 106
• Barbara Gerber. Sandra Pollack
• Wilma Beaman • Tucker farley
Continuation of discussion which begins at 1 :00 pm.
58. One Surprisingly Absent Voice: Crossing
the Permeable & Impermeable Borders of
Multiculturalism on Campus (Part II)
5KIDMOR~HALL 5~MINAR ROOM
• Annette Kolodny
.Barbara Chiarello· Susan Koppelman
• Sharon Harrow. Sherry Gorelick
Continuation of discussion which begins at 1:00 pm.
59. Creating lesbian Families
BOLTON HALL 282
• Sue Marie Wright, Eastern Washington University
Moderator
• Lynn Bravewomon and
• Nancy Rose, California State University
Family Webs: Creating Families in the Lesbian &
Gay Community
• Amy Hequembourg
With a LIttle Help, Lesbian Mothers Create Families
• Ellen Wolfe
Children of Lesbians Cross the Border With Ease
60. To Queer or Not to Queer, What is the
Question? Or, A lesbian-Feminist Room
of Our Own
BOLTON HALL 103
• Katherine Mlllersdaughter, University of Colorado
• Laura Harris. Susanne Luhmann
• liz Crocker. Madelyn Detloff
Papers addressIng questions raised last June In the NW5A's
lesbian Caucus.
61. Towards a Feminist View of Philanthropy
SPORTS AND RECREATION CENTfR. 225
• Joan Carroll, SUNY Oswego
Moderator
• C. Jane Gover Covell, Abigail Adams Smith Museum
Josephine 5haw Lowell: A Life in Philanthropy
• Candace Groudine, University at Albany, SUNY and
• Gloria DeSoie, University at Albany, SUNY
Towards a Feminist View of Philanthropy
62. Theory, Food, Seeds: Connecting Women
Across Borders
BOLTON HALL 280
• Diana SCUlly, Virginia Commonwealth University
Moderator
• Ann Clark, SI. Mary's College
Gender & The Polities of Food
• Joyce Hammond, Western Washington University
Images of Women of the 50uth & Their Relationship to
Women of the North
• Caroiyn Sachs, Pennsylvania State University
Women, 5eeds & Biodiversity
THURSDAY, 2:30 - 3:4S P.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
63. Journeys & Trespasses: Asian Women
& Development
TISCH LEARNING CENTm 304
• Son ita 5arker, Macalester College
Barren lands: Development Through Stasis In South-Asian
Indian Women's Writings
• Ketu Katrak, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
South Asian-American Writers: Memory & Geography
• Esha Niyogl De, University of California, Los Angeles
Home·makers In Modern Singapore: Threshold Stories
from Catherine Lim
• Kelko Yamanaka, University of California, Berkeley
Japanese-Brazilian Women's Journeys to Japan
• Koh Tal Ann, Singapore University
Thecartographies of development that offer new models of
spatiality In the experiences of Indian, Indlan-Dlasporlc,
ChInese-SIngaporean, and Japanese-Brazlilan women.
64. Organizing Women: International
Contexts
TISCH LeARNING CeNTI:R. 301
• Margaret Duncombe, Colorado College
Moderator
• Barbara Bixby, Carthage College
The Boundaries of Legal Commitment: The law of Real
Equality In Costa Rica
• Llora Moriel, University of Maryland, College Park
Israeli Feminists Evolve Paradigm for Inclusion of Diversities
• Jane Rudd, 51. Joseph College
Collaborative Feminist Programs on a Globai Level: The Case
of Violence Against Women In Kenya
65. Crossing the Boundaries of Discipline!
Difference: The Community/Academy
Divide
TISCH LEARNING CENTl:R 302
• Claire Cummings, Clark University
Profiles in Survivai: Class Identity & Women at the End of
the Welfare State
• Angela Bowen, Clark University
Who Said It Was Simple: Audre Lorde's Complex Connections
to Three US Liberation Movements 1952-1992
• Miho Hlrohashl, Clark University
Community Development & The Mexican Women's
labor Movement
• Marcia lagerwey·(omeret, Clark University
Knowing Through the Self: A Community of Women
• Isis Nusalr, Clark University
Forgotten Letters in the Midst of Conflict: From a Palestinian
Woman of Israel to Her Jewish Israeli Sister
• Barbara 5chulman, Clark University
Thought Into Action: Paradigm Shifts & Community Activism
on Racism, Privacy & Domestic Violence
DiscussIon of crossIng the boundaries between commurucatton
of activism and scholarship by feminist scholars In a Ph.D.
Program.
66. Women's Activism: Comparative
Perspectives
SPORTS AND Rl:CREATION CENTER 201
• Astalr Mengesha, Arizona State University West
Moderator
• Rabab Abdulhadi
Revising the Historical Narrative: Women's Activism & the
Imagery of Womanhood In Palestinian National Discourses
• Beatrice Kachuck
Women'siFeminist's Development: Messages from India
• Kathleen Mulllgan-Nansel
Power, Discourses & Development: The Tanzanian Women's
Movement in Comparative Perspective
• Shirln Rai, University of Warwick
Gender & Vii/age Level Democracy In India & China
67. Feminist Pedagogy for the Physical
Sciences
TISCH Ll:ARNING CENTl:" 202
• Barbara Whitten, Colorado College (Moderator)
• Jeffrey Noblett, Colorado College
A Feminist Approach to Introductory Geology Classes
• Sue V. Rosser, University of Florida
Funding for Gender & Science Programs from the National
Science Foundation
• Jan Serie, Macalester College
Feminist Pedagogy in the Lab: An investigative introductory
Biology labora tory
• E. J. llta, Evergreen State College
Physics Focus in a Gender & Science Course for Under grads
Critical reflections on the application of feminist pedagogy to
class, laboratory, and field work In the physical sciences.
68. Women Work & The Sexual Division
of Labor
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 305
• Sue Mansfield, Claremont Colleges
Moderator
• Jan Clarke, York University
Rethinking Changing Technologies as Social Processes
in Women's Lives
• Laura lane, University of North florida
De-mystifying Borders: literature, Composition &
Cheap labor in the Academy
• francine Moccio, Cornell University
The Sexual Dynamics of the Construction Workplace
• Ande Spencer
Slave on the Wheel of Labor: Female Garment Workers in
New York City, 1910-1920
CONCURRENT SESSIONS THURSDAY, 2:30 - 3:45 P.M.
69. Theorizing Women's Liminality
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 304
• Barbara Shaw, University of Maryland
Moderator
• Lubna Chaudhry, University of Georgia
A Pakistani Muslim Studying the Hybridity & (Dis)empowerment
of Pakistani Muslim Immigrant Women in California
• Anita Fabos, Boston University
Minding Your Manners: Gender ideology as an Ethnic Boundary
Marker for Sudanese Immigrants In Cairo
• Gretchen Herrmann
Crossing the Borders of Trade: A Symbolic Analysis of the
Liminal in Women's Garage Sale Exchange
• Erin Senack, University of Maryland, College Park
Liminal Travels: Sites of Feminist Knowledge Production
70. Reclaiming The Power: Rites of Passage
& the Female Psyche
LAOD HALL 207
• Robin Powers, University of Tennessee, Stone Mountain
• Lady Galadriei
A workshop exploring ways of reclatrntng our personal power,
through reconnecting with the "blood mysteries" that form the
basis of female experience,
71. Among Women: Artists & Writers
Reinterpret Relationships
TISCH LEARNING (ENTER 205
• Barbara Horn
• Susan Kravitz, Nassau Community College
• Naomi Grossman
• Pramila Venkateswaran, Nassau Community College
Creative works examining relationships which, because they
cross boundaries between and among women, lead to
revelation.
72. Visions of Family in Contemporary
Women's Narratives of Development
BOLTON HALL 104
• Sandra Herzan, University of Minnesota
A House Full of Women: Female Households During Reign of
the Queen of Persia & Housekeeping
• Katherine Mayberry, Rochester Institute of Technology
Household Imaginings in Alice Munro's Lives of Girls & Women
• Shelley Reid, Austin College
It Takes A Whole VII/age... : Raising Pecola Breedlove &
Denver Suggs
• Michelle Pagni Stewart, California State Univ., San Bernardino
Mapping Self· Identity Through A Familial Past: Cultural
Heritage in Ethnic Women's Novels
Examinations of the many possible family configurations de-
picted In contemporary women's narratives about female com-
Ing of age.
73. Growing Up Female in 19th
Century Fiction
TISCH L!:ARNING CENTER 203
• Lynne Gelber, Skidmore College
Moderator
• t;heryi Boots
A Cross(lng) that Ralseth Me: Emma Kelley-Hawkins's Novel
Four Girls at Cottage Cltv
• Roxanne Eberle, University of Georgia
Evading Evelina: Fallen tterotnes in WolI~tonecraft, Hays & Ople
• Catherine Golden, Skidmore College
Alice Through the Age~: A Developmental Journey
• Elisabeth Rose Gruner, University of Richmond
Which Princess?: Rereading Female Development In
A Little Princess
74. Writing Centers, Women's Literacies
BOLTON HALL 100
• Elizabeth Cantafio, Community College of Philadelphia
and· Susan l. lytle, University of Pennsylvania
On the Borders: Women3 Llteracles In Contrasting Communities
• Betty Garrison Shiffman, Midway College, • Camille Newton,
University of louisville, and· Brenda Douglas, Jefferson
Community College SW
Strategies for Modeling Educational Development In
Campus Writing Centers
75. Interrogating the Dynamics of the
Women's Studies Classrooms: Student
& Teacher Perspectives
TISCH LI:ARNING CI:NTI:R 100
• Zenia Chavez, Georgia State University
• Valerie Fennell, Georgia State University
• Noelle Pearce, Georgia State University
• Carolyn Lea, Georgia State University
An explorations of such Issues as power, authority, emotion and
storytelling.
76. Making Power Explicit in the Classroom
BOLTON HALL 101
• Alane Brown, Fort Lewis College
Perceptions of Feminists Among Introduction to Women's
Studie~ Students: Stereotyping, identity & Development
• Mitzi Horowitz, University of Connecticut
Peer Education Programs: Power inequalities Reenacted
Once Again
• Marlta McComiskey, University of Connecticut
Teaching Inequality: Integrating Academic Knowledge with
life Experience
• Nanette Page, University of Connecticut
Working Poor: Lived Reality of Economic Power Differential
THURSDAY, 2:30 - 3:45 P.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
77. Surviving (or not) in Women's Studies:
HowWe Did It, Why We Did It, & What
WeThink We Learned
BOLTON HALL 102
• Marilyn Hader-Salmon, florida International University
• Susan Arpad, California State University fresno
• Jodi Wetzel, Metropolitan State College of Denver
• Wendy Kalmar, Drew University
long-term Women's Studies program "survivors" will relate
capstoneepisodes of their hard-earned wisdom as architects
andsustalners of Women's Studies In the academy.
78, Women's Studies & Core Curriculum
TISCH LeARNING Ce:NTl:R204
• Moderator TBA
• Susan Christopher, Stanford University
Required Knowledge: Incorporating Gender Studies Into the
Core Curriculum at Stanford University
• Shelley Eriksen, Southern Oregon State College
Meeting at the Crossroads: Curriculum Redesign &
Women's Studies
79, Feminist Pedagogy for the
Strong-hea rted
TISCH Lr:ARNING CENH.R 101
• Rick Pringie, Goucher College
• Angela DiMaria, Goucher College
• Chris Warner, Goucher College
• Betty Smith Franklin, Goucher College
• Sarah Church, Goucher College
• Kate Travers, Goucher College
Two professors and four students Involved In the work of
feminist pedagogy will report on the transformational aspects
of feminist teaching and learnIng In an undergraduate liberal
arts context.




• Karen Gulliver, Metropolitan State University and' Kathleen
Laughlin, Metropolitan State University
Ships Passing In the Night: Women's Studies &
TriJditlonal Economics
• Eveline Lang, Shippensburg University
Restructuring the field of Communication Studies:
A feminist Perspective
• Dian Ulner, Community College of Vermont
The Effacement of the Clitoris & Its Erection In Post-secondary
Human Sexuality Textbooks
81. The Price of Admission: Feminism,
Sex Work & the Body Industry
BOLTON HALL 281
• Kate Hausbeck, University of Las Vegas
The Political Economy of Exotica: Culture, Corporeality &
S(t)lmulatlon on The Strip
• Barbara Brents, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Sex, Gender, Power & the Body for Sale
• Ellen Pillard, University of Nevada, Reno
Leaving a Dangerous Game
• Arnie Williams
Stripped & Teased: Uncovering Images of Women in
Las Vegas Strip Clubs
A critical re-examination of the culture, economics and politics
of the sex trade and body Industry In Nevada.
THURSDAY, 4:00 - 5:30 P.M.
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EMBEDDED CONFERENCE OPENING PANEL THURSDAV, 6:00-7:30 P.M.
FILENE RECITAL HALL
DIVERSE PATHS: PERSPECTIVES ON ADOLESCENT GIRLS
Elisabeth Young-Bruehl
Adolescence as Currently Constructed
Elisabeth Young-Bruehl Is a professor at Haverford College and psychotherapist at the Institute of Pennsylvania
Hospital. Among her many publications are two major biographies, Hannah Arendt: For Love of the World (1982)
and Anna Freud ( 1988), and a study of types of creativity, Creative Characters (1991). She has lectured widely
on the history of psychoanalysis and has a private practice in psychotherapy and psychoanalysis. Her most
recent book, The Anatomy of Prejudice (Harvard University Press, 1995), Is a critique of theories of prejudice and
a proposal for how we might differently understand anti-Semitism, white racism, sexism and homophobia.
Gabrielle Tayac
Growing Power: Native American Transitions to Womanhood
Gabrielle Tayac, a citizen of the Piscataway Indian Nation, is a doctoral candidate in the department of sociology at
rtarvarc University. Her research focuses on the construction of collective Identity within the milieu of Native
American social movements.
Margarita Alvarez
Identity Development in Divergent Cultural Contexts
Margarita Alvarez is a clinical psychologist with the Stone Center Counseling SeNices of Wellesley College and
Latino Mental Health Program, Department of Psychiatry, Cambridge Hospital and narvaro Medical School. She
works With children, women and families, with specialization in Issues of loss, Identification, and trauma related to
immigration.
Frances Kunreuther
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Youth
Frances Kunreuther is the executive director of the Hetrick-Martin Institute, an education and social service
agency seNlng lesbian, gay and bisexual youth. Since 1983, Hetrick-Martin has been a leader In the fields of
HIVIAIDS education and prevention among adolescents. Ms. Kunreuther serves on numerous advisory boards,
has presented and provided testimony across the country on the special needs of gay and lesbian teenagers,
HIVIAIDS education, and services for adolescents. In addition to her work with teenagers, she has had extensive
experience managing programs for victims of domestic violence and sexual assault survivors.
Reception Follows
7:30-9:00 PM
Fll~N~ R~CITAl HALL LOBBV
---------
FRIDAV,8:30 - 9:45 A.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
82. PopularCulture, Strategies of
Resistance, & Adolescent Girls
BOLTONHALL 280
• Elaine Bell Kaplan, University of Southern California
(Moderator), and > Leslie Coie, University of
Southern California
From Clueless to Showgirl
• Jarna Knuuttila, University of Joensuu
Amateur Rock·Mus;c·Making & Adolescent Development
In a Relational Context
83. Social Worlds & Multiple Identities
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 203
• Bonnie Spanier, University at Albany, SUNY
Moderator
• Valerie Bryant
Towards a Theoretical Perspective of African-American
Daughters' Psychological Development
• Jean Wu, Tufts University
Not a Wild Card, Developmental Experiences of Asian
American Females
• Ding Xiaoqi (with interpreter, Cathy Silber)
The Plight of Women & Young Girls in China Today
84. Adolescent Identity Formation
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 208
• Laura Meyers, SUNY Buffalo
Sexuality in the Virgin Vault, Construction of Gender
identity of First Year College Women
• Julia Marusza, SUNY Buffalo
Naffations of Domestic Violence in the Lives of Urban White
Working Class Girls
• Craig Centrie, SUNY Buffalo
Identity Formation of Vietnamese High School Girls
Thepanel will present three papers examining aspects of adoles-
cent girls' Idenuty development from a sociological perspective.
85. Cultural & Generational Differences
that Affect the Development of a
Lesbian Identity
LADD HAll 106
• Barbara Wood. Katherine Maciol
Thisworkshop hopes to educate and sensitize us to the many vari-
ables that contribute to the development of a lesbian Identity.
86. Talking About Sex with Adolescent
Girls: What Are We Saying? What Are
They Hearing?
LADe HALL 207
• Cheryl Desmond, Millersville University
• Linda McDowell, Millersville University
• Heidi Cody, YWCA, Lancaster, PA
• Barbara Stengel, Millersville University
This panel explores cultural and historical Images of sexual-
Ity, sex equity, disease prevention,. and reproduction within
the American school curriculum and the adolescent
girl's effort to define herself.
87. Lesbian Feminists & Gay/Lesbian
Studies: Moving Beyond the Dichotomy
of Feminist Theory
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 302
• Willa Young, Ohio State University
• Barbara Moum, Ohio State University
Discussion of theoretical questions for femInist scholarship and
how both Women's Studies and lesbian/queer scholarship can
address new frontiers.
88. The Border of Two Worlds: Community
House, 1920-1922
BOLTON HAll 103
• Julia Allen, Sonoma State University
From 1920-1922, Grace Hutchins, Ann Rochester, and others
established a women's commune In New York City .
89. Early 20th Century Struggles for Identity:
Gender & Sexuality in Activism &
Literature
BOLTONHAll 10 1
• Vivien Rose, Women's Rights National Historical Park
Moderator
• Trisha Franzen, Albion College
Contesting Identities, Middle Class US Women & the Struggles
for Lesbian Identities, 1910-1940
• Judith Johnston, RIder University
Gender & Fascism in the 30s, A Comparative StUdy of
Women's Fiction
90. Crossing Borders in History, Fiction,
Pageant, & Film
TISCH LEARNING CI:NTI:R 101
• Pamela Thoma. Judith Obuchi Magee
• Kayann Short
ThiS panel explores the ways Jessica Hagedorn, Helena Marla
Viramontes, and the various "authors" of the Ramona phenom-
enon reinterpret national and transnational Identity .
91. The Politics of Women in Sports
BOLTON HAll 102
• Margaret Faulkner, Towson State University (Moderator)
The Politics of Power, Gender, Sport & Inequality
• Jennifer Martin
Female Little League Participation, Expioring the Concept
of Self-Esteem as an Indicator of Female Resignation
• Connie Elizabeth Yepez, Eckerd College
The Benefits of Sports Participation in the Lives of Women
CONCURRENT SESSIONS FRIDAY, 8:30 - 9:45 A.M.
92. Knowing "Us" & "Them": Problematizing
Knowledge Production Within Feminist
Research & Practice
SPORTS AND RECREATION CENTER 201
• Marnina Gonick, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
What is the "ProbiemN With These Giris?
• Barbara Heron, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Innocence & Power In North-South Research
• Janice Hladki, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
The Knowers & The Known: Interrogating Researcher/Participant
Relations in Research
• Sheryl Nestel, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Atalanta's Daughters: Taies of Reflexivity & Accountability
in Feminist Research
This panel Investigates understanding of knowledge production
across differences within feminist research and practice.
93. Coming of Age: Critical Periods in the
Education & Development of a
Woman Scientist
PALAMOUNTAIN HAll 300
• Lynne Osman Elkin, California State University, Hayward
• joAnn Aiello Hatchman, California State University, Hayward
• Joan f. Kuchner, SUNY Stony Brook
An interdiSCiplinary panel Including a biologist, psychologist,
and science teacher educator discuss the Interrelated problems
of women purSUing science
94. Forging Ground Within Academic
Honor Societies
TISCH Lt"ARNING CI:NTER 205
• Mary Lou Van Voorhis, Metropolitan State College of Denver
Moderator
• April Simmons, Metropolitan State College of Denver
• Debbie Rojas, Metropolitan State College of Denver
• Annester Taylor-Brown, Metropolitan State College of Denver
This panel provldes a discussion fOCUSingon challenging elitism,
building an honor SOCiety from a feminist base, and generating
proactive challenge to oppressions.
95. Women as Entrepreneurs: Questioning
Assumptions & Conventional Wisdom
BOLTONHALL 281
• Patsy Granger Lewellyn, University of South Carolina, Aiken
Moderator
• Mary Mallott, George Washington University
Women's Economic Development in Transitional Russia:
Examining Patriarchy & Paternalism in Capitalism
• Kathryn Balstad Brewer, University of Minnesota
Self-identity & Women's Career Changes:
An Interdisciplinary, Theoretical Perspective
• Jeannette Oppedisano, Skidmore College
Having Wits & Taking Risks: Women Entrepreneurs 1775-1975
ThiS panel explores women's concepts of self-Identity, the
history of women's entrepreneurship, and women's
economic development In Russia and proposes new
research models.
96. Secretaries Finding Voice
TISCH LMRNING CENTER 202
• Marilyn Adams. Angelita Moreno
• Betty J. Ripley' Sandra C. Wood
• Michelle Vancisin
Clerical work Is traditionally a female occupation With iow status.
Most women, at one time or' another, rely upon this occupation
as a safety net In times of transitron. thus, the perception and
future direction of clerical work Impacts all women.
97. Finding Our Way in the Research Process:
Self. Subject & Participation in
Feminist Inquiry
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 301
• Mary Moynihan, University of New Hampshire
• Carrie l. Yodanis, University of New Hampshire
• Randy Ann Thomas, University of New Hampshire
This panel explores the relationship between researcher and
"researched": collaboratlve research, power assumptions,
Integration of personal and scholarly, and co-research.
98. Reaching for Paradise: Self.Determination
& Creativity in the Life & Art of
Carlotta Petrina
BOLTON HALL 282
• Wendy furman, Whittier College
Literature, Myth & Tradition in Her Life & Work
• Eunice Howe, University of Southern California
Architectural Space as a Gendered Concept in Her Life &
in the Imagery of Her Paintings
• Bruce Lawson, Unlve"ity of Texas, EI Paso
Dominating Forces: Love, Authority, Death, Religion
• Virginia Tufte, University of Southern California,
Transcendence: Her Artist·Mother as Role Model & the
Woodstock Art (atony as Inspiration
Video-biography of an American artist, stili painting at 94, as
she creates identity, meaning, and beauty. Makers of the Video
as panelists.
99. Effective Cooperation: Redefine
Development with Women's Perspectives
BOLTON HALL 104
• Nicole Etchart, The Association for Women in Development
This workshop provides scholars and poucv makers wIth case
studies and strategIes of efforts where the "trlalogue" has been
effective and Involve participants In developing strategies for
future collaboration USing this model.
100. Experiences & Models of Pregnancy
TISCH Ll:ARNIHG Cl:NTl:R 304
• Betty Smith franklin, Goucher College (Moderator), and
• Shirley Peroutka, Goucher College
Crossing Borders: Pregnancy In the Academic World
• T. Anna Hallstrom and. Angela Ashurst.McGee
An interdisciplinary Approach to Developmental Models
of Pregnancy
FRIDAY, 8:30 - 9:4S A.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
101.Conceiving Modern Ethnos: Greek
(un)Orthodox Politics of the Body
TISCH l~ARNING CENTER 100
• Alexandra Halkais, University of California. 5an Diego
Other Presenters TBA
ThiSpanel15concerned with the traffic and collisions between
meaningsassociated with Greek women's bodies and their
practices- especially abortion, contraception, family planning
andassisted reproduction.
102, Historical Constructions of
GoodWomen
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 304
• Adrienne Zuerner, Skidmore College
Moderator
• Melissa Burnett, University of Texas, Arlington
Arguments in Defense of Women's Education, 15th &
17th Centuries
• Marisa Garcia·Verdugo
5iience! Exploring the Origins of the Western ideai of
the Good Wife
• Usa Suhair Majaj
Sexuality & Politics in Arab Women's Fiction
• Nina Rulon-Miller
Biblical Stories of Female Transgression & Enclosure
103. Interrogating Received Knowledges:
Female Performances of Self
PALAMOUNTAINHAll 303
• Kathleen LeBesco, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Do ISing My Body Electric? Narratives of Self In Scholarship
• CatharineGabriel Carey, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Wintersen's Ways of Knowing
AnInvestigation of Identity by cultural tneortsts, whatever their
pleasures, Is an Integral strategy for changing the construction
of the political SUbject.
104. Interrogating Whiteness Within
Feminist Teaching, Scholarship
& Activism
TISCH L~AMING CtNTe.R 305
• Cindy Jenefsky, University of Georgia
• Mary McCullough, West Chester University
• Tammie Davis, West Chester University
Presenters and audience explore Issues of whiteness as
obscured or racreuzeo by whIte practIces within academe, while
Simultaneously focusing on the study of women of color.
105. Women's Studies & Beyond: The
Experience of Women's Studies Students
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 207
• Cynthia Deitch, George Washington University (Moderator)
Women's Studies, Public Poiicy, and Washington Women's
Organizations
• Barbara Korbal, University of New Mexico
Transformations & Transgressions: Why Undergraduate
Students Pursue a Women's Studies Minor
• Craig Malkin
Understanding Psychological Change In the Women's
Studies Classroom
106. Media Pedagogy: A Feminist Approach
to Studying the Video Production
Process
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 204
• Jennifer Abod
Musical Moments of Transformation
Using a Videotape production process to teach Intercultural
awareness and media literacy concepts .
107. Feminist Pedagogy: Rethinking Power
BOLTON HALL 100
• Donna Aitore, University at Albany, SUNY (Moderator)
On Feminist Pedagogy, Mediation, and Change
• Patricia Owen-Smith, Emory University
Leaving the Lectern: Solace & Struggie with Feminist Pedagogy
• Becky Ropers-Hullman
(Re)framing Re~/stance: Deconstructlng Feminl~t
Teaching Discourse In Nigher Education
lOB. Breaking Barriers/Reshaping Agendas:
Women Take Hold of Information
Technology
LAoo HALL 307
• Alice Mastrangelo Gittler, International Women's Tribune Center
• Lourdes Vasquez, International Women's Tribune Center
• Joan Ross Frankson, International Women's Tribune Center
These papers will explore how women are USing Information
technologies as effective tools for challenging paradigms,
reinventing models of development, and shifting the relative
power of government and ctvu society .
PLENARY SESSION FRIDAY, 10:00 - 12:00 P.M.
Sexualities
Moderator Papusa Molina, Hamilton College
SPORTS & RECREATIONCENTER, MAIN GYM - SKIDMORE COLLEGE
Redefining sexuality from a feminist perspective involves gOing beyond notions of women as"the sex" to understanding sexuality in its multiple facets, This panel explores how adolescence,
disabilities, lesbianism, and cultural and national identity inflect and contribute to conceptions of
women's sexuality,
Sexualities, Violence and Pleasure:
Unraveling the Web for Adolescent Women
MICHELLE FINE and JENNIFER PASTOR
Michelle Fine Is Professor of Psychology at the CIty University of
New York, Graduate Center, and the Senior Consultant at the
Philadelphia Schools Collaborative. Her recent publications
Include Chartering Urban School Reform: Reflections on Public
High Schools In the Midst of Change (1994), Beyond Silenced
Voices: Class, Race and Gender In American Schools (1992),
Disruptive Voices: The TransgreSSive POSSibilities of Feminist
Research (1992), and Framing Dropouts: Notes on the Politics
of an Urban High School (1991). She has provided courtroom
expert testimony for cases Including the Anthony T. Lee, et al
and the United States of America and the National Educational
Association, Inc. vs. Macon County Board of Education; Shannon
Richey Faulkner and the United States of America vs. James E,
Jones, et al for The Citadel, The Military College of South
Carolina; and Ulcena vs. Babylon School District, High School and
Babylon School Board, In addition, she works nationally as a
consultant to parents' groups, community groups and teacher
unions on Issues of school reform. She was recently awarded the
Janet Helms Distinguished Scholar Award 1994,
The Desexing of Disabled People
SIMI LINTON
Simi linton teaches courses In the psychological foundations of
education and a course In Disability Studies at Hunter College
(CUNY), She Is currently on leave from Hunter as a result of a
SWitzer DistingUished Fellowship award received from the U.s,
Department of Education's National Institute on Disability and
Rehabilitation Research, She Is completing a book on Disability
Studies as a field of InqUiry, Its historical roots, present
configuration and explanatory value, She Is co-founder of the
Disabilities Studies Project at Hunter and past Chair of the
Coalition on Sexuality and Disability,
Community, Solidarity, Danger and Justice:
Lesbian/jewish Politics for the 21st Century
MELANIE KAYE/KANTROWITZ
Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz Is the author of The Issue 15Power:
Essays on Women, Jews, Violence, and Resistance; My Jewish
Face & Other Stories; and an almost-completed novel. She co-
edited The Tribe of Dina: A JeWish Women's Anthology, and for
four years edited and published Sinister Wisdom, one of the
nation's oldest lesbtan/femlntst journats. In 1986, she spoke at
NWSA's first plenary on Jewish women. An activist since the eany
sixties, she worked for the past three years as director of jews
for Racial and Economic justice In New York City, focusing on
anti-racist education and coalition bulldlnq. She earned a Ph.D,
In Comparative literature from the University of California,
Berkeley, and has taught women's studies all over the country,
currently at Hamilton College In Clinton, New York,
Sexual Morality and Women's Bodies in Africa
CAROLYN MARTIN SHAW
Carolyn Martin Shaw Is Professor of Anthropology at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, where she Is also Chair of the
Board of Studies In Anthropology, and Provost of Kresge College,
one of the eight residential colleges of the campus, She
completed ethnographic field work In central Kenya, and held a
Fulbright Fellowship at the University of Zimbabwe, She Is the
author of Colonial Inscriptions' Race, Sex, and Clas5 In Kenya,a
study of the discourses that shaped Inequalities, rivalries,
adventures, and fantasies In colonial Kenya. Her work examines
European sexual license In Africa, set against the backdrop of
real and Imagined African sexual moralities. She takes a stand
against the controversial practice of female genital mutilation,
while at the same time showing an understanding of the tenaaty
of the practice among African women.
.~--------
FRIDAY, 1:00 . 2:15 P.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
109.TheAdolescent Female Dancers
BOLTON HALL 282
• Denise Smith, Skidmore College
ThePhysiological Profile of Adolescent Dancers
• Denise Limoll, Skidmore College
Desirable Physical Characteristics for the Classical
Ballet Student
• Patricia Fehling, Skidmore College
MedicaiProbiems Associated with Low Body Weight in
Adolescent Dancers
• Jeff Segrave, Skidmore College
A 50cioiogical Perspective of the Adolescent Female Dancer
Fourspeakers representing different perspectives from
within the Department of PhYSical Education and Dance at
Skidmore College.
110. Adolescent Girls & Boys
TISCH L~ARN'NG CeNTER 202
• Under O'Rourke, Educational EqUity Task Force
How Adolescents Construct Gender EqUity
• Jane Rudd, St. Joseph College (Moderator)
Female-Maie Adolescent Relationships: The Problem of
Young Men's Capacity for Intimacy
• Sue Marie Wright. Eastern Washington University, and
• Colleen Mack-Canty, Eastern Washington University
Common Ground & Differences: Giris & Boys Taik About
Growing Up In feminist Families
111. Psychological Development Through
the Lenses of Connection &
Differentiation in the Mother·
Daughter Relationship
TISCN Lr:ARNING CENTl:R 207
• Serena Patterson
• Monika Grunberg, University of British Columbia
• Fatima Correia. Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Theory and personal narratives are used to explore the role
of the mother-daughter relationship In the development of
personal Identity and Interpersonal connection through
young and middle adulthood.
114. Women & Philanthropy
BOLTON HAll 101
• Christine Hoek, Skidmore College
• Sara lee Schupf
The rustoncel. psychological. secret, eccnornrc. and cultural
aspects of female philanthropy will be explored and the ramifi-
cations for modern day philanthropy discussed.
112. Girl Power: Young Women Speak Out
LADD HALL 106
• Hillary Carllp • latosha Renee Guy
• Anne Buster· Sara McCool
A poignant and sometimes shocking portrait of being ado-
lescent and female In today's world by sharing the Intimate
writings of girls ranging In age from thirteen to nineteen .
113. Feminists Reconceptualize Sexual
Abuse & Self Perception About
Sexual Victimization
SPORTS AND RI:CREATION CENTER 201
• Oliva Espin, San Diego State University
Moderator
• Melissa lavltt, Arizona State University West
Interviews with Adoiescent Girls: [Sense of] Self, Society,
& Sexual Abuse
• Lynn Sacco, SUNY Buffalo
Adult Women's Incest Narratives at the Forefront of
Feminist Politics
115. Women as Ecopolitical Citizens:
Gender & Empowerment
TISCH LI:ARNING CI:NTI:R 301
• Romy Boroaah, University of Cincinnati
Moderator
• Amy Caiazza, Indiana University
Chal/enging Citizenship: Women of Russia
• Erika Pilver, Westfield State College
Women as Political Leaders: Gender Boundaries In Politics
• Barbara Porter, Canisius College and « Marcheta Birch,
Canislus College
Pol/tlcai Empowerment
116. Redefining Gender: Women of
Eastern Europe
BOLTON HALL 100
• Patricia Montley, Chatham College
Moderator
• Elena Gapova
Western v. Post-Communist Feminism: Roots of Cultural
Misunderstanding
• Tilna Kirss, Mercer University
Another Postcolonialism?: Women Defining Women in the
Baitlc States & Eastern Europe
• Barbara Reeves-Ellington
A Woman's Place in Bulgaria: Past Perspectives,
Current Realities
• Penka Skachkova, SUNY Buffalo
Eastern European Female Experience in the US
---------
CONCURRENT SESSIONS FRIDAY, 1:00 - 2:15 P.M.
117. Secrets of Academia Unveiled: From
Graduate School to New Hire to
PromotionlTenure Review
SKIDMORE HALL SEMINAR ROOM
• Annette Kolodny, University of Arizona
• Emily loth, Louisiana State University
Presenters will share a half-century's wisdom gleaned from a
dozen universities, with advice and anecdotes for graduate
students, faculty, administrators, and gadflies.
118. Student Staff: Supervision, Inclusion,
Consensus & Friendships
BOLTON HALL 103
• Teri Ann Bengiveno, San Jose State University
• Giavanna Munafo. Dartmouth College
• Claire Kaplan, University of Virginia
• Molly Merryman, University of New Orleans
A panel presentation explaining how campus Women's Centers
assist with the development of student staff and try to break
down barriers which marginalize women on campus.
This session is sponsored by the Women's Centers Caucus.
119. Women & the Work Environment
TISCH LI:ARr"IlNG CENTER 302
• Margaret Heide, Empire 5tate College (Moderator) and
• Marcia 5chlafmitz, Empire 5tate College
Variations of Women's Experience of Technological Change
• David Malone, University of Idaho
Capitalism &. the Logic of Domination: Lessons
from Ecofeminism
120. Crossing Racial Borders
TISCH LEARr"Ilr"IGCl:r"ITER 304
• Elena Creef, Welle51ey College
Moderator
• Kathleen Crowley long, University of Hartford
Striving to Hear Other Voices: Research with Women of Color
Faced by White Researchers
• Rebeka Maples, Ohio State University, Marion
African Women Writers Give Voice to American
Women Studenb
• Kimberly Clarke Simmons
Gendered & Raced: The Organization Development of Afro-
American & Women's Studies at UMN
121. Women's Studies in International
Perspective: A Discussion
GANr"Il:TT AUDITORIUM
• Peggy Antrobus, University of West Indies
• Mary Garcia Castro, University of Bahia, Brazil
• Norma Stoltz Chinchilla, California State University, long Beach
• Krassimira Daskalova, Sofia University, Bulgaria
• Rhoda Kadalie, Human Rights Commissioner,
Cape Town, 50uth Africa
• Valentina Konstantinova, Moscow Center for
Gender Studies, Russia
• Halova Lyonga, 5t Mary'5 College
• Kornelia Merdjanska, Sofia University, Bulgaria
• Nombulelo Siqwana-Ndulo, University of Transkei, South Africa
122. Whose Oppression is this Anyway?
BOLTOr"I HAll 102
• Phyllis Fierro Robinson, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
A workshop using two case studies from the presenter's
experience of preparing CambodIan refugee women to return
to Cambodia after 10 years In camps.
123. Engaged Pedagogy
SPORTS AND RI:CRI:ATIOr"l Cl:NTER 225
• Lor! Wynters
This workshop will Introduce partiCipants to the actIon methods
of Playback Theatre In the Women's Studies classroom. focus
on college-level Women's Studies and psychology courses
fostering application of theory will be demonstrated.
124. Episiotomy & Infibulation:
A Feminist Critique
LADD HAll 207
• Mary 5tange, 5kidmore College
Moderator
• Rogaia MU5tafa Abu5haraf
Beyond Chastity: The Politics of Female Infibulation
in the Sudan
• Robin DeBates, Southern California State University
Wielding the Scalpel of Joy: A femlni5t Critique of Epi5iotomy
12S. How Will My Soul Get it Right?
Rituals for Women's Lives
TISCH LEARr"Ilr"IGCEr"ITER 208
• Mary R05e McCarthy
• Barbara Mitrano
• Jeanne Brinkman Grinnan
Members of the Prism Collective present an rnteractive work-
shop on rituals to mark passages In women's Jives. PartiCipants
will take part In an Original ritual designed for the conference.
126. Cross-Cultural Narratives of
Development
TISCI1 LI:ARr"IlNG CENTER 205
• Mingyan Lai, Purdue University
Insight in a Woman~ Blindness: The Doctor's Wife and
Japanese Narratives of Development
• Elizabeth Pritchard
Way Out West: Women's Development & the Discourse
of Mobility
• Josefina Saldana, University of California, Santa Barbara
(Moderator)
I am the King of Ail I Survey: The Underdeveloped SUbject as
Feminine Spectacle
------------..
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127, Narrativesof Women's lives
PALAMOUtlTAIN HALL 300
• Loralee MacPike, California State University
Moderator
• Beth Goldstein, University of Kentucky
RereadingSelf & Family in Rural US, Mothers' Tales of Family
Literacy Programs
• Diana Haleman, University of Kentucky
Narratives of Single Motherhood
• Linda Pershing, SUNY Albany
IS.5uesof Race & Gender for African American Women
Storytellers
128. Sex,Lies & the Critical Press: Current
Receptionof Women's Writing
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 305
• PatriciaKaiayJian,California State University, Dominguez Hills
• Kara Platoni, Scripps College
• Carol Sherman, Scripps College
StUdy results which Illuminate the ways In which women's wrtt-




• Toni Smith, Skidmore College
Moderator
• Ellen Graff, Barnard College
MarthaGraham & New Dance, A Founding Mother
• Elizabeth Harris, University of Virginia
Fit for a Queen, lsamu Noguchi's Set Design for Martha
Graham's Clvtemnestra
• Katharine Power, Trinity College
RagingMothers, Maternal Desire & Revenge in the Dance
Theater of Martha Graham
130.FromBattered Victim to Prison
Inmate to Activist Survivor
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 304
• Helen Smith Worrell
• Imogene l. Moyer
• Susan E. Giles
This session will use Helen Smith Worrel's story to Illustrate the
CriminalJustice response to battered women who kill and
provlde suggestions for grassroots responses.
131. Innana Queen of Heaven & Earth,
A Woman's Model of Development
TISCH LEARNING CI:NTER 204
• Rita Kovasevich • Francine J. Knight
A performing arts presentation of Innana that demonstrates a model
of women's development that Is mciusive of mind, body, and spirit.
132. Mother-Daughter Relationships
TISCH LEARNING CENTI:R 100
• Sarah Brewer (Moderator)
Women's Identity Development & Political Socialization
Tranforming the MotherlDaughter Relationship
• Gloria Medonis Freire
Puerto Rican Mothers & Daughters in Empowerment Process
133. Feminist Pedagogy
TISCH LEARNING CI:NTI:R 203
• Carol Fan, University of Hawaii
Multicultural & Critical Pedagogies in Women's Studies
• Ann Fuehrer, Miami University of Ohio, and. Sandra Hoyt
Feminist Pedagogy & Identity Development: Empowering
Women In Classroom & Community Contexts
134. The New Jersey Project Ten Years Later
LADD HALL 307
• Paula Rothenberg, William Paterson College
• Wendy Kalmar, Drew University
• Other Presenters TBA
Faculty from two- and four-year New Jersey colleges share
curriculum and faculty development strategies that have been
used to transform courses and climate over the past ten years.
135. Gender Meets Genre: Traditional
English Courses & Issues of Female
Identity & Creativity
BOLTON HALL 280
• Susan Gubernat, Nassau Community College
• Julia Giordano, Nassau Community College
• Anna Katsavos, Nassau Community College
A workshop session on strategies used to Incorporate feminist
theory and gender Issues Into traditional English courses.
136. Battery & Resistance: Domestic
Violence Against Women in Literature
& Life (Part I)
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 303
• Susan Koppelman
• Bonnie Davis, Clayton High School
• Jane CaputI, University of New Mexico
• Marcia Petchers, Case-Western Reserve University
• Elizabeth Ribet, University of California, Irvine
• Terrie Wilson, The Retreat
• Eleanor Pam, CUNY,NYC Mayor's Commission Against
Domestic Violence
What do we know from history, literature, feminist theory, social
science practices, and personal experience that is useful for
women concerned with domestrc-pertner Violence against women?
CONCURRENT SESSIONS FRIDAY, 2:30 - 3:45 P.M.
137. Growing Up with lesbian or Gay
Parents: We Turned Out OK
BOlTONHAll 281
• Usa Olavarria, Goucher College
• Kate Travers, Goucher College
Children of lesbian or gay parents report a study of their
contemporaries, An award winning video, "Our Mom's a
Dyke," will also be shown.
138. School Culture & Identity
Development
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 204
• Tania Ramalho, Susquehanna University
Moderator
• Pamela Aronson, University of Minnesota
Aspirations, Plans & Attainments: Diverging Pathways In
Girls' Transition to Adulthood
• Lorna Erwin, York University
Constructing Social & Career Identities: Undergraduate
Women & Cultural Politics
• Ann Klein, University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire
Gifted Female Students: A Population at Risk
139. Girl Images & Girl Resistance
TISCH LEARNING Cr':NTER 207
• Robin Powers
Moderator
• lauraine leblanc, Emory University
"I Like Being a lady with Attitude": Punk Giris' Strategies of
Resistance to the Norms of Femininity
• Karin Schmidlechner
Crossing the Line: Working Class Girls in Post-war Austria
140. Mutuality in Development:
Reflections by Mothers & Daughters
TISCN LEARNING CENTER 208
• Jeanne Brinkman Grinnan, SUNY Brockport
• Laura Grinnan, Monroe Community College
• Mary Rose McCarthy, The Prism Collective
• Mary Catherine Palumbos, Wilson Magnet High School
Two mothers and their daughters explore ways In which they
affect one another's development. An original video, poetry
and other writing will be presented.
141. Queer Identity, Queer Theory
5KIDMOR~ HALL 5~MINAR ROOM
• Sally Wall, Moderator
• Rosaria Champagne, Syracuse University
15 Feminism the Missing link for Queer Liberation?
• Katie Hogan
Where Experience & Representation Collide:
lesbians, Feminists & AIDS
• Nancy Ordover
Dissecting Queerdom: Sexuality & The Eugenic Crusade
142. On the Brink: Change &
The Anti-Rape Movement
TISCH L~ARNING C~NTl:R 301
• Willa Young, Ohio State University
Women Against Rape: Legacy of a Radical Feminist Social
Movement Organization
143. Conversations
SPORTS AND Rl:CRl:ATION CENTeR 225
• Michele Mock Murton, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
• Michelle Campbell Toohey, Westmoreland County
Community College
A panel focUSing on: I) communication between generations of
women to facilitate an economy of learning; 2) community as a
rnentortng process to provide women with resources to address
particularized needs; and 3) pragmatic modelling to display a
variety of options for all women.
144. Reading Race & Radicalism: Women's
literacy, Racial Identity & Political
Awareness
BOLTON HALL 280
• Sharon leder, Nassau Community College
The Political Poems of Christina Rossetti
• Cheryl Fish, Nassau Community College
Promoting Literacy & Truth: Nancy Prince's Travels as
Cautionary Tales for African American Readers
• Meta Plotnik, rtassau Community College
Politics & Consciousness-Raising: 19th Century StUdy Groups
for White Middle Class Women
• lillian 5. Williams, Discussant & Chair, 5UNY Aibany
U.S. soae! & Urban History
How nineteenth century white and black women defined for them-
selves the meanings of educational and political development
FRIDAV, 2:30 - 3:45 P.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
145.Narrative Legacies of Nonconforming
Women
l ADD HALL 207
• Mary Todd, University of lliinois
, Moderator
• Constance fulmer, Pepperdine Universityi Edith J. Simcox's Autobiography of a Shirtmaker: A Narrative of
Crossing Borders in Victorian Britain
• Sarojini lotllkar, Miliersvllie University
Dr.AnandibalJoshee 1865-1887: A Pioneer Indian
Woman Doctor
• Karen lice, University of Kentucky
Quare Women: The Narrative Legacy of Women Educators
In Appalachia
146. Implementing Beijing: Valuing Unwaged
Work as the Cornerstone of
Development Policy
PALAMOUNTAIN HAll 300
• PhoebeJones Schelienberg, National Women Count Network
• Pat Albright, International Network of Workers in
Domestic Service
• Mary Kalyna, Wages Due Lesbians
ImpllcaUonsfor development, opposing structural adjustment
programs/cutbacks, sexual choices, pay equity, domestiC and
sexworkers' rights.
" 147. Transnationalizing Women's
Bildungsroman
BOLTON HALL 101
• Nancy Seale Osborne, SUNY-Oswego
Moderator
• Shirley Geok-Iin Lim, University of California, Santa Barbara
[lfestories from the Developing World: Transnational/zing the
Female BI/dungsroman
• Anne Meleer, George Washington University
Passage to Iowa, "Jasmine" and Post-Colonial Theory
• Caroline Webber, University of California, Berkeley
Bodies of Evidence: Nistory & Narrative in Michelie Cliff's Abeng
148. Peace Train Journey from Helsinki
to Beijing
LADD HALL 507
• Carol Wolfe Konek, Wichita State University
• Mary Buckley, SI. John's College
• Sushila Gldwani, Manhattan College
• Myrna lewis, Mount Sinai School of Medicine
• Eve Malo, Western Montana College, University of Montana
In this workshop, peace train partiCipants who Journeyed with
252 women and men from 4S countries from Helsinki to BeUlng
gather to reflect on global women's movement, actions for
peace, development and equality, and the nature of personal
and political transformation.
149. Women Aging
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 205
• Elaine Miller, SUNY-Potsdam
Moderator
• Sondra Brandler, College of Staten Island/CUNY
Aged Mothers, Aged Daughters
• Margaret Cruikshank, City College of San Francisco
A Feminist View of Women Aging
• Judith Johnson, The Ohio State University, Newark
Elsie & Emma: Crossing Physical & Economic Borders
150. Borders & Bridges: Women's Studies &
the Women's Resource Center Work
Together to Grow & Develop
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 304
• Melanie Wilson, UniversIty of Northern Colorado
• Sheilagh A. Mogford, University of Northern Colorado
This practical session Illustrates strategies through which
cooperation between Women's Studies and a Women's
Resource Center strengthens both,
151. Political Role Models: Frances Willard
& Hillary Rodham Clinton
TISCN L~ARNINGCENT~R 202
• Janet2Dliinger Giele, Brandeis University (Moderator)
Woman's Temperance & the Modern Feminism of (aregiving
• Suzanne M. Marilley, Capital University
The Multiple Influences of Frances Wllfard's Feminism of Fear
• Sally Wheeler
Past & Present Political Role Models: Willard & Clinton
152. Arab-American Women's Writing
BOLTON HALL 103
• Amal Armreh, Boston University
Moderator
• Lisa Suhair Majaj • Pauline Kaldas • Mona Fayad
A reading of poetry and prose by three Arab American women,
all contnbutors to the recent anthology, Food For Our Grand-
mothers' Writings Bv Arab American and Arab Canadian
FeminIsts,




Women's Development Model: A Case Study of the Kenyan Luo
• Rebeka Maples, Ohio State University (Moderator) and
• Imali J. Abaia, Ohio Dominican College
African-Western Border Crossings: Feminists Reinterpret
"International" & "Cross- cultural"
CONCURRENT SESSIONS FRIDAY, 2:30 - 3:45 P.M.
154. Songs & Chants for Women's Health &
Reproductive Rights
TISCH L.r:AR.r1ING Cl:r1TER101
• Carole Rose livingston, Brooklyn College
Songs that focus on reproductive rights, unnecessary surgeries
and other violence agaInst women, menstruation, and general
healing. Songsheets provided; tape recorders O.K.; shy Singers
especially welcome.
155. Valuing Sex Workers: Implications for
Development
BoLTON HALL 282
Rachel West, US PROStitutes Collective
Prostitute women campalglng agaInst poverty and otscrtrmna-
tton, for recognition of their contribution, and for abolition of the
prostitution laws,
156. Women, Feminism & Disabilities:
New Challenges
BOLTON HALL 100
• Sue Mansfield, Claremont Colleges
Moderator
• Barbara Hillyer
Old Women's Disability Narratives
• Madonne Miner, University of Wyoming
Developing Differently, DIfferent Developments: One Woman's
Experience of Traumatic Brain Injury
• Nancy Sherwood
On the Margins: Disabled Women's Invisibility Within the
Mainstream Women's Movement
157. Politics of the Female Body
TISCH l!:ARNIHG CI:NTI:R 302
• Susan ferguson, Grinnell College and s Alice B. Gates,
Grinnell College
Deformities & Diseased: The neaicsuzeuo« of Women's Breasts
158. Lesbian/Lesbian-Feminist Spirituality
LADDHAll 106
• Annette van Dyke, University of Illinois, Springfield
• Dana Shugart University of Rhode Island
• Pat Washington, SUNY Binghamton
A discussion of the theory and practice of lesbian spirituality
and Its relationship to lesbian-feminist politiCS, healing and
ecoferntrusrn.
159. The Racialized Body in Gilman & Chopin
Tee- L~Afl.NING CeNTefl. 100
• Adrienne Zuerner, Skidmore College
Moderator
• Rebecca Dickson, University of Colorado
The Women Behind the Awakenings: Kate Chopin &
the Other Woman's Body
• Leigh Edwards, University of Pennsylvania
Embodying Identity: Gender Roles & Miscegenation In
. Chopin's DesIree's Baby
• Jean Marie Lutes, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Behind the YellowWallpaper: Whiteness & Expertise In Gilman's Work
160. Women Playwrights: Aphra Behn
& Maria Irene Fornes
BOLTONHAll 102
• Esther Fuchs, University of Arizona
Moderator
• Judy Baker, SUNY Albany
Maria Irene Fornes & the Question of a Female Aesthetic
• Rachana 5achdev, Susquehanna University
Developing a Female Community: The Woman Turned Bullv &
Female Dramatists In 17th Century England
161. Writing a Lesbian Identity
TISCH L~ARNING Cl:NTl:R 305
• Jennifer Frangos, SUNY Stony Brook
The Writing of a Lesbian Identity In the Diaries of Anne Lister,
1791-1840
• Antonia Garcia-Orozco (Moderator), • Amanda Perez Ysela
Partida, and. lara Medina
The Borderlands Poetry of Tortillerismo as Resistance
""
FRIDAY, 2:30 - 3:45 P.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
162. Race & Gender in Novels of the 1920s
TISCH LfARNING C~NTER 304
• Hedda Marcus, Nassau Community College
Moderator
• Carolyn Ferrell
The "New Negro Woman', Black Female literary & Social
Expressions During the 205
• Laura Alexandra Harris
Nota Passing Rage: Black Feminists in the Harlem Renaissance
• Ami Mattison
Bodies on Borders, The Racial & Sexual Boundaries of the
Mulatto & Invert Figures
163. Not White At All or What it Means to be
an Italian American Lesbian Author
SPORTS AND RfCREATION CENTER 201
• Theresa Carllli, Purdue University
• Rachel Guido DeVries, Purdue University
In this session, GUido DeVries and Carll II will read excerpts from
theIr essays and discuss the points of contact between their
lesbian and Italian-American !dentltles. Through this discussion,
they hope to foster an understanding of the Italian-American
ethnic voice.
164. Developing Lesbian & Gay Studies in
the Context of Women's Studies:
An Institutional Conversation
BOLTONHAll 104
• Maggie Sale, Columbia University
• Ann Pellegrini, Barnard College
• Linda Garber, California State University, Fresno
• Janet Jakobsen, University of Arizona
• Annellese Turame, University of Washington
• Maria Gonzalez, University of Houston
• Alisa Klinger, York University
Thisroundtable will address the Institutional contexts of devel-
oping lesbian and gay studies In relation to Women's Studies.
165. Battery & Resistance: Domestic
Violence Against Women in Literature
& Life (Part II)
PALAMOUNTAIN HAll 303
• Susan Koppelman
• Bonnie Davis, Clayton High School
• Jane Caputi, University of New Mexico
• Marcia Petchers, Case-Western ReselVe University
• Elizabeth Ribet, University of California at Irvine
• Terrie Wilson, The Retreat
• Eleanor Pam, CUNY, NYC Mayors Commission Against
Domestic Violence
Continuation of discussion which begins at 1,00 prn,
-------------
tr •
CONCURRENT SESSIONS FRIDAY, 4:00 - 5:30 P.M.
166. Making the Connection Between
Dating Violence Prevention &
Sexuality Education
BOlTON HAll 280
• Nancy Worcester, University of Wisconsin
• Marianne H. Whatley, University of Wisconsin
Discussion of dating vtolence Issues In the schools and
sharing Ideas and resources for developing skills for healthy
relationships.
167. Identity Development of
Two-Spirit Youth
TISCH LI:ARNING CENTER 101
Alex Wilson
This Interactive diSCUssion/workshop will focus on Identity
development of "two-spirit" (lesbian and bisexual Indig-
enous) people In contemporary society We will challenge
the notion of deconstruction of Identity In current develop-
mental theory, and assess and examine Implications for
developmental theorists. counselors, and educators.
168. Girls Mentoring Girls & Young Women
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 203
• Dana Anderson, Pacific Lutheran University
• HeIdi Jantz > Jennifer Gustafson,
• Bethany Wohlbrecht • Christie Hill
• Alethea Fournier. Jennifer Britton
As peer~mentor5we hold workshops to overcome the
losses In self·confldence adolescent women encounter from
middle school on.
171. Institutional Home-Making
SPORTS AND RI:CRI:ATION CI:NTI:R 225
• Mary Titus, St. Olaf College
• Donna Lisker, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
• Cecilia Rodriguez Mllanes, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
• Mary Lou Mohr, Luther College
• Jacqueline Wilkie, Luther College
• Virginia Bemis, Ashland University
How do we define/create our relationship to our Institutional
"home" given that tnstttuucn's Individual history and character?
What does belonging mean/require/give? A panel/audience dis-
cussion with women from a range of Institutions. Gall Griffin's
Calling' Notes Qn Teaching In The Mother Tongue as a common
reference pornt.
169. Alternatives: Women's Studies in
the High School
TISCH LeARNING CI:NTI:R 208
• Tiffany Hogan, Rhode Island Public Health foundation
(Moderator)
• te-ah Razor and > Griffith Wintercastle
Women's Education
• Betsey Woody
Women's Studies in the High School: Implications &
Challenges for Educators
170. Strengthening Diversity of Voice
in Adolescent Females
LAooHAll 207
• Jean 5chensul, Institute for Community Research
• Allison Bingham
• Deborah Simmons, Manchester Community College
• Bonnie Nastasi, University at Albany,SUNY
• Diann Cook· Shari Smith
• Luz Rodriguez, Urban Women Against Substance Abuse
• Marlene Berg. Graciela Quinones
ThiS session represents one facet of a larger demonstration re-
search project referred to as "Urban Women Against Substance
Abuse," deSigned to strengthen cornmunicatton between ado-
lescent females and their female caregIvers (mothers and
"other mothers") as a means of promoting resilience and pre-
venting risk benevror during the preadolescent and early adoles-
cent period.
172. Complexities of Race, Jewishness,
& Culture(s): A Conversation
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 305
• Bette Tallen, Roillns College
• Papusa Molina' Melanie KayelKantrowitz • Lynda Koolish
• Other Presenters TBA
A panel discussion on how we understand and reconcile our
own Identities and build alliances with others when the oatnar-
chal categories of race, culture, and Jewlshness are Inadequate
to explaln our experience.
-
q
FRIDAV, 4:00 - 5:30 P.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
173. Queer Critique
SKIDMORE HALL SEMINAR ROOM
• Constance Fulmer, Pepperdine University
Moderator
• 'Becca Cragin, Emory University
Post Lesbian Feminism
• Kathy Miriam
What is a Dyke in Solitude?
• Jessica Nathanson
It's a Really Difficult Place to Be a Lot of the Time,
Interviews with Six Bisexual Women
• Dana Shugar, University of Rhode Island
The interplay Between Sexual/dentity & Lesbian Community
174. Campus Based Organizing: The Kitchen
Table Press Coalition Continues
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 204
• Jaime Grant, The Union Institute Center for Women
• Diana Onley-Campbell, Union Institute Center for Women
• Andrea Lockett, Kitchen Table Press
• Christina Brinkiey, Bates College
A follow-up to last year's panel updating the work of the Center
for Women's Work In the Kitchen Table Press Transition
Coalition.
17S. Women & The Law
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 300
• Lynn Collins, University of Baltimore and· Suzanne
Schroeder, University of Baltimore
The Myth of Reverse Discrimination in Academe:
The East Coast
• Colleen Galambo5, We5tern Maryland College and « Sherrl Lind
Hughes, Western Maryland College
Gender Differences & the Use of Power and Influence
• Cynthia Harrison, George Washington University (Moderator)
• M. Joan McDermott, Southern illinois University
Law and the Sociai Control of Women
• Janice Snook, University of South FlorIda
Revolutionizing Gendered Space, Ginsburg & Day O'Connor &
the US Supreme Court
176. Seeing the World Through Women's
Eyes: A Report on the NGO Forum
EMeRSON AUDITORIUM
• Margaret Duncombe, Colorado College
• usa Ann Petride5, Stanford University
• Helen M. Ria5Z, Saint Joseph College
• Pri5cilla Sears, Dartmouth College
• Bang-Soon Yoon, Central Washington University
• Mollie Whalen, Ea5t Stroud5burg University
Women's Studies faculty will discuss how they use materials
from the UN Women's Conference to address boundary cross-
Ings and global feminism In their Women's Studies classes.
177. Whither Gender, Science & Technology
Beyond Beijing: Transforming Policy
into Action
BOLTON HALL 281
• Josephine Beoku-Betts, University of Georgia
• Alice Mastrangelo Gittler, International Women's Tribune Center
• Judy Wakaungu, Penn5ylvania State University
• Pamela Frazer-Abder, New York University
• Brinda Rao, Oberlin College
ThiS session will explore ways In which science and technology
recommendatIons In the Platform for Action can be used to
formulate policies and programs for implementation.
178. Border Crossings In(to) the Academy:
Women's Development, Literary
Modeling & the Non-Traditional
Woman Student
TISCH LEARNING C~NTeR 207
• Ann M. frank Wake, Elmhurst College
• Jane A. Jegerski, Elmhurst College
• Dianne Chambers, Elmhurst College
• Donna Goetz, Elmhurst College
An examination of linkages between women's development
models, literary models and autobiographical writing for
experiential learning credit In a two-course program developed
by psychology and English professors .
179. Women in Traditionally Male
Professions: Science, Engineering
& Business
TISCH LEARNING C~NTER 202
• Le511e015en, University of Michigan
Entering Engineering, Adapting to and
Changing a Male World
• C1nda-Sue Davl5, University of Michigan
Entering the Sciences & Engineering, Changing the Institution
• Regina O'Neili, University of Michigan
Entering Business: The Female as Mentor in Busines5
• Amy Sl5kind, New Jersey Institute ofTechnology, and
• Susan Cavin
Cross-cultural Gender issues in Engineering Colleges
180. Rites of Passage: Crossing the Border
from Graduate Student to Professional
TISCH LEARNING C~NTt:R 205
• Heather Sullivan-Catlin, SUNY Albany
• Ellen Higgin5, New York University
• Anne Liske, SUNY Albany
• Donna Attoro, SUHY Albany
This panel presentation explores different aspects of negotiat-
Ing graduate school and the dissertation process, Including
orotessronanzenon. mentorlng, and the particular needs of the
working graduate student.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS FRIDAV, 4:00 - S:30 P.M.
181. Women in Higher Education:
Borders, Barriers & Intersections
TISCH l!:ARNIHG CENTER 302
• lucy Katz
Moderator
• Jennifer Boyers, Western Michigan University and s linda
Rynbrandt. Western Michigan University
Time Travel and Tea: A Visit to Gull lake
• Stephanie Bressler, King's College and e Jennifer Turney.
Wilkes University
A Cross·Boundary Model for Improving the Climate for Women
In Higher Education
• Phyllis Thompson, Louisiana State University
At the Intersection of Practice & Theory:
A Rethinking of the Archive
182. International Perspectives on
Women's Work
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 303
• Veronica Vazquez, Carleton University
Moderator
• liza Grandia
Valuing Women's Subsistence Labor & Child-rearing Activities
In the Peten, Guatemala
• Margaret Mackay, Tulane University
Overcoming Stereotypes: Women & Work in Paraguay
• Toni Mehrain, Chinese University of Hong Kong
From Homes to Factories: Women's Identity Along a
Developmental Path
• Karen Palazzinl, University of Texas




• Andrea Lapin· Susan Koppelman
• Emily loth, University of tourslanna
• Myrna Goldenberg
• Janet Palmer Mullaney, Belles Lettres
• Bette Tallen
Brief descriptIOns/anecdotes of shopping premises and
practices. The audience will be encouraged to share same and
to compare notes Tales of shopping triumphs and defeats Will
be solicited. A secondhand trunk show ("treasures from the
madwoman's attic") Is possible; optional field trip to be
announced, pending weather conditions and quality assessment
of upstate yard sale culture.
184. Whiteness & Class in literature
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 304
• Constance Ostrowski, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Moderator
• Glynis Carr, Bucknell University
The Dark Face In the Mirror: Dangerous Whiteness In
The Bell Jar
• Catherine Sanderson
Class as a Barrier to full Womanhood in Three
African-American Novels
• Sivagaml Subbaraman. University of Maryland
"The Thing Not Hamed·: Hegotiating the Silence of 'Whitness'
In Willa Cather
• Marjorie Worthington, Indiana University
The Interaction of Discourse Genres & The Performance of
Mediation in Novels of Toni Morrison
185. Women in Popular Culture:
19th Century Images
LADD HAll 307
.Dlana Scully, Virginia Commonwealth University
Moderator
• Amal Amlreh, Boston University
From Mili Girl to Seamstress: The Cultural Representation of
Class & Gender in American Lit
• laura Behling, The Claremont Graduate School
Adams & Eve: Mythologizing Woman in the Suffrage Movement
• Patrice Caldwell, Eastern New Mexico University
Deathiy Women: Hollywood's Touched bv an Angel & 19th
Century Gendered Images of Death
• Barbara Shaw, University of Maryland
Bloomers, Coded Bodies & Women's Sexualities
186. Spirit Voices: Reinterpretations of
our Geographical Origins
BOLTON HALL 103
• Nancy Seale Osborne, SUNY·Oswego
• Joan loverldge·Sanbonmatsu, SUNY·Oswego
Russo DemetrIck, Itallan~Amerlcan author of First PreSSing and
Italian Notebook; loverldge-5anbonmatsu, PolIsh-American
poet, writer, and researcher; and Nancy Seale Osborne, author
of The West Texas Roadklll Story Series, wIll read from and
discuss their works. Other border~crosslng writers are
espeCially encouraged to partiCipate.
187. Gazing Back at Mamet
BOLTON HALL 101
• Brenda-lee Rabine· Christine Atkins
• lois Dellert Raskin· Erin Quinn
Through performance and analySis, panelists will examine the
role of the "male gaze" and representation of women on stage
In the plays of David Mame!.
...
FRIDAY, 4:00 - 5:30 P.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
188. Introducing Feminism: A Discussion of
the Interaction of Students & Texts
SPORTS AND RI:CRI:ATION CI:NnR 201
• Amy Kesselman, SUNY-New Paltz
• Nancy Schniedewind, SUNY-New Paltz
• Other Presenters TBA
Twoeditors of Women- Images And Realities A Multicultural
AnthQlogyand two students wlll address Issues about the
development of feminist understanding In an Introductory
Women's Studies course and engage participants In ctscusslon.
189.Transforming Campus Life
BOLTON HALL 100
• Barbara Horn, Nassau Community College
• Anne Wiley, Greenfield Community College
• Mary Davidson, Columbia-Greene Community College
• Maria Vallejo, Nassau Community College
• Johanna Mastrototara, Nassau Community College
Thiscommunity college panel-InclUding educators, an admin-
istrator, and a student-diSCUSS how Women's Studies provides
models and encourages development
190, New Beginnings: The Establishment of
Women's Studies Programs in the 1990s
BOLTON HAll 102
• Elizabeth Eakman and. Gretchen Esely • Julie Behnken
Spinning Straw into Gold: Constructing a Women's Studies
Program at South Carolina University
• Joanne Myers, Marist College and. Robyn Rosen,
Marist College
25 Years Later: 5ites of Resistance
191. Reading & Writing Across the
Feminist Curriculum
TlsCM Ll:ARNING CeNTER 100
• Harriet Malinowitz, Long Island University
• Patricia Stephens, Long Island University
• Jacqueline Dolly, Long Island University
• Kathleen Large, Long Island University
Panelistswill diSCUSSconcepts and techniques-Including Is-
suesof resistance and authority In textual Interpretation-rel-
evantto helping students engage With difficult textual material.
192. Feminist Pedagogy: From Theory
to Classroom Practice
BOLTON HALL 282
• Maureen McHugh, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Moderator
• Berenice Fisher
Feminist Pedagogy & the Fear of "FeelingsN
• Jeannie Ludlow, Bowling Green State University
Now I Understand Just How the Black Students Feel
• Lynda Nyce, University of Notre Dame
Teaching U5 College Women to Cross Boundaries:
Issues of Pedagogy
• Barbara Scott Winkler, West Virginia University
Raising C-R: Another Look at Consciousness Raising in the
Women's Studies Classroom
193. Redefining the Borders of Curriculum,
Pedagogy & Publishing
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 301
• Frances Shapiro-Skrobe, Ramapo College
• Donna Crawley, Ramapo College
• Martha Ecker, Ramapo College
• Kathleen Fowler, Ramapo College
• Elaine Risch, Ramapo College
The editors of Transformations, an Interdisciplinary Journal
devoted to supporting curriculum transformation, wlli highlight
some of the theoretical and ethical Issues involved In feminist
pedagogy and publishing.
194. Crossing Educational Boundaries:
Infiltrating the Traditional
Literature Course
TISCH LI:ARNING CENTI:R 304
• Theresa Kemp, University of Alabama, Birmingham
• Gail Cohee, Emporia State University
• Sandra Runzo, Denison University
This roundtable wlli address strategies for teachrng canonical
texts and traditional English and Amertcan literature courses as
feminists,
195. Feminist Theory in Action
LADDHALL 106
• Rochanda Jackson, Bates College
• Adam Gaynor, Bates College
• Christina Brinkley, Bates College
• Sally Graves, Bates College
• Myrna Morales, Bates College
• Laura Babchuck, Bates College
• Sara Pasko, Bates College
This panel reports on and evaluates an undergraduate Women's
Studies seminar concerning women's activism, praxrs, and
theory, Activism is advocated as a key component In under-
standing theory, In challenging traditional epistemologies, and
pursuing social change In Women's Studies and beyond.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS SATURDAY, 8:30 - 9:45 A.M.
196. Defining & Developing Self in
a Multicultural Context
BOLTON HALL 102
• Mary Elizabeth Correa, Skidmore College
• Evangelina Holvtno, Center for the Study of Groups
and Organizations
• Kathleen Pogue White, William Alanson White Institute
This session examines the Impact of crossing both personal
and societal boundaries on the emergence of self. Afrlcan-
American, Latina and white perspectives raise provocative
irnpucattons for how we construct our roles as women and
take up our own authority.
197. Women's Studies & Mathematics I
BOLTONHAll 281
• John Kellermeier, SUNY-Plattsburgh
• Christy Hammer, New Hampshire Department of Education
The Biological & Social Differences Between Boys
& Girls In Math
• lisa Pettitt, University of Denver
Gender-Role Intensification & Gender Gap In Math Attitudes,
Participation, & Achievement in Adolescence
• Debra Hall, Indiana University of Purdue University fort Wayne
Developmental Mathematics: Roadblock or Gateway?
Issues that affect the participation and achelvement of
women and girls In mathematics will be addressed along
with the Interrelationship between Women's Studies and the
teaching of mathematics Discussion will continue until
11:1Sam.
198. Adolescent Girls in Schools:
Studies in the Politics of Identity,
Pedagogy & Popular Culture
BOlTON HALL 280
• Rebecca Martusewicz, Eastern Michigan University
• Laura Gilkey, Eastern Michigan University
• Sandra Prettyman, Eastern Michigan University
These papers will present varying analyses of the politics of
gender and Identity within the relations of popular culture
and pedagogy.
204. Succeeding in the Lecture Hall
TISCH llARNING C~NTI:R304
• Jackie utt, Iowa State University
• Brenda Daly, Iowa State University
• Cathy Rakowski, Ohio State University
• Mary Margaret fonow, Ohio State University
This workshop examines the questions Involved In teaching
Introduct!on to Women's Studies tn large lecture classes.
199. Discourses About Adolescence
& Sexuality Education
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 303
• Mollie Whalen, East Stroudsburg University
Moderator
• Bonnie Dunwoody, St. Mary's College
Sexuality Education: The Politics of Discourse
• Geraldine McTlgue
Adolescence & Abortion, A Problem In the Sovereignty
of the Self
201. The Stuff that Dreams Are Made Of:
Culture, Place & Adolescent Girls'
Sense of Self
TISCH ltAI\NING CeNTel\ 204
• Carolyn Carter, Appalachia Educatlonai Lab
• Patricia 5. Kusimo
• Marian Keyes. Patricia Penn
This panel examines the Influence of social context on rural and
urban Appalachian adolescent girls' sense of self, their dreams
and visions .
202. Women & Leadership / Girls & Math:
Narrative of Neutralization &
Empowerment
TISCH leARNING Ce:NTef\ 205
• Muriel Mackert, Northern Illinois University
• Kay Woelfel, Marion Jordan School
• Ann Gjentsen, Buffalo Grove High School
Women's and girls' stories are described and compared. Both
experience self-destruction as an Ironic and perverse strategy
for empowerment.
203. Young Women as Peer Researchers:
Narrative of Power & Development
TISCH U:AMING CeNTeR 302
• Christine Warner· Sarah Church
• Angela DIMaria· Kate Travers
Peer researchers will present their collaborative work with narra-
tives about reading and writing, voice, agency, and sexuality In
the experIence of young women.
205. Lesbians, Psychological/Analytic Models
BOlTON HAll 282
• Pap usa Molina
Moderator
• Suzanne lasenza and » Judith M. Glassgold
Lesbians & Psychoanalysis: Feminist Critique & New Narratives
• Nancy Picard, University of Wisconsin-Madison
What If Lesbianism was the Norm?
d
...
SATURDAY, 8:30 - 9:4S A.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
206. Gilman on Sex, Love & Freud
LAooHALL 207
• Barbara White, University of New Hampshire
• lydia Cipriani, Rutgers University
• Mary M. Moynihan, University of New Hampshire
Thispanel examines the life and writings of Charlotte Perkins
Gilmanas they Inform us about sex and love.
207. Chicana Lesbians & Queer Theory
TISCH LEARNING CI:NTER 203
• Maria Gonzalez, University of Houston
• Yolanda Leyva, University of Texas, EI Paso
• Julia Camacho, University of Arizona
• Amy Maldonado, University of Pennsylvania
Thispanel will address the Issues of Chicana lesbian Identity
and the conceptions of Chicana queer theory.
208. Lesbian Rights as Human Rights
BOlTON HAll 100
• MaryBeth Weich-Orozco, California State University, Northridge
• Bethania Marla, California State University, Sacramento
• Shelley A. Bannister, Northeastern Illinois University
Lesbianrights as human rights were successfully argued at the
4th World Conference on Women, though not without struggle
and resistance. This panel discusses, among other Issues, the
preparatrons that led to the Inclusion of the Lesbian Tent among
the Diversity tents, the Inclusion of lesbian Issues within the
plenary sessions. and the discussions over the bracketing of
languagewithin the official Platform for action.
209. BeUin~ Conference: A Source for
Teaching & Action
St'iIDMORI: HALL SI:M!NAR ROOM
• Phyllis Abell
Pedagogical Implications of the Fourth World Conference
on Women
• M. Rivka Polatnick, San Jose State University
Beyond the Beijing World Conference on Women
210. Studying Women & Development:
Undergraduate Research
SPORTS AND RI:CRI:ATION CI:NTI:R 225
• Bridget Guarasci, Drew University
• Devyani Gupta, Drew University
Undergraduate students discuss research on women and devel-
opment based on work done during semesters abroad In Africa
andthe Caribbean. Issues Include Internal migration, women,
andfood.
211. Growing Older & Still Growing
TISCH LI:ARNING CeNTt:R 100
• Mary Ann Drake
On"Becoming a Crone
• Nancy Huse, Augustana College
An Ethos of Growing Older: The Irrational Surplus of Memory
in Novels of Jansson
• Basabi Ratnaparkhi, The University of Connecticut (Moderator)
Towards a Theory of Adult Education for Older Women
212. Connecting Bodies & Minds: Toward
a Pedagogy of Pleasure
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 304
• Karen Ogulnick, CW Post College
• Lynn Becker Haber, Southern Connecticut State University
• Sharon Shelton-Colangelo, New York University
• Becea Chase, New York University
• Diana-Elena Matsoukas, New York University
• Paula Ressler, New York University
Combining creative movement, autobiographical reflections and
theory, this workshop explores the body/mind connection and
Its Implications for feminist teaching and learning .
213. Coming of Age with Anne, Jo &
Nancy Drew: Adolescent Heroines
TISCH LI:ARNING CI:NTER 208
• Kim Ports, Drake University
• Nancy McCabe, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
A chance to reminisce about-and ponder-your favorite
adolescent heroines, the books and the girls who gUided you
through your own grOWing up.
214. Using Joumals: The Everday
& The Poetic
BOLTON HAll 10 1
• Gloria Bowles
From Solitary Journal to Public Memoir
• Jean Anapcrte-taston
Circling the Hidden SertlThe Hidden Poem
• Susan Fantl·Spivack
The Poetry of Daily Life
Why do we write Journals and how do we use them to grow as
poets, community activtsts. teachers of Women's Studies?
215. Boundary Crossings in Oral History
TISCH ll:ARNING (I:NTI:R 101
• Deb Hoskins, University of Wisconsin, La Crosse
An Interactive workshop examining difference In the oral history
tnterview. Designed for women Interviewing women across
boundaries of race, class, sexual Identity, and age, for a wide




SATURDAY, 10:00 . 11:15 A.M.CONCURRENT SESSIONS
232. Adolescence: Using Our Bodies for
Survival, The Hell We Go Through
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 304
• Shelley Endsley, Wlchllil slilte University
• Sarah Church, Wheelock College
• Sherry sperman, Wlchllil State University
A new generation of feminIsts address eating disorders and
means of controlling the body. A look Into personal and
political realms.
233. Roundtable Discussion on Women's
Spirituality
SPORTS AND ReCREATION CENTER 201
• Robin Powers, University of Tennessee
• Lady Galadrlel
A discusstoo for teachers of women's spIritualIty and for leaders
(and/or clergy) of religious/spiritual groups that espouse
feminine values,
234. "The Gringo in Mananaland"
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 202
• DeeDee Halleck
"The Gringo In Mananaland" Is a compilation of more than 80
films that have Latin America as a subject.
23S. Native American Women Writers:
Sources of Survival
BOLTON HALL 280
• Joanna Zangrando, Skidmore College
Moderator
• Theresa Crater, Metropoilliln state College of Denver
Grandmother Spider & Doris Lessing Take Us into
the Next World
• Kelly Morgan
American Indian Women: Sources of Survival for their People
236. Staging Women
TISCH leARNING CENTER 301
• Susan Applebaum, Northwestern University
Scaling the Wall with Help: Adoiescent Protagonists &
Mentor-Mothers In 20th Century American Theatre
• Susan Gilmore, Cornell University (Moderator)
Growing Up "Gorgeous': Staging Jewish Women
• Constance Ostrowski
Deliberative Rhetoric In Susan Glaspell's Trifles: Women's
Ways of Knowing
240. Lies My Culture Told Me: Women Writing
Narratives of Resistance
SPORTS AND Rr;CREATIQN CENTER 225
• Hedda Marcus, Nassau Community College
• Toby Bird, Hassau Community College
• Pat falk, Nassau Community College
• Barbara Lucas, Nassau Community College
A ciscusstoo of literary "narratives of reslslilnce" WhiChrenect
women's complex negotiations With the "stones" the culture ::
237. Textual Constructions: Women of
the American West
TISCH lfARNING Ce.NTeR 208
• Mary slilnge, Skidmore College
Moderator
• Kate Burns
Dangerous Women: Female Outlaws of the
Turn-of-the-Century West
• lynn Domina, SUNY·5tony Brook
An /ndlan Was an /ndlan to Me: Elizabeth CU5ter'5
Autobiographies & the Dilemma of HaUonalldenUty
• Patricia Matteson, University of Colorado at Boulder
Messln' with Manifest Destiny: Indlan·/ovlng & Transposing
Borders in Ramona
238. Body Politics: Negotiating Identities
TISCH LeARNING CeNTtR 302
• Maria Luisa Garcia·Verdugo, Purdue University· Calumet
Moderator
• Margarita Alvarez
Latina Women In Transition: Negotiating Multiple Identities
• Rhoda Kanaaneh
Negotiating Boundaries & Babies: The Dynamics of Population.
Nationalism & Gender In a Palestinian Community
• Mary Jane Treacy, Simmons College
Rogeiia: Beauty Denied or The Body and the
Political/magination
239. Central American & Latina Voices
LAoo HAll 207
• Madelyn Alvarlflo, Skidmore College
Moderator
• Marta Camlnero-sanlilngelo, DePaul University
Gringa Domlnicana: Border Crossing & the Problem of
Authenticity In Ethnic Women's Literature
• Cynthia Carmen Snow, West Virginia University
Reading/Personal Essay
• Gloria Esteia Gonz~lez Zenteno, Skidmore College
Gloconda Belli & the Constitution of the New Female
Revolutionary SUbject
'4
SATURDAV, 10:00 - 11:15 A.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
241, Media Constructs of Women:
Hillary Clinton & Shannon Faulkner
BOLTON HALL 282
• Leslie Mechem, Skidmore College
Moderator
• Jeana Bolton
Shannon Faulkner, Tragedy or Triumph>
• Jennifer lathert
The First Lady Phenomenon
• Charlotte Templin
"How Dare She?" HilJary as Threat to Gender Norms:
Cartoons of Hillary Clinton
242, Video & Presentation
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 303
• Susan Foss
Susan Foss qult the corporate world to travel by motorcycle
with her dog. She will talk about her travels as they directly
relate to the environment, geography, history, sociology,
psychology, and especially "Women's Studies."
243. Talesof Adult Development
BOLTON HALL 103
• Kim Ports, Drake University
Poetry Reading, "Home Fries"
• Judith Gold Stitzel
Mother Lode, C.- 1\ Tale of I\dult Development
• lourdes Vazquez, International Women's Tribune Centre
Exploring Our Word/Exploring Our Language
244. Dancing in the Minefields & Flower
fields of a Community College
Women'sStudies Program
TI5CHL~RMING Cf.NTfR 100
• Anne Wiley, Greenfield Community College
• Kate Finnegan, Greenfield Community College
• Joanne Hayes, Greenfield Community College
• Mary Ellen Kelly, Greenfield Community College
• Phyllis Nahman, Greenfield Community College
Women's Studies at a rural community couege: How did the
program get started? How has It been nurtured during an era of
reduced resources? How do community college faculty
respond to tnstttunonal and classroom challenges?
245, feminist Pedagogy in the ESLClassroom
TISCH L~RNINCi CENTER 207
• Eileen de los Reyes, Salem State College
• Patricia Gozemba, Salem State College
• Frances Morales, Salem State College
• Jannia Perez, Salem State College
Students and teachers engage in public reflection about
pedagogy, seeking to clarify relationships of power In the ESL
classroom. Ten minute Video, public reflection, and discussion
by participants.
246. Radical Feminism: Past, Present
& Future
BOLTON HAll 101
• Diane Bell, Holy Cross College
Speaking of Things that Shouldn't be Written, Cross-Cuiturai
Excursions into the Land of Misrepresentations
• Renate Klein, Deakin University
Radical Feminism: Politics & Praxis
• Angela Bowen, Clark University
Enabling a Visible Black Lesbian Presence in Academia:
1\ Radically Reasonable Request
• Elizabeth Daake, Holy Cross College
Generation X, The Third Wave, or Just Plain Radical, Reviewing
the Reviewers of Catharine MacKinnon's Onlv Words
• Susan Hawthorne, Victorian University of Technology
From Theories of indifference to a Wild Poiltlcs
• Kristin Waters, Holy Cross College
(Re)turning to the Modern, Radlcai Feminism &
the Postmodern Turn
Contributors to a new book, Radically Speaking' feminism
Reclaimed, explore the theory and practice of radical feminism,
past. present, and future.
247. International Women's Human Rights:
Past & Current Issues
BOLTON HALL 281
• Claudia Giunta, Moderator
Sexual Harassment of Women Migrant Workers & International
Human Rights, Towards the Creation of International
Standards of Protection
• Donna Hughes, University of Bradford
Trafficking in Women on the Internet
• Bang-Soon Yoon, Central Washington University
Japan's Mliltary Sexual Slavery, issues, Problems & Prospects
CONCURRENT SESSIONS SATURDAY, 11:30 - 1:00 P.M.
248. Women's Research: Listening
to Girls' Voices
BOLTON HALL 280
• Barbara Gerber, SUNY-Oswego
Moderator
• Patricia Darling
What High Schoo/Is from the Young Woman's Point of View
• Patricia Ferrentino-DeVos, University of California, Berkeley
Empowering Our Female Students: Pre-Adolescent Girls
Discuss Women's History & Feminism
• Janice Sawyer, Hofstra University
Experiences in a Suburban High School: Girls Tell
Their Stories
• Susannah Sheffer, Growing Without Schooling
What We Can Learn from Homeschooled Girls
249. Transcending the Boundaries:
Women's Studies in the High School
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 300
• Heather Bruce, University of Puget Sound and
• Claudia Wright, Cottonwood High School
Steppin on the Cracks, Breakln Mama's Back
This presentation will discuss work accomplished with
adolescent women In the first Women's Studies class
designed and Implemented at the high school level In the
state of Utah
250. Working in Coalition Against
Sexual Assault
SI'iIDMORE HALL SI:MINAR ROOM
• Emma Cheuse, Harvard-Radcliffe College
• Maud Easter, New York State Coalition Against Sexual Assault
• Tonia St. Germain, New York State Coalition Against
Sexual Assault
• Emma Kress, Vassar College
Two student Interns and the dIrectors of the New York State
Coalition Against Sexual Assault diSCUSSthe Vital roles that
academic research and young activist energy play in
strengthening the movement against sexual assault.
251. Teacher Feminist Teacher Educator:
A Dialogue
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 302
• Tania Ramalho, Susquehanna University
• Betty Smith Franklin· Susan Giles
• Patricia Nelson. Sarah Young
This session will provide a space for NWSA members who are
teacher educators or Interested In teacher educatron to
diSCUSSIssues related to the field as well as plans to reorganize
the Teacher Educators Task Force.




• linda Nathan Marks
Moderator
• Marnle Evans. Susan rtelterer • Antonia Cottrell Martin
Founders of feminist organizations present visions and methods
of bringing women together across boundaries, fostering
indIVidual development and creating community.
254. Women, Art & Women's Art
TISCH LI:ARNING CI:NTI:R 205
• Peggy Boyers
Moderator
• Ann Knickerbocker, Skidmore College
Cubism Misread: The Disturbing /nfiuence of Gertrude Stein
• Annette Shandler Levitt, Drexel UnIversity
Women Transcendant: The Artists of Surrealism
• Jo Ortel
This Body Which is Not One: Refiections on Irlgaray & the Art of
Niki de Saint Phalle
255. (Under)Mining the State: Africa
& Latin America
TISCH LI:ARNING CENTER 203
• Cathy Rakowski, Ohio State Univer5ity
• ClaIre Robertson, Ohio State University
• Sita Ranchod-Nilsson, Ohio State University
This session will compare the political experIences and outcomes
of African and Latin AmerIcan women's groups. It Includes a focus
on women and women's organizations as they Intersect with the
state and as they open political spaces outside the realm of the state
256. Teaching About the NGOForum/UN
Conference
BOLTON HALL 281
• Margaret Duncombe, Colorado Coilege
• Pat Gozemba, Salem Coilege
• Eileen de 105 Reyes, Salem College
• Patricia Ould, Saiem College
PartiCipants at the UN/NGO Forum In China will discuss the
organizing Issues of the conference and the role of this
conference In promoting widespread social change or personal
transformation .
------------------- ...
SATURDAV, 11:30 - 1:00 P.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
257. Speak Out for Equity
BOlTON HALL 100
• Sharon Leder, Nassau Community College (Moderator)
• Cynthia Fisher, Vassar College
Challenging Bias Against Married Women in Science
• Trisha Sandberg, SUNY Stony Brook
Surviving Violation in Academe
• Bernice McNair Barnett
Gendered Experience in Academia
• Esther fuchs, University of Arizona
Contending with Change Imposed From Without
• Ines Senna Shaw, North Dakota State University
Promotion & Tenure Decision & Ethical Standards
The panelists explain how they have crossed educational
borders by Virtue of their challenges to tnecultv In higher
education.
258. Moral Leadership & Academic
Administration: Oil & Vinegar or
Salad Dressing?
TI5CM Ll:ARNING CENTl:R 304
• Nancy Smith, Millersville University
• Marion Coleman, Franklin & Marshall College
• Diane Umble, Millersville University
• Anne Butler, Kansas State University
• Helen Regan, University of Connecticut
A multicultural panel discussion of the nature of administrative







• Irene Harvey, Pennsylvania State University
Greek Goddesses as Conflicting Models for Women - from
Hera to Demeter to Athena & Beyond
• lynda Jasso- Thomas
Creating Your Feminist Mask
• Winifred Whelan, St. Bonaventure UnIversity
Body & Religious Ritual
260. Documentary Development
BOLTON HALL 282
• Marie Cornwall, Brigham Young University, and
• Louise Degn, University of Utah
UtDh Women Considered, Changing Lives, Changing Times
• Janice Riley, • Diane Bailey, Cape Cod Community College,
and. Mary Kay Cordill, Cape Cod Community College
Documenting Development: Dilemmas & Decisions
261. Taking Charge: Rewriting A
Woman's Life
BOLTON HAll 104
• Sara Jonsberg, Montclair State University (Moderator)
• Marie Johnson. Maria Salgado. Rosa Santiago
Three young women who became mothers in their teens share
reflective writings, discuss education, alienation, and change .
262. Writing SelflFinding Voice:
Women's Personal Narratives
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 303
• Patrice Caldwell. Eastern New Mexico University
Moderator
• Ana de Freitas Boe, SUNY Stony Brook
Writing with an "i": Chicana Writers on the Borderlands
of Author(lty)
• Jamie Keshet
Women~ Development through Personal Knowing
• Jennifer King-Cooper
Explorations in Voice: Women's Psychosocial Development
• Carol Wolfe Konek, Wichita State University
Writing Life Iff: Ethical, Professional & Creative Perspectives on
Feminists Crossing Personal & Political Borders
263. Sexuality & The Body in
Women's Poetry
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 305
• Patti lana, Nassau Community College
Moderator
• Susan Bowers, Susquehanna University
Crossing the Border into Taboo: Women Poets Finding the
Language for Sexual Experience
• Patricia Dwyer, Shepherd College
Revisionary Ethnography, Elizabeth Bishop'S Juvenalia
• Linda Fox, Indiana University/Purdue University of Fort Wayne
Flores de noche buena: Hybridity & Border Crossings in
Recent Chicana Poetry
264. The Work & Ramifications of
Martha Graham
SPORTS AND RI"CRI:ATION CENTl"R 201
• Toni Smith, Skidmore College (Moderator)
• Ellen Graff, Barnard College
• Elizabeth H. Harris
• Katharine Power, Trinity College
• Diane Gray, The Martha Graham Dance Company
26S. Amazon Playwrights Crossing/Blurring/
Breaking Through Borders
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 301
• Rosemary Keefe Curb, Southern Methodist State University
(Moderator)
• Patricia Montley • Tish Dace
• Bonnie Morris. Dolores Prida
• Other Presenter lBA
CONCURRENT SESSIONS SATURDAY, 11:30 - 1:00 P.M.




• Carole McCann, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
• Deborah Rosenfelt, University of Maryland, Coliege Park
• Seung-Kyung Kim, University of Maryland, College Park
• Cindy Himes Gissendanner, Towson State University
• Patrice McDermott, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Panelists present strategies for revising core Introductory and
advanced Women's Studies courses to Incorporate emerging
issues In global feminism. Presenters draw on their experience
as participants In the 1995 Summer Institute of the Curriculum
Transformation Project at the University of Maryland, "Thinking
about Women and Gender In International Contexts."
267. Passages: The Development of Women
Students' Empowerment
LADD HALL 207
• Mary Galvin, University at Albany, SUNY
• Rana Abu-Sbaih, University at Albany, SUNY
• Vivian Gomez, University at Albany, SUNY
• Bethany Lesieur, University at Albany, SUNY
• Hana Mosa, University at Albany, SUNY
The University at Albany Teaching Collective provides a model of
a transformatlve pedagogy which fosters women students' de-
velopment across Institutional and disciplinary borders. This
panel will discuss the past, present, and future of this collective
and Its work In teaching the course, IntroductIon to Femlnlsms.
269. TransgressionlTransformation:
Tigers In the Temple
TISCH It:ARNIHG CI:NTI:F\ 100
• Kathleen Kane, University of Hawaii at Manoa
• Joanne Hayashi. Cheryl Mortensen • Julie Wuthnow
• Carolyn Golojuch • Ruth Uemura
Students and teachers who were part of a Feminist Theory
course at the University of HawaII Interrogate the development
of women's voice withIn the context of the university classroom.
270. Crossing Borders: Taking Feminist
Pedagogy to a Union Hall
TISCH It:ARHING CI:HTER 204
• linda Strom, Youngstown State University
• Kelly Belanger, Youngstown State University
• Jan Kotwis, Youngstown State University
• Denise Sigler, Youngstown State University
• Anna Lather, Youngstown State University
This panel will provide multiple perspectives on the feminist
strategies used In helping worklng~cla5s women students make
a transition from the steel mills Into the academiC world.
271. Alchemy of an Amoeba: Crossin~
Boundaries by Learning & Teaching
Cultural Diversity
TISCH ltARHIHC CU1W,\ 202
• B.J. Bryson, East Tennessee State University
• Jan Hylemon, East Tennessee State University
• Melea Hunter, East Tennessee State University
• Carolyn B. Gilliam, East Tennessee State University
• Claudia lawrence-Webb, East Tennessee State University
Cultural diversity course uses liberation theory to forge new un-
derstandlng. Adult learners and Instructors share course pro-
cess and writings.
272. Maintaining & Developing Feminism
in Graduate School
BOLTOH HALL 102
• Danielle Egan, Boston College
• Sarah Church, Wheelock College
• Karen McCormick, Wheelock College
• Jamie Mullaney, Rutgers University
• Julie Manga, Boston College
• Julie Boettcher, Boston College
Seven women wtll discuss their experiences of creating feminist
environments In their departments through Journal writing,
poetry, refiectlve feminist pedagogy and collaborative research.
273. Writing, Composition Studies &
Women's Studies Education
TISCH lEARHIHC CI:NTER 208
• Mary Ann Cain, Indiana University-Purdue Univef5ity Fort Wayne
1\ Double-Cross of Feminism: Professing Feminism In a
Feminized Profession
• Karen Howe, Trenton State College
College Women at the Crossroads: Psychological Themes in
Writings by Women Studies Students
• Mary Todd, University of illinois (Moderator), and
• Carrie Brecke, University of illinois
I\uthority, Language & The Interdisciplinary: 1\ Model for FaCUlty
Development of Teaching Student Writing
SATURDAY, 3:15-4:15 P.M.
JANI:T KIHCHORH BI:RHHARD T HtATtR, BLACK Box
SCHENECTADY IMPROVISATIONAL
TEEN THEATER
The Schenectady Improvisational Teen Theater presents
ROLEPLAY THEATER, dramatizations of such issues as
teen suicide, peer pressure, relationships, and self
esteem. SCin Is an Interactive, peer educational teen
theater troupe. Members write and produce roieplays to
engage audiences In discussions of their reactions to
unresolved confticts set up in the Vignettes. With over
150 performances In the past three years, SCin has
been recognized by the NYS Department of Health for
outstanding service in education, and is the recipient of
the 1995 JC Penney top Community Service Award.
..
SATURDAY, 1:15 - 3:15 P.M. PLENARY SESSION
Crossing Educational Borders
Moderator Judith fetterley, University at Albany, SUNY
SPORTS & RECREATIONCENTER, MAIN GYM - SKIDMORE COLLEGE
This panei focuses on the ways in which education has and continues to provide an invaluable toolin women's quest to cross borders historically closed to them.The panelists discuss the educational
empowerment of women within specific cultural and ethnic communities as well as the role of education
inthe rewriting of women's and girls' development on the local and national ievel.
BorderPatrol: Migrations across Activism
andPedagogy
KARINAGUILAR-SAN JUAN
KarinAguilar-San Juan edited the anthology. The State of Asian
America Activism and Resistance In the 19905. Last year she
wasan adjunct Instructor at the University of Massachusetts,
Boston,for a course titled "Asian Minorities In America," Recently
Ms.Aguilar-San Juan has addressed the topic of ASian American
acUvlsmat the following places: Hanvard University ASian
AmericanIntercollegiate Conference, Midwest ASian American
StudentLeadership Retreat at the University of Notre Dame, and
theCoahtion of Asian/Pacific American Youth (University of
Massachusetts at Boston). Ms. Aguilar-San Juan Is a second-
generatlon Flliplna American. She Is a former editor of Dollars &
Sense, a nationwide economics monthly for non-economists,
anda former editor at South End Press. She has written reviews
ofbooks and films for many journals. Ms. Aguilar-San Juan
receivedher A.M. in Sociology from Brown Uruversttv, where she
Iscurrently a doctoral candidate. Her Ph.D. thesis explores the
creationof ethnic spaces among Vietnamese Americans In
Boston,Massachusetts and Orange County, California.
Stonesin the Road: Anger, Class, and
Adolescent Girls
LYNMIKEL BROWN
AssistantProfessor and Co-Chair of the Education and Human
Development Program at Colby College, Waterville, Maine, Lyn
MikelBrown Is also a foundIng member of the Harvard Project on
Women'sPsychology and Girls' Development. She has written
numerous articles on girls' and women's psychological
development, girls' education, and feminist research methods.
Herbook with Carol Gilligan, Meeting at the Crossroads: Women's
PsychOlogyand Glr/s' Development, was a 1992 New York Times
NotableBook of the Year. She Is currently working on a new book
enUlledStones In the Road: Anger, Class, and Adolescent Glrl5,
Inwhich she explores differences In the ways worklng- and
middle-class girls express anger and resistance to dominant
culturalconstrucuons of femininity.
First Environment: Integrating Indigenous
Knowledge and Science to Create Woman-
Centered Models for Respect, Equity, and
Empowerment of Indigenous Women
KATSI COOK
A traditional Mohawk midWife from the Mohawk Nation at
Akwesasne, Katsl Cook has been Involved In community-based
traditional midwifery since 1977. She has also worked In the
area of environmental health research and communications
since 1983, when she founded the Akwesasne Mother's Milk
Project, which was honored and presented as a "Success Story"
at the Global Assembly of Women and the Environment, Miami,
Florida, 1991. From this work emergeil the community-based
First Environment Project, which seeks to network Native Women
in Great Lakes Basin communities on environment and health
Issues. Currently, Katsl has a four-year appointment as a Clinical
Lecturer In the Department of EnVIronmental Health and
Toxicology at the University at Albany, SUNY School of Public
Health, where she Is Principal Investigator for First Environment
Communications Program, one of three national demonstration
projects funded by the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences (NIEHS). As a Visiting Fellow at Cornell University, Katsl
focuses on environmental Justice Issues within the
Haudenosaunee communities of the Six Nations lroquots.
building upon the scientific network she helped create at the
state, federal and Internatlonalleve!.
Education in South Africa: Crossing the
Borders from Within
RHODA KADALIE
Rhoda Kadalle was recently appointed by Parliament as the
South African Human Rights CommisSioner. She conducts
workshops on racial and gender discrimination, affirmative action
and sexual harassment, and has authored several publications
on gender politics In South Africa. She Is also a Trustee of the
Institute for Democracy In South Africa (IDASA) and a Trustee of
the Open Society Foundation for South Africa (OFSA). Prior to
her recent appointment, Rhoda was the Director of the Gender
Equity Unit for the University of Western Cape where she was a
Lecturer In Anthropology from 1977-1993. She has participated
In numerous International conferences on women's Issues and Is
active In many professional and democratic organizations In
South Africa. She earned a Master's Degree In Women and
Development from the Institute of Social Studies, the
Hague, Netherlands. •
---------:------
CONCURRENT SESSIONS SUNDAV, 9:00 - 10:IS A.M.
274. Power, Privilege & the Social
Construction of Identity in
Science Class
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 100
• Angela Calabrese Barton, Hofstra UnIversity
• Margery D. Osborne, University of Illinois
The purpose of this Interactive workshop Is to stimulate discus-
sion about how girls construct social Identities In science class,
27S. When Does Gender Count? Bringing
Women's Studies from College to
the Public Schools
TISCH LEARNING CI:NTER 202
• Trisha franzen, Albion College
• Bille Wickre, Albion College
• Jeanne-Marie Hemond, Battle Creek Public Schools
• Emiliana Franzen, Albion Public Schools
Two Albion College Women's Studies professors, a teacher
from a Battle Creek, Michigan alternative high school, and an
Albion publiC school student discuss the results of their
efforts to integrate Women's Studies Into their local schools.
277. The New Moon Model: Helping Girls
Grow by Working With Them,
Not For Them
EMERSON AUDITOfWM
• Nancy Gruver· Joe Kelly
• Mavis Gruver· Nla Kelly
New Moon Publishing
The girl and adult founders of New Moon (the award-winning,
International magazine edited by and for girls ages 8-14)
share their experiences and Insights.
279. Feminist Approaches to
Community-Based Learning
BOLTON HAll 102
• E.K. Trlmberger, Sonoma State University
• Meta Mendel-Reyes, Swarthmore College
Hands-on workshop on femlr.lst approaches to communlty-
based learnIng, particularly Internships, to teach about women's
participation In progressive movements and feminist/commu-
nity orqaruzettons.
281. Strategies for Survival by
Academic Women




The 'Wolf Pack' and the Female Faculty Member
• Eli5abeth Kuhn, Virginia Commonwealth University
Crossing Boundaries, Solidarity Strategies of German &
US Women Professors
• Kimberly Clarke Simmons
Reflecting on Gender: The Experiences of Women Sociologists
as the Basis for Feminist Sociology
282. Resisting & Reframing: Feminist
Discourses in Law, Health Care &
the Classroom
TISCH LEAf\NING CeNTER 301
• Krls Ratcliffe, Marquette UniversIty
From a Rhetoric of Silence to a Rhetoric of listening, Reading
the LordelDaly Debate to Articuiate 'Whiteness'
in Classroom Discourses
• Roxanne Mountford, Rens5elaer Polytechnic Institute
Where Justice Has A Feminist Face, judge Kaye & the
HY Court of Appeals
• Beth Britt, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Feminist Discourses on Choice: Moving Beyond Rhetorics of
Access & Dominion
We demonstrate how oppressive dIscourse and cultural values
may be resisted and reframed via feminist discourses.
283. The Story of My Voice, the Loss &
Reclaiming of Women's Voices
BOLTON HAll 103
• Evon Masteller. Susan Milholland
• Albie Merrill. Judy Gllyeart • Lori Weston
A team-facilitated storytelling session focused on why we
stopped speaking and how we are reclaiming our VOices.
...
SUNDAY I 9:00 - 10:1S A.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
284. Promoting Your Women's
Studies Program
TISCH L~ARNINGCENTER 204
• Usa Maatz, The Ohio State University
ThiS15a practical workshop which will discuss, In detail, several
successful methods for promoting Women's Studies programs.
TopiCSwill Include course advertisement, special events
planning,alumni relations, newsletters, etc.
285. Midwifery Under Fire
BOLTON HALL 100
• Hilary Schlinger, Midwives Alliance of North America
Thissession will explore the philosophical roots of midwifery
precnce, via a social model of health and a feminist view of
childbearing, to put Into context the political Importance of
current legal and legislative struggles of Independent midwives.
286, Non·traditional Education &
Non·traditional Students
BOLTON HALL 282
• Mary Elizabeth Correa, Skidmore College
Moderator
• Marta Albert, SUNY Canton
nes that BlndlWrapped Too Tight: Rural Young Women's
Experiences In a Nontraditional Career Exploration Program
• Judy Chesen
Think Globally, Act Locally to Change the Plight of
Women & Children
• Diane Goldsmith, Manchester Community-Technical College
Why She Stays: Persistence of Adult Women In
Community Colleges
287. The Interactive Frame: Images of
Mother & Visual Pleasure
TISCH Ll:ARNING CENTl:R 302
• Vickie Choltz
Moderator
• Eloise Buker, Denison University and > Sally Coombs
An iconography of the Mother Image: A Collaborative
Research Project
• Gill Wright Miller, Denison University
Film as Psychologicai Set: Women's Relationai
Experiences of Pieasure
288. Do Girls' Friendship Patterns Predict




Interpersonal connection patterns learned by girls In adoles-
cence, and later practiced by adult women, may Influence the





In the Name of the Mother: Southern Italian Catholicism in the
Wor(l)ds of italian American Women
• Fawzia Afzal·Khan, Montclair State University
Tradition & Rebellion in the Noveis of Three Muslim African
Women Novelists
• Flavia Rando
Dlsloyai to Civilization: Italian American Feminine Identlty/s at
the Intersections of Ethniclty, Race, Ciass & Sexuality
This session examines women's responses to the patriarchal
practices of Catholicism and Islam and, In doing 50, establishes
a cross-cultural dialogue that focuses on the Intersections of
gender, race, nationality, and religion.
290. Contemporary Issues of Native
American Women
BOLTOn HALL 281
• Susan Stebbins, SUNY-Potsdam
Educatfonalls5ues for Native Americans
• Minerva White, New York State Department of Educa~on
Native American Women In the Government Bureaucracy
• Susan Applegate Krouse, Nazareth College of Rochester
Urban Organizations of Iroquois Women
• Mary Fadden, SI. Lawrence University
Environmental Concerns of Iroquois Women
291. Constructing Women's Identities:
Gender, Race & Nation
PALAMOUNTAIN HALL 304
• Alison Calder, University of Western Ontario
Chasing Wild Geese: Nation, Author, "OstensoN
• Karen Ogulnick, CW Post College
Learning to Speak Japanese: A White American Woman's
Experiences in Japan
CONCURRENT SESSIONS SUNDAY I 9:00 - 10:15 A.M.
292. Jane Addams: Life & Thought
TISCH l.!:ARNING CENTEF\ 305
• Patricia lengermann
Epistemological Border Crossings - Positivism, Pragmatism &
Standpointism in Jane Addams' Social Thought
• Jill Nlebrugge
Narratives of Development in the Writing of Jane Addams
• Gail Murphy·Gelss, Iliff School of Theology
The Development of Jane Addams' Religious Thought
• Roey Thorpe
Sexuality at Hull House - Does It Matter?
The Intertwined development of Jane Addam's life and thought Is
explored In her narratlves of women's lives, her religious thought,
her epistemology, and the Issue of sexuality at Hull House.
293, A Feminist Theory on How Menstruation
Created the World
PALAMOUMTAIN HALL 300
• Judy Grahn' Peggy Grove
ExperientIal discussion with Images and narratives using
Grahn's metaformlc theory and Grove's archaeological explore-
nons and slides.
294. The Single State: Identity & Economics
BOLTON HALL 104
• Beth Skilken Catlett, Ohio State University
Women's Postdivorce Economic Disadvantage: A Feminist
Reconceptualization
• Joann Marla Vasconcellos, Boston College
Confusions & Clarities: Exploration into
the lives of Single Women
29S. Diaries & Memories
TISCH LEARNING CENTER 207
• Debra Frank Dew
Justifying Her Breeches: Mary as Rousseau's ~
• Susan Ward, St. lawrence University (Moderator)
On the Cusp: Diaries of Young Women from Northern New York
• Kathleen Winter
A Different & Relmagined Crossing: Realities of American
Pioneer Women Who Turned Around
296. Pedagogical Dilemmas: Boundaries.
Communities, Individualism
BoLTON HAll 101
• Kate Burns, University of California. San Diego
The Cost of Community: Challenging Recent Scholarship on
Computerized Classrooms
• Marlene Tromp, University of Wyoming
A Question of the Real: Virtual Space, Identity, and Textuality
• Samantha Goldstein, University of California, San Diego
Space, Text & Pedagogy: The Consequences of E·Mail
Correspondence In the College Classroom
What happens when we flnd that our attempts to create teach-
Ing strategies that work against hegemonic narratIves become
co-opted by the very power relations we hope to subvert?
297. Multicultural to the Max: Curriculum
Integrity Towson State Project
LADD HAll 30?
• Jo-Ann Pilardl, Towson State University
Multicultural to the Max
• Lena Ampadu, Towson State University
• Cindy Gissendanner, Towson State University
Report of 1995·96 Towson State University workshop to
develop curriculum plans for race, class, and gender tntegratron
In Introductory level courses.
298. Ludic Feminism, Critical Femicide
TISCH LeARNING CeNTeR 208
• Judith Barlow, University at Albany, SUNY
Moderator
• Katherine Koppelman, Syracuse University
Who's Afraid of Ludic Feminism?
• Helene Meyers, Southwestern University
Critical Femicide
299. If You See Her Naked, She'll Be Dead
Soon: Sexual Politics in
Serial Killer Films
TISCH LeARNING Cr:NTl::R 304
• Su Epstein, SUNY·Oneonta
«
SUNDAY, 10:30 - 12:30 P.M. PLENARY SESSION
Working in the Fields
Moderator Betty Harris, University of Oklahoma
SPORTS & R~CR~ATION C~NT~R, MAIN GYM - SKIDMOR~ Couece





EdnaAcosta-Belen 15 a Distinguished Service Professor of latin
American and Caribbean Studies and Women's Studies at the
University at Albany, SUNY, where she also serves as Director of
theCenter for Latino. Latin American, and Caribbean Studies
(CELAC).Her areas of research are Hispanic Caribbean and U.S.
Latinoliterary and cultural history, and women's studies. Some of
herbook publicatlons Include Women In the Latin American
Development Process (With CL Bose, 1995), Researching
WomenIn Latin America and the Caribbean (With C.E. Bose,
1993), The Way It Was and Other Writings by Jesus Col6n (With
V.Sanchez Korrol, 1993), and The Puerto Rican Woman:
Perspectives on Culture, History, and Society (1986, 1979). She
IS currently working on the book manuscript In the Shadow of th.e
Giant:Colonialism, Migration, and Puerto Rican Culture (Temple
University Press). She has also published extensively In
numerous Journals and 15 one of the founding editors of the
latino Review of Books. She has received grants or fellowships
fromthe National Endowment for the Humanities, the Ford
foundaticn. the Rockefeller Foundation, the U.S. Department of
Education, and the New York State Council for the Humanities,
amongothers. She received her Ph.D. from Columbia University
andhas been a postdoctoral fellow at Yale and Princeton
UniverSities.
Changing the Face of Women's Magazines
DYANNc. LOGWOOD
DyannC. Logwood 15 the Vice-President of HUES, Inc. and the
co-publisher of HUES (Hear Us Emerging SIsters) Magazine. The
23-year-old African American and Native American graduate of
the University of Michigan holds a degree In Communications
and15 currently pursuing a dual degree In Women's Studies. A
gl~ed public speaker, Dyann has spoken at numerous colleges,
andhas been an Introductory speaker/poetess for motivational
speaker Les Brown, author Margaret Walker, and for spoken-word
revokmonanes The Last Poets. She 15 also a member of BART.
(Blacks In Advertising, Radio, and Television). Her mission with
HUES goes beyond her creation of a magazine that Includes
women of all ethnic backgrounds, shapes, sizes and lifestyles.
Through her work, she and her fellow publishers wish to create a
movement that shares the same philosophy. Together, the
women of HUES are trying to change the face and mission of
women's magazines.
Detours and Derailments: Adolescent
Mothers and the Process of Change
JUDITH SMITH MUSICK
A developmental psychologist. Judith 5. Musick has spent the
past eighteen years developing and studying prevention and
Intervention programs for children, youth and parents, and
conducts research and writes about the development of girls
grOWing up In high risk environments In the United States and
abroad. She was the founding director of the Ounce of
Prevention Fund, a statewide Initiative for teenage mothers In
illinois. She currently serves as the Vice Chair of Its Board of
Directors, and is also a visiting research faculty member at
Loyola University's Erickson Institute for Advanced Study In Child
Development. She was the recipient of a multt-vear grant from
the Rockefeller Foundation to synthesize and write about her
work With adolescent mothers which resulted In the book Young,
Poor and Pregnant The Psychology of Teenage Motherhood
(Yale University Press). Her study of former participants In a
national demonstration program for young, single mothers on
welfare, 15 described In the monograph lives of Promise, lives of
Pain: Young Mothers After New Chance, published by Manpower
Demonstration Research Corporation (Janet Quinn and Judith
MUSick with Joyce Ladner). She 15 currently conducting research
on leadership and economic development with girls and women
liVing In disadvantaged communities across the country,
---------
• BOOK AND CRAFT EXHIBITORS
The book exhibit, which Includes displays by more than 45 publishers, organizations, and crafts people, Is In the





Amejo Amyot. Clay Sculpture
489 Woodlawn Avenue
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
Images of the emotions and spirit of
women, as captured In clay.
"Ancient Visions" by Sid Reger
P.O. Box 1263
Indiana, PA 15701
A woman artist who creates Great Goddess
mandalas and other designs based on the









Woman-owned business specIalizing In
out-of-prlnt books and ephemera In
women's hlstory/wolflen's lives.
Association Book Exhibit
639 South Washington St.
Alexandria, VA 22314
A combined exhibit of acaderntc books





feminist collective publishing books on
spirituality, peace and justice.
Association of American University Presses
584 Broadway
New York, NY 10012
A cooperative display of books and jour-





New books from Carole Joffe, Susan
Koppelman, Nancy Mairs, Ruth Behar,
Leslie feinberg, Ann Jones, and many





Calyx Is celebrating 20 years of publishing
some of the best and most Informative
literature for women Recipient of a 1996
Oregon Governor's Arts Award.
Darlene Richardson
Indiana, PA
Artist working with polymer clay (mainly
jewelry).
The Edwin Mellen Press
P.O. Box 450/4S1 Ridge Street
tewrston. NY 14092
We pUbliSh scholarly books In Women
Studies.
Elsevier Science
655 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10010
Pergamon, an Imprint of Elsevier SCience,
will display and take free sample copy
requests for WOMEN'S STUDIES
INTERNATIONALfORUM, the publication
committed to research and concerns of
women around the world.
The feminist Press at CUNY
311 East 94 St.
New York, NY 10128
The feminist Press, a nonprofit educa-
tional publisher In residence at the City
University of New York Is a pioneer In pub-
lishing multicultural books by and about




The mtrrnate writings and Insplrlng voices
of teenage girls provide a powerful tool to
guide teachers and students through fe-
male adolescence.
Human Rights WatchWomen's Rights Project
485 fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10017
The Human Rights Watch Women's Rights
Proje<;t was established In 1990 to rnoru-
tor Violence against women and gender
dIscrimination throughout the world.
Indiana University Press
601 N. Morton St.
Bloomington, IN 47404
Indiana UniversIty Press Is a major interna-
tional scholarly press wtth headquarters on
the Bloomington campus of indiana
UniverSity.
KnOWledge, Ideas & Trends, Inc. (KIT)
1131-0 Tolland Turnpike, Ste. 175
Mancester, CT 06040
The Lesbian Review of Books
P.O. Box 6369
Altadena, CA 91003
An International quarterly revtew of books




T-shirts, tiles, jewelry, etc. Original designs
by women for women.
McGraw-Hili College Division
800 Boylston St. SUite 320
Boston, MA 02199
We pUblish Introductory and advanced
college textbooks In women's and gende!
studies. Please stop by the booth and
peruse our latest publications.
My Sisters' Words
304 North McBride St.
Syracuse, NY 13203
The largest feminist bookstore In NewY()'1
State.




Since 1968, we are a group of volunte""
interns, advocates, researchers, educa-
tors, and organizers dedicated to raISing
awareness about Issues of women's




English Dept., Sonoma State Unlv.
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
•
Women's history postcards - out of print -
last of stock
. L-------------
National Women's Studies Association
7100 Baltimore Ave. #301




NewVictoria Publisher 15 a non-profit,
femInIst literary and cultural organization
publishing the finest In lesbian feminist
ncuon and non-fiction.
Northeastern University Press
360 Nuntlngton Ave. 416CP
Boston, MA 02115
Northeastern University Press publishes
books In the fields of criminology, music,
women's studies, Amerlcan htstory, ethnic
studies, and other fields of general
interest.
Off Our Back5, A Women's News Journal
2337 Basement, 18th 5t. NW
Washington, DC 20009
Off Our Backs 15 a feminist newspaper that
has been in business since 1970 and that





Oxford University Press publishes a wide
variety of ntles of Interest to scholars of
Women's Studies and related fields.
Reference and Research Services
The Left Index
S11 lincoln St.
Santa Cruz, CA 9S060
PUblisherof bibliographies and The Left
Index Which Includes materials of Interest
for Feminist Studies.
Rutgers University Press






A scholarly publisher of monographs,
texts, and collections of primary source




Displaying books and Journals from
univerSity and academiC publishers.
•
BOOK AND CRAFTEXHIBITORS.
Sojourner: The Women's Forum
42 Seaverns Avenue
Boston, MA 02130
Sglourner Is a monthly feminist
newsjournat. provrding news, commentary,
and reviews to a national audience,
State University of New York Press
State University Plaza
Albany, NY 12246
Publisher of scholarly books In various dis-
ciplines such as women's studies, educa-
tion, sociology, philosophy, and religion.
Teachers College Press
1234 Amsterdam Ave.
New York, NY 10027
Publishers of the Athene Series and other
books on women and feminism,
University of illinois Press
1325 South Oak 5t.
Champaign, IL 61820
Publishes high quality scholarship In
Women's Studies, American History,
African-American Studies, Gay and Lesbian
Studies, American Studies, Humanities
and Social Sciences.
The University of Michigan Press
839 Greene Street
P.O. Box 1104
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
Publisher of scholarly books Illuminating
the lives, roles, and achievements of
women, past or present.
University of Nebraska Press
312 North 14th St.
lincoln, NE 68588
The University of Nebraska Press pub-
lishes books for scholars and general
readers.
University of Oklahoma Press
1005 Asp Ave.
Norman, OK 73019
Scholarly books about women of Interest
to attendees.
Whye Clay Work5
Terry Whye - Artist Potter
941 Wesley Rd.
Finksburg, MD 21048
Independent artist potter offering
sculpture and pottery celebrating feminist
spirituality.
Women, Ink.
77 7 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
Women, Ink .. a project of the Inter-
national Women's Tribune Centre,
markets and
distributes over 200 books on




Rush Publishing Co.. Inc.
P.O. Box 1
Rush, NY 14S43
Covers 50 Journals on women's stud-











Publisher of FEMINIST PERIODICALS,
A Current listing of Contents; FEMI-
NIST COLLECTIONS, A quarterly of
Women's Studies Resources; and
NEW BOOKS ON WOMEN & FEMI-
NISM (A tWice-yearly bibliography).
Womyn Work
Laura Irene Wayne: Multi-Media Artist
P.O. Box 2218S0
Sacramento, CA 95822
Paintings, prints, poetry, t-smrts &
greeting cards that empower & cel-




New Haven, CT 06S20
Scholarly publisher of books on
women's history and literature as
well as gender studies titles In sect-
ology, anthropology, and psychol-
ogy.
Yellow Day Womyn's Works










Memoirs of a Jewish Girl
inChile
Marjorie Agosin
"A passionate, fantastical, poetic
book."-Sara Paretsky
"A beautiful tale offortitude
captured in filigree and song."
-Oscar Hijuelos
Cloth: $19.95
~ f})ream Of Liglit
&Slimiow
PORTRAITS OF LATIN AMERICAN
WOMEN WRITERS
Edited by Marjorie Agosin
A selection of portraits of contempo-
rary Latin American women writers
that highlights their activism as well
as their literary contributions.
Cloth: $32.50
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS
At bookstores, or call 1800-249-7737 FAX 1-800-622-8667
Joy Harjo
THE SPIRAL OF MEMORY
Interviews



































Credit card buyers may fax orders to (800) 876-1922.

















FORGED UNDER THE SUNI
FORJADA BAJO EL SOL





IS IN THE HOUSE
Campaigning for Congress




English Women and the Middle
East, 1718-1918
Sexuality, Religion and Work
paper $16.95
Jill Ker Conway and
Susan C. Bourque, Editors
THE POLITICS OF
WOMEN'S EDUCATION
Perspectives from Asia, Africa,
and Latin America
paper $16.95
The University of Micbigan Press
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Sacrificing Our Selves for Love
Jane Wegsheider Hyman and Esther R. Rome
"Sacrificing Our Selves for love speaks directly to women vulnerable to tbe fear that either
their looks or behavior isn't 'good enough' and presents useful strategies for change."
-Cindy Pearson, Program Director, National Women's Health Network
0-89594-743-9. $18.95 • Paper. b&w photos s 224pp
~ The Crossing Press
Tel: 800-777-1048 • Fax: 408-722-2749














Their Jobs and Their Lives
Sara Friedman
Viking 0-670-84203-6
liAR'S CLUB: A MEMOIR
Mary Kar r
A Penguin paperback 0-14-017983-6
Free Reader's Guide available. Can
212-366-2372.





















The Definitive History of










THE TRUTH ABOUT WOMEN
Fighting the 14 Devastating














Edited by Regina Barreca
A Penguin paperback original
0-14-017294-7
I'VE KNOWN RIVERS











The Many Lives of
Victoria Woodhull
Lois Beachy Underhill








"LOOK AT MY UGLY FACE!"
Myths and Musings on Beauty





NOBLEMAN AND HIS SISTER
Aphra Behn
Edited with all




The Italian by Ann Radcliffe and
Northanger Abbey by Jane Austen
Edited with an










The Story of a Chinese Family
Living on Two Sides of the Globe
Denise Chong
Penguin 0-14-025427-7
NEW WOMEN'S STUDIES TITLES
A COMMITMENTTO TIlE WORLD'SWOMEN: Perspectives on a
Development Agenda for Beijing and Beyond
ed. Noeleen Heyzer; 1995
THE WORLD'SWOMEN: Trends and Statistics
United Nations, 1995
B,OPOUTlCS:A Feminist and Ecological Reader in Biotechnology
eds. vandana Sbiua & Ingunn Moser, 1995
POWER,PROCESSAND PARTICIPATION:Tools for Change
eds. Rachel Slocum et al., 1995
THR REVALUATIONOF WOMEN'SWORK
Sheila Lewenhak, 1993
WOMEN, INFORMATIONANDTIlE fuTURE: Collecting and Sharing
Resources Worldwide
ed. Eva Steiner Moseley, 1995
HUMANDEVELOPMENTREpORT
United Nations Development Programme, 1995
WOMENANDRiGHT-WING MOVEMENTS: Indian Experiences
eds. Tanika Sarkar & Urvashi Butalia, 1996
TRE HUMANRiGHTS WATCHGLORALREpORTON WOMEN'SRiGHTS
Human Rights Watch,1995
THE UNITED NATIONSANDTIlE ADVANCEMENTOFWOMEN, 1948-1995
United Nations, 1995
GENDER,POVER1YANDSUSTAINABLEDEVELOPMENT:Towards a Holistic
Framework of Understanding and Action
Noeleen Heyzer & Vivienne Wee, 1996
CHANGING'!lIE DISCOURSE: A Guide to Women and Human Rights
Georgina Ashworth, 1993
TO SEE THESE AND MUCH MORE, STOP
BY OUR BOOTH AT NWSA '96! OUR
COLLECTION COMPRISES 200 TITLES
IN OVER 20 DIFFERENT CATEGORIES.
A FREE CATALOGUEIS AVAILABLE.

















































































$ I 5.00 paperback




How to Stop It
$12.00 paperback























































CHOICE· EQUALITY· SEXUALITY· FRIENDSHIp· RECOVERY· LEADERSHIP
SR BOOKS Introduces a New Series ...
Worlds of Women
About the Series
Susan M. Socolow, Samuel Candler Dobbs Professor of Latin American History, Emory University,
Series Editor
The insights offered by women's studies scholarship are invaluablefor exploring society, and issues
of gender have therefore become a central concern in the social sciences and humanities. The
Worlds of Women series addresses in detail the unique experiences of women from the vantage
points of such diverse fields as history, political science, literature, law, religion, and gender theory,
among others. Historical and contemporary perspectives are given, often with a cross-cultural
emphasis. A selected bibliography and, when"appropriate, a list of video material relating to the
subject matter are included in each volume. Takentogether, the series serves as a varied library of
resources tor the scholar as well as for all interested in exploring the fascinating "worlds of women."
American Women in a World at War:
Contemporary Accounts from World War /I
Judy Barrett Litoff (Bryant College) and
David C. Smith (University of Maine), editors
#1, Worlds of Women series
Cloth ISBN 0-8420-2570-7, $45.00
Paper ISBN 0-8420-2571-5, $16.95 234 pp.
This title brings together 27 selectionswritten by women
about their rich and varied experiences during World
War II. Selections from "classic" works are included as
well as a number of important, but largely forgotten
pieces. These writings represent the full range of
women's activities during this era, including their prepa-
rations for war; women in the milit~ry and their differ-
ent activities overseas; the role ofl African-American
women; at the home front-as wives, mothers, and
workers-and their preparations for the postwar world.
Controlling Reproduction:
An American History
Andrea Tone (Georgia Institute of Technology), editor
#2, Worlds of Women series
Cloth ISBN 0-8420-2574-X, $45.00
Paper ISBN 0-8420-2575-8, $16.95 234 pp.
Containing both primary documents and secondary ar-
ticles by leading historians, this title illustrates the rich
and changing history of reproduction in the U.S.
Because birth control has been construed chiefly as a
female responsibility, the volume stresses the centrality
of gender to its history; it examines how and why re-
production-as a biological, and also as a social and
economic function-became a gendered construct.
Coming Soon ...
Forthcoming titles in this
series will address the
following topics:
• Rape and Sexual Assault
Mary Odem and Jody Clay-
Warner, editors
• Women and Witchcraft
Elizabeth Reis, editor
, '
ROUTLEDGE, 29 West 35th Street N.Y., N.V. 10001-2299 •
http://wwW.routledge.comilOutledge.html·




Shirley Nelson Garner, Veve Clark,
Ketu Katrak andMargaret Higonnet
188 pp S15.OSfPb
Imperial Leather





Sexual Dissent and Political Culture
Lisa Duggan andNan D. Hunter
188 pp $16.9S/Pb
The Price You Pay






Gender, Contests, and Power
Colleen Ballerlno Cohen,
Richard WlIk, and Beverly StoeltJe




Edited by Eileen Boris
and Elisabeth Prugl
.no pp 18111us SI9.95/Pb
Compelled to Crime









Public Policy in Cross Cultural Perspective











Edited by Diane Rocheleau
384 pp SI9.9S/Pb
Integrative Feminisms
Building Global Visions 1960-1990
Angela Miles
1S6 pp S17.9S/Pb
This Far by Faith
Readings in Africon~American Women's
Religious Biography
Edited by Judith Welsenleld
and Richard Newman
288 pp S17.9S/Pb
Names We Call Home
Autobiography on Racial Identity
Edited by Becky Thompson
and Sangeeta Tyagl
310 pp 16 bfw lIIu$ SI9.9S/Pb
Monarchy and
Matrimony
The Courtships of Elizabeth'
Susan Doran
296 pp S b&w photos S19.9SJHb
No More Heroinesl
Russia, Women and the Market




Race and Gender in Women's
Personal Na"otives




Feminist Responses to the Tonya
HardingfNancy Ke"igan Spectacle
Edited by Cynthia Baughman
18S pp SI6.9S/Pb
Woman Questions








Historical Perspectives on Gender
and Class
Leonore Davidoff
188 PP 8 bJw lIIus $17.9S/Pb
TCPRElJ/ATHENE




Lynne Harne and I




A leaching Sourcebook from













Diana E. H. Russell, Editor
THE WILL
TO VIOLENCE

























Teachers College. Columbia University
BRINGING EXWLENCE TO EDUCATION
AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDIES
ASSOCIATiON CRITICS' CHOICE
FOR OUTSTANDING CONTRiBUTION .. ,
ICHOOL WORK





ASSOCIJ\TION CRITICS' CHOICE AS AN










DOUBLE-YOU OH EM EE (sometimes WHY) EN
800/545-4703· UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS· 1325 South Oak Street· Champaign, IL 61820
FEMINISM AND SOCIAL CHANGE
Bridging Theory and Practice
EDITED BY HEIDI GOTIFRIED
"Finally, a collection dedicated to demonstrating
precisely what it means to do feminist research!"
- Madonna Harrington Meyer, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. Cloth, $39.95; Paper, $14.95
U,S, WOMEN IN STRUGGLE
A Feminist Studies Anthology
EDITED BY CLAIRE GOLDBERG MOSES
AND HEIDI HARTMANN
This collection is distinguished by its focus on women
in struggle over the course of U.S. history. as well as
by its source, the pioneering journal Feminist Studies.
Cloth, $49.95; Paper, $19.95
THE LONELY OTHER
A Woman Watching America
DIANA HUME GEORGE
"Honors and celebrates the complex truths of a
woman's journey and indeed her life." - Barbara




The Language of Birth
ROBBIE PFEUFER KAHN
"Should quickly become a classic." - Maurice Stein,
author of Eclipse of Memory
lIIus. Cloth, $29.95
GOOD-BYE, PICCADILLY
British War Brides in America
JENEL VIRDEN
"Incisive and engaging ... Fascinating." - Allan M.
Winkler. Miami University of Ohio
lIIus. Cloth, $29.95; Paper, $13.95
CONTENTED AMONG STRANGERS
Rural German-Speaking Women and Their
Families in the Nineteenth-Century Midwest
LINDA SCHELBITZKI PICKLE
Contented among Strangers examines the central role
German-speaking women played in preserving their
ethnic and cultural identity in rural areas of the Midwest.
lIIus. Cloth, $49.95; Paper, $14.95
THE UNRULY VOICE
Rediscovering Pauline Elizabeth Hopkins
EDITED BY JOHN CULLEN GRUESSER
Introduction by Nellie Y. McKay
Afterword by Elizabeth Ammons
"A product of literary recovery at its very best."
- Claudia Tate. George Washington University
Cloth, $39.95; Paper, $16.95
IN A GENEROUS SPIRIT
A First-Person Biography of Myra Page
CHRISTINA LOOPER BAKER
Foreword bV Alice Kessler-Herrle
Afterword by Mary Frederickson
lIIus. Cloth, $48.95; Paper, $15.95
WRITING OUT MY HEART
Selections from the Journal of
Frances E. Willard, 1855-96
EDITED BY CAROLYN DE SWARTE GIFFORD
Best known for her powerful leadership of the WCTU,
at that time the nation's largest organized body of
women, Willard was a world-class reform leader and
feminist.
lIIus. Cloth, $29.95
Supponed by the National Endowment for the Humanities
WHO CAN SPEAK?
Authority and Critical Identity
EDITED BY JUDITH ROOF AND ROBYN WIEGMAN
Who has the authority to speak? And who has the au-
thority to decide who has the authority?
"Provocative and important. , .. Raises theoretical issues
that could make it a standard reference point in studies
and courses examining theories of subjectivity." - Alan
Nadel, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
Cloth, 532.50; Paper, $13.95
THE LYNCHING OF LANGUAGE
Gender, Politics, and Power
in the Hill- Thomas Hearings
EDITEDBY SANDRA L RAGAN, DIANNE G. BYSTROM,
LYNDA LEE KAID, AND CHRISTINA S. BECK
Foreword by Julia T. Wood
Was it Clarence Thomas, Anita Hill, or language that
was "lynched" during the Hill-Thomas hearings?





$10 paper I $20 cloth
Covered Wagon
Women
Diaries and Letters from the
Western Trails, 1850





The Dreams Are All Real
By Carol Miles Petersen
$35 doth Buffalo Woman






Diary of a Southern
Refugee during
the War,
by a Lady of Virginia
By Judith W. McGuire






Diaries and Letters from the
Western Trails, 1840-1849

















Translated by Cynthia Steele
Foreword by
Elena Poniarowska











Memoirs of a Childhood in
the Frontier Army,
1878-1898
By Mary Leefe Laurence





Translated with a foreword by
Dick Gerdes




Translated by Michele Kahn
and Julia Sallabank
Foreword by John Gofman
Introduction by
David R. Marples















By Mignon G. Eberhart
Introduction by Jay Fultz
$9.95 paper
University of Nebraska Press
publishers of Bison Books




Following muna Russia • Women Edited by the Folger Collective onEarly Women CriticsWomen Lovers and t
• Culture
paper $19.95 cloth $39.95
Erotics of Loss Edited by Helena Goscilo TheJane AddamsCarolyn Allen and Beth HolmgrenTheories o!Rcprcsentatwn pape,124.95 cloth $45.110 Papersand Diffcrena:
paper 113.95 cloth $35.110 Fetishism and A Comprehensi»:Guide
Re~ Curiosity Edited byMMyLynnMo ernism Laura Mulvey McCreePerspectives BryonBonnie Kime Scott cO'published with the pape'159.95Volume 1: Womenof1928 British. Film Institute
paper $18.95 cloth $39.95 paper $17.95 cloth $39.95
Women of the Volume 2: Postmodan Feminist .Kiss Me DeadlyReadings of Woolf, West,
Harlem and Barnes Feminism and Cinema
Renaissance pape,115.95 cloth 134.95 for 1hiMomentEdited by Laleen]ayamanne
Cberyl A. WaIl Ecological Distributed/or theWomenoJLetters Power lnstuute
paper $14.95 cloth $29.95 Feminist paper114.95 cloth $35.00 NWSAJournal
More Than Philosophies Done into Dance Pu!>liJ;hed three times. year.Edited by Karen J. Warren lmIivido>ls: $45.00Chattel A Hypatia Book Isadora Duncan in smenca Institutions: $115.00
BlIuk Women and Slavery pape,119.95 cloth $39.95 Ann Daly
paper 118.95 clorh 139.95 differencesin thi Americas Lesbian Sub'ectsEdited by David Barry Gaspar
A Feminist Studies ~eader love and Ideology PubIiJ;h<d twic<H,ar.and Darlene Clark Hine Illdivittwl!aJ $20.00Blat:ks in tne Diaspore Edited by Martha Vicious in the Afternoon .Institutions: $30.00paper $18.95 cloth $39.95 paper $16.95 cloth $39.95 Soap Opera, Women and
When Hens Crow Sinuosities, Television Genre HypatiaLaura Stempel Mumford Published four times a year.TIu: Woman's Rights Movement Lesbian Poetic Arts and Politics of the Everyday Individuals: $35.00in Antebellum America Politics paper $12.95 cloth $27.95 InstitutiOll' $60.00Sylvia D. Hoffert
cloth $25.110 Jefmer ADen ~roduction, Journal ofpaper $15.95 cloth $35.00 E ics, andRachel More Gender Women'sCalot's Story the Law History ..Trouble Feminist PerspectivesJewish HomesteadeY on
Feminism Meets Queer Theory Edited byJoan c. CaUahan Published fOlU times a~ear.thi Northem Plains paper $24.95 cloth $39.95 illdividuaJs, $35.00Rachel Calof Edited by Naomi Schor lnstitudons:$60.ooEdited by]. Sanford Rikoon and Elizabeth Weed
ImIpartial Sciencepaper 112.95 cloth 120.110 di!ftren£cs, VoL 6, Nos. 2-3 Camera Obscurapaper $14.95 Gender 1deol0!llJinNow in paper-W1 Molecul11rBwlo!lll Publi.sbed three tiaras a JW.Portia Hypatia's Bonnie B. Spanier lmIividoab, $25.00
Institutions: $45.00TIu: World ofAbigailAdams DaUghters Race, Gender, and Sciencepaper $14.95 cloth $29.95Edith B. Gelles 1500 Years1993 Herbm FasAward Co- Winner
of Women To Writepaper $12.95 cloth 125.95 Philosophtrs Like aNow 1xuk ill print! Edited by
New Catholic Linda Lopez WomanMcAlister
Essays in FeminismWomen A Hypatia&ok and Scieno: FictionA Contemporary Challenge to pape,122.50 Joanna. RussTraditumal Religious Authority cloth $49.95 Foreword by
MaryJo Weaver Sarah LeFanu





325 PP. 35 B & IN lHUS. Pa
THE ORCHID HOUSE
PHYW~ SHAND AtlfkEY










289 Pl'. 7 B & W IllUS.
Pe, $17.95:Hc:,$50.00.
CODES OF CONDUCT
RACl, ETHICS, AND THE COlOR OF OUR
CHARACTER
KARLA f. C. HOLLOWAY
210 H. 9 B & W IlLUS. He, $24.95.
WOMEN OF BELIZE
GlNDl:R AND CHANG, IN CENTRAL AMERICA
IRMA MCCLAURIN











ID(OlOGY AND PRACTICE IN A FEMINIST CLINIC
WEN DY SIMON DS
280 Pl'. Pa, $16.95: He. $48.00.
PLACE MATTERS
GENDERED GEOGRAPHY IN VICTORIAN
WOMEN'S TRAVEL BOOKl ABOUT SOUTHEAST
ASIA
SUSAN MORGAN
350 Pl'. Pe. $19.95; He, $50.00.
POWER AND EVERYDAY LIFE
THE LIVES Of WORKING WOMEN IN
N INlHENTH-(ENTURY BRAZil
MARIA ODILA SILVA DIAS
TRANSLATED BY ANN FROST















GERHARD SONNERT. WITH THE
ASIISTANeE Of GERALD HOLTON
WITH A FOREWORD BY LINDA S, WIlWN
248 Pl'. PB, $16.95: He. $49.00.
CREATIVE COUPLES IN THE
SCIENCES
HELENA M. PYCIOR, NANCY G.
SLACK, AND PNINA G. ABIR-AM, WS.
350 PP. 47 B& W IltUS. PB, $18.95;
He, $50.00.
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903 . (800)446-9323
ROCKING THE BOAT
UNION WOM'N', Val"', 1915-1975
BRIGID O'fARRELL
AND JOYCE L KORNBlUH




WOMEN, WElfARE, AND GOVERNMENT WORk
PROGRAMS
NANCY E. ROSE
320 Pl'. Pe. $19.95; He, $52.00.
CENTER STAGE
HELtN GAHAGAN DOUGlAsj A LIfE
INGRID WINTHER SCOBIE
389 PP. 32 B & W IltUS. Pe. $17.95.
CHANGING DIFFERENCES
WOMEN AND THE SHAPING Of AME~ICAN
FO""GN Po"", 1917-1994
RHODRI JEfFREYS-JONES




578 Pl'. ps, $16.95.
POGANUC PEOPLE
HARRIET BEECHER STOWE
375 Pl'. Pe, $15.95.
THE AMERICAN
WOMAN'S HOME
CATHERINE E. BEECHER AND
HARRIET BEECHER STOWE
557!'p. p~. $16.95.
"This poetry humps through the earth on a fast caterpillar of fire.
I love to have my breath taken away, to laugh or tear up at the
sheer energy of physical life and to feel more than one feeling at
a time. And I love a poetry that uses strong, disciplined forms to
compress and then release the power of a rangy, exploratory
mind willing to grapple with nearly anything. A fine new poet,
exciting and full of bite!" -Judy Grahn
"A brilliant poetic newcomer whose work combines politics with
prophecy with pyrotechnics. Gertrude Stein would be proud of
this ecofeminist descendant, this Lori "Anderson, Andersong,
And Her Song .... rr Welcome to this strong new voice in feminist
poetry." - Booklist starred review
-- Trade Paperback $9.95 ISBNO-933377-18-5 --
OTHER EIGHTH MOUNTAIN POETRY PRIZE WINNERS
The Eating Hill by Karen Mitchell
selected by Audre Lorde
Fear of Subways by Maureen Seaton
selected by Marilyn Hacker
Between the Sea and Home by Almitra David
selected by Linda Hogan
The Humming Birds by Lucinda Roy
selected by Lucille Clifton
624 SE 29th Avenue • Portland • Oregon. 97214 • (503)233-3936
The edwin mellen PRess
invites you to propose your work for publication with us.
See our Acquisitions Editor at the Book Exhibit
or call (716) 754-2266 for more information.
Lichtman, Susan A.
llIE I'EMAlE HERO IN WOMEN'S lITERA1UIlE AND POETRY
This collection of essays about women's novels and poetry demonstrates the signs
and symbol structures inherent in women's writings and what those systems can
mean in identifying a mega-myth for women and women's psychological and
physical development. Using Professor Lichtman's earlier book, Life Stsges of
Woman~ HeroicJourney, as the theoretical basis for interpretation, it covers such
diverse authors and poets as Christina Rossetti, Zora Neale Hurston, Ellen Glasgow,
Dame Edith Sitwell, Virginia Woolf, and the Msbinogion.0-7734-8796-4 88pp.
1996
Meckel, Mary V.
A SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF mE CAUFORNIA TAXI-DANCER
This study examines the social factors contributing to taxi-dancing, from a
participant-observer perspective. Unlike others who have dealt with this topic, the
author was herself employed as a taxi-dancer, a factor that provided first-hand
information (from her employment in that capacity between 1969-1970), and field
research during 1986-1987, where a mutual sense of identification with her
respondents enabled her to acquire their trust, resulting in far more definitive data.
The work endeavors to bring the taxi-dancers front stage to voice the contexts
defining the personal and professional spheres of their everyday lives. The range of
topics introduced as evidence of the "semi-deviant" status some experience includes
wage competition, alcohol and drug abuse, prostitution and ageism. Also included
are a theoretical chapter on symbolic interactionism and determinism, and an
integrated review of the literature. The study wilt interest scholars in the area of
deviance, gender, race and ethnicity, and urban studies, as well as women's studies.
0-7734-9039-6 168pp. 1995
Merrill, Yvonne D.
llIE SOCIAL CONSfRUcnON OF WESTERN WOMEN'S RHETORIC BEFORE 1750
This volume examines the rhetorical strategies used by Sappho, Christine de Pizan,
Lady Elizabeth Cary, and Lady Mary Wortley Montagu to speak for the female
experience. Discussion chapters treat the rhetorical context in which each woman
wrote, including a discussion of Aristotelian misogyny; the ways each woman
justified her authorial voice to express peculiarly female experience; and the
rhetorical choices each made at the register, genre, and discourse levels, which
reveal their degree of authorial confidence.
"She develops 'linguistic feminism' more cogently and compellingly than anyone else
I've read -- perhaps because she implements her sources and her examples so well."
_ from the review by Cheryl Glenn 0-7734-8851-0 284pp. 1996
Bentz, Valerie Malhotra, and Philip E. F. Mayes, eds.
WOMEN'S POWER AND ROLES AS POIITRAVED IN VISUAL IMAGES OF WOMEN
IN llIE AIITS AND MASS MEDlA
Includes examinations of Vogue photographs from the 1940s to the 1990s; a
semiological examination of a rock video; advertisements and stories in women's
romance magazines; Latin American photonovellas; the cat woman image; changing
portrayals of the Madonna; portrayals of women by sculptor Harriet Hosmer and
artist deKooning; and three dance works by two women choreographer/dancers,
Hanstein and Ziaks. Illustrated with photographs.
0-7734-9329-8 240pp. 1993
The Edwin Mellen Press
PO Box 450
Lewiston, NY 14092-0450
WE WIll HAVE A SPECIAL
DtSCOUNf PRICE AVAIlABLE
AT TIlE CONFERENCE
To receive 20% off list prices, use




author of MemOir o/Jn Ex-Prom O(l("("n
4 A ten-year VOYJ'S~ of drscovery . Shulman 's honesty and sense o! mqurry carry
us wnh her all the way-c-could even. If we were wll!tng, chans-e our lives'






mt fifty, Alix Kates Shulman
left a city life dense with
political activism, family and
literary comlTlunjty, and went
to live alone on an island off
the coast of Maine. Living in
this rustic setting, she faced
challenges that helped redefine
her notions of independence,
courage, confidence,
and creativity.
"A magical book that takes on the great, paradoxical challenge we all face:
how to live vitally connected to the world and within the lone self at one and the
same time .... The writing is supple, precise, rippling with grace; the ideas are
provocative; the fierce struggle that inspired the writer, a source of deep gratitude."
-Houston Chronicle*
"Shulman's honesty and sense of inquiry carry us with her all the way-
could even, if we were willing) change our lives."
-San Francisco Examiner &.-Chronicle
l'A superb piece of work .... It seems to encompass, in its narrow scope,
all the anxieties and rewards, the political struggles and social
changes of the American world."
-The Boston Globe
IN BOOKSTORES NOW FROM PENGUIN
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Coming in December ...
THE VULNERABLE OBSERVER
Anthropology that Breaks Your Heart
With the recent emergence of anthropologists connected by culture and
identity to the people they study, the lines between participant and observer,
insider and outsider, are less clear. Ruth Behar transcends the traditional
ideal of detached observation with a new vision of humanistic anthropology;
she explores identification rather than difference as the touchstone of theory
and practice. Combining ethnography and memoir, she reflects on her field-
work in Spain, Cuba, and the US, and gives us anthropology in a personal
voice. The Vulnerable Observer challenges us to consider the role of emotions
not only in contemporary anthropology but in all academic pursuits.
$22.00 hardcover Visit ourNWSA exhibit.
WOMEN WRITING
CULTURE
Edited by Ruth Behar





"A groundbreaking book-provocative, illuminating, imaginative-and it
is a pleasure to read .... In moving and courageous acts of reconstruction,
the writers boldly cross disciplinary and generic lines, reading fiction as
anthropology, writing theater as ethnography, getting personal, r~dically
reconceiving the relationship of self and other." -Marianne Hirsch, author
of The Mother-Daughter Plot
$16.95 paperback. $48.00 hardcover At bookstores,or call 1-800-822-6657.
lID THE UNJVERSITY OF M.rCHIGAN PRESS
AOKlf<i:UlBRIDGES TO
CUBA
Edited by Ruth Behar
"Bridgesto Cuba is the first U.S. anthology that looks at Cuban creativity
from an integrated perspective, refusing to kneel before the painful and often
arbitrary divisions that have split the voices of this passionate culture into
forever separate bands. The results are magnificent. Read this book and get a
long overdue understanding of contemporary Cuban literature and art."
-Margaret Randall, author of Women in Cuba
$16.95 paperback.At bookstores.
The Publication Committed to the Research and Concerns of Women Around the World
WOMBN1S STUDIBS
INTBRNATIONAL FORUM
For nearly two decades, this publication has provided a challenging, intellectually rigorous feminist forum for dis-
cussion and debate. The first journal to bring women-centered scholarship to an international audience, Women's
Studies International Forum publishes feminist research from inside and outside formal educational institutions in
the multidisciplinary area of Women's Studies, as well as other disciplines. A bi-monthly journal, WSIFalso includes
book reviews, bibliographies, leiters to the editors and a regular news and views section, Feminist Forum.
Would you be interested in receiving pre-publication contents for Women's Studies
International Forum at your fingertips ... Absolutely free!! Sign up below.
_
No cast! - No obligation!
.: Guaranteed pre-publication - Delivered 2-4 weeks prior to publication
~=-=. Easy to use - Just open your e-mail!
Reliable - Sent on an issue-by-issue basis!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBSCRIPTION II'IFOKMATION: 361/ISSN: 0277-5395 Volume 19, 1996
o Annuollnstitution Rote (1996)
o Personol Rote (1996)
o Yes, Sign me up for ContentsDirect - Women's Studies International Forum
o Pleose send me 0 FREEscrnple copy
Members of NWSA may order a subscription at a concessione! rate. Please contact Pergamon for further details.
'US dollar prices quoted apply in the Americas only. Contact your nearest Elsevier office for prices in the rest of the world. Prices include postage and insurance.
Poyment enclosed: 0 Check 0 Money Order Totol: US$,_~_
Pleose chorge my: 0 VISA/Borcloycard 0 MasterCord/ Access 0 Americon Express
Managing 8( feminist forum Miton Chris~ne Zmroczek,Roehampton Institute,Southlands College, England
African and European Editor: Claire Duchen, University of Sussex, England
Australian 8t Asian Editor: Robyn Rowland, Australian Women's Research Centre,
Deakin University, Australia
Irish 8t British Editors: Ailbhe Smyth, Research & Resource Centre, University College, Ireland
& Pat Mahany, Universityof London,Goldsmith'sCollege, England
Latin 8( North American Editors: Patricia Del Rey, Women's Studies Program, University of Georgia, USA
& Somer Brodribb, University of Victoria, Canada
founding and Consulting Editor: Dale Spender
Consulting Editor: Renate D. Klein
published 6 issues per yeor
·US$303.00
'US$ 75.00
AccoIJnt Number ExpirOllon Data SigROlure
Nom.
Billing Address jWhen paying by cledil COld, please illdude YOIH billing oddress.]
PERGAMON An imprint of Elsevier Science
us: 660 White Ploins Rood, Torrytown, NY 10591-5153 USA Fox: 914-333-2444
UK: The Boulevord, Longford Lone, Kidlington, Oxford OX5 1GB, Englond Fox: +44 0 1865 843986
The author will be reading on
Saturday, June 15; at 6-8 PM.




The Story of Jane
The Legendary
Underground Feminist Abortion Service
by Laura Kaplan
The Story of Jane is great adventure, politically inspiring,
and fascinating history In these repressive times this
book is a gift that reminds us how possible it is to make
significant change when we have the vision and courage
to work for freedom.
-Barbara Smith, author, editor of
Home Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology
Afascinating contribution to women's history that puts todev'sabortion debate in much needed perspective.
The lesson of Jane - that ordinary women can take direct action to transform their own and other's lives - could
not be more timely.
-Katha Pollitt, author of Reasonable Creatures
TheStory of Jane is a real page-turner. For years I'd known of the group called" Jane", but - because of the
illegal nature of their work - almost everything aboutthem remained a well-kept secret. Now, thanks to Laura
Kaplan, this story of breathtaking courage, ingenuity, and sisterhood belongs to us all.
-Barbara Ehrenreich, author ofThe Snarling Citizen
A compelling eye-opener for anyone too youngto remember when not only abortion but also birth control and
even basic health information were unavailable to most women; it is also a unique and important source of
nourishment for those of us hungry for powerful approaches to organizing for the future.
-Ninia Beetu. author of Abortion Without Apology
The Story of Jane is an adventure story, and as it unfolds it becomes a nail-biting thriller. Laura Kaplan ...imbues
it with a nostalgia for the exciting days of the women's liberation movement.
Availableat bookstores or call 1-800-726-0600
- The Women's Review of Books
"How directly and satisfyingly
these poems connect with life!"
- William Stafford
Wetlands by Patti Tana
"Patti Tana has the power to take US to the edge
of our terrors - and then return US safely,
with quiet dignity, to a strength and vision
we did not know we had." - Barbara Ehrenreich
In Wetl.aru:L6, sensitive stories
and poems form a collection
that's beautifully united.
You will discover an ample
display of fresh and exciting
talent." - X. J. Kennedy
These stor ies speak out
about how it feels to be
a loving and loved woman.
Patti's words nurture me.
They speak for me
if I could speak so well."
- Rosetta Reitz
Patti 1/1".
"A fine, welcome, wide-ranging, helpful, healing book:
'patterns of replenishment / and loss.' We hear her
gently insistent music, the texture of her voice as it
confides in us. Bless her as she continues to find ways





135 Aviation Way #14
Watsonville, CA 95076
FAX (408) 763-1421











~Most comprehensive source to date on
women artists In the U.s" Canada, and
Mexico during this century."
-Re~rellU8llok$ BIlIIel,,,




Edited by Paula I. Dubed and Kathryn Borman
with the assistance of Sonia Carreon and
Amy Cassedy
These 150original articles explore thechal·
lenges and career blocks that women face
in the workplace and offer a wide range of
facts and data,





SUNeys the substantial body 01 works in
poetry and prose that deals with Latin




Women Writers and the Politics and
Poetics of Home
Edited by Catherine Wiley and Fiona Barnes
These essays and poems re-evaluate the
meaning of home and community.
424 pages $59 32{1S5·8 6196
GAY RIGHTS,
MILITARY WRONGS
Political Perspectives on Lesbians
and Gays in the Military
Edited by Craig A. Rimmennan
with a preface by Margarethe Cammenneyer
This critical overview of President Clinton's
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" compromiseon ho-
mosexuals in the military examines the
issue in its historical,' theoretical. policy,
political. and national contexts,
c.370 pages paper c. $19.95 32580-0 9196
cloth c. $60 32086·8
AIDS NARRATIVES
Gender and Sexuality, Fiction and
Science
Steven F. Kruger
"An excellent academic study of literary
texts; It Is also • lI~ngengaged work."
-1114/1 Ntstle,CI-fu"dtroftne
lts6la/l HersfD'J ArcMves
"A model of the new scholarship."
-Professlt David R'1ll4/1, USC




Edited by Andrea Broomfield and
Sally Mitchell
This first modern collection 01 its kind
features unabridged essays by 19th·
century Britain's most eminent women
intellectuals,
752 pages paper 31%7·) $24.95
doth 3197ll-3 $75
The intimate writings and inspiring voices
of teenage girls provide a powerful tool




Writing, Theory, and Criticism, 1990·1994
Edited by M.I. Daymond
Many of these pieces were written after







Edited by Marcelle Thiebaux
"Attractive anthology of literature In
translatlon ...mucb not previously
available In English."
-Mmm Ul"9"ageShul'les
S68pages paper 31392~ $18,95
doth 30409·9 $85
Order now for your classes:
(800) 343-9204
AMERICAN FIRST LADIES
Their Lives and Their Legacy
Edited by Lewis L Gould
From Hillary Rodham Clinton and Barbara
Bush to Martha Washington, here are bio-
graphical sketches oi all First Ladies,
712 pages 37 illustrations $95 31479-5
Come to a GIRL POWER presentation
with author Hillary Carlip and three
young women from the book.
Friday, June 14th 1:00-2:15 PM
Writeicalll'fax for a free Women's Studies catalog.
GAI\.~~fs;/Jd
IOOOA Sherman Avenue. Hamden CT06514
Ioll-free (800) 627-6273. Tel (2031281-4487' Fax (2031230-1186
New From Canio's Editions
Pat Falk's poems chronicle the arduous and
continuing re-shaping of her life as a woman,
challenging the ghosts inherent in traditional
attitudes toward gender and interpersonal
relationships.




Sag Harbor, New York I 1963
(516-725-4926)Of a Woman
POEMS by PAT FALK • Caruo's Editions
l'reface by Sidoey Feshbach
$14.65 includes shipping and handling,
Celebrating 25 years of Adult Education, ...
The College Alternative
for Adults
• Earn a bachelor's degree from a distinguished liberal arts college
• Study where you work and live
• Take advantage of independent study courses/ evening seminars
Come visit us on campus
SKIDMORE
UNIVERSITY WITHOUT WALLS
For more information, call UWW (518) 584-5000,ext. 2295




Take introductory and advanced courses in
Women's Studies through The University of Georgia.
For more iniomuuion a.bout this opportunity contact:
Pat Del Rey, Director, Women's Studies Program




Studies Abroad Program in Ccrrona, Italy
Lamar Dodd School of Art J The University of Georgia,
Athens, Georgia 30602·4102
call: (706) 542-7011, fax: (706) 542-2467,
e-mail address: CORTONA@UGACC.UGAEDU
Applications for SlUrlmerare due before Apri/10, 1997
Contact our office for more information and application materials.
Other courses include art history, ceramics, drawing, jewelry!
metalwork. papermaking/book arts, photography, painting,
printmaking, sculpture, beginning Italian, Italian culture, and
landscape architecture.
Summer Quarter: mid-June through mid-August
EMPOWERING and CELEBRATING WOMYN
WOMYN WARRIOR ~90
T-Shirts $16_00 (sm, med, Ig, xlg) (gi,I'I'" $12.00)
xxlg $17.00, xxxlg $18.00 xxxslg $19 .00
Tanks: $14.00 (med, Ig, xlg)
Sweatshirts $26.00 (med, I ,xl xxt $28.00
back
WOMYN WARRIOR
I have the strength of many
and carry the weight of most
the reads t have travelled
have been rocky by far
I have over come
and survived the many turmoils of life
for Iwas hungry
and fed on the many disappointments,
racist and sexist defeats il dished out
my hunger grows
and I stand tall, waiting, knowing
thai my stomach will be full
each and every day for I am
A WOMYN WARRIOR A WOMYN WARRIOR
OJ laura ......e .... yn. Cl90 'by laura irene wayne @90
-slh· 1 shirt add $4.00, 2 shirts add $6.00, 3 add $8.00
4 or more shirts add 15% 2 to 7 days delivery (if in stock)
checks payable to: Laura Irene Wayne. "''''log S:.OO &..0 ",ilh oW
.send to: P.O. BOX 121850 Sacramento, CA. 95812 (916) 684-9989
CRITICAL
MATRIX:
The Princeton Journal of
Women, Gender, and Culture
Winner 1995 Phoenix Award
lor SigniFra;nt Editorial Achievement,
ComCl of Ed~on of learned Journal.
Founded by and for graduate students in the early
1980s as part of the opening of academic resources for
feminist mtellectual endeavor, CriticalMatrix today is
an internationally circulated professional journal,
publishing theory, scholarship', criticism, creative
writing, and visual art by contributors at all stages of
their careers.
SPECIAL TOPICS, VOLUMES 7-11
Cultural Studies • Sexualities and Reproduction •
Feminist Legacies: Agency, Victimhood, and
Interpretive Strategies • Martha Moulsworth,
Renaissance Poet « (M)Dther Nature' Body Parts
NWSA conference attenders are invited to request a
complimentary sample copy.
CAlWomen'. ItLdie~ 113DickinsonHalt Princeton Univ.. ,i!y, P,ineelon NJ 08544
(609) 218-5430 matrix@princeton.edu
InslWutiansS28/yoo,; Inarlidual, SI Ilyoor, Iludenl. Sl2/yoo, or S21/4 rea"
lnt.. natiaool pos1uge: Conada ond Mexico S4.lO, alho, locations S7.lO
1./roI/lKlory InslilvliOlllll s""scripIiO/'/: $14/y ....
The Lesbian Review of Books
An international quarterly review of books
by, jar, and about lesbians
Done year $12
Dtwo years $20




Mailed in a plain wrapper.
Please allow four weeks 10 process your subscription
••••~
iii
Women networking with women ...
New York State Association
for
Women in Education
An association committed to women in education and
affiliated with the National Association for Womenin Education
NY~WE
If you would like to become a member or find out further details about this organization,
contact Karen Schell, Director, Career Services, Russell Sage College at (518) 270-2272 or e-mail
her at sche!k@Sage.edu.
Ancient Visions
... of the Great Goddess
Visit our new Web page at:
bltp://www.library.wisc.edullibrarieslWomensStudies/
You'llfind:
Descriptions or our publlcations (Feminist Periodicals, Feminist
Collections, New Books on Women & Feminirm, and more).
Selected articles I'rom Feminist Coueaions.
Full-length blbUographJes including "The Glass Celling,"
"Ecofeminlsm," "Women Mystery Writers." and more.
Core lists of women's studies books, on topics such Il! Health.
Language, Women areolar. and Lesbian Studies.
Women's Studies Librarian, University of Wisconsin System
430 Memorial Library, 728 State St.
Madison, WI 53706
Email: wiswsl@doitwisc.edu
AMEJO AMYOT, PH D.
Clay Sculptor
Wise WOlllell • Eattl; Mothers













BREAKING THE PATRIARCHAL CODE
by Louise Goueffic
Hidden in the deep
structure of our
langauge is a male bias
which does violence to









creating a way for
women to describe the world in words which




$19.95 at bookstores. Add $3.50 S&H on phone
orders. Free catalog. Major credit cards honored.
1-800-826-0529
Knowlege, Ideas and Trends, Inc.












Disabled Dykes Produce Cullure
uJiUd by SheUey Tremain
A path-breaking multi-media anthology
c1fictioo. personal narrative, poetry,
song. and artwork by disabled dykes.
Taking cultural space for their language
and art. these women challenge
exclcsiceary notions about who counts as
.dyke, and subvert pervasive stereotypes
aboot disabled people.
$13.95 pb Release: OCtober 1996
COUNTERING THE MYTHS
lesbians Write Aboullhe Men
in their liVes
edited by Rosamund Elwin
A daring debut collection of fiction and
poetry by lesbians about the men who
share their lives. These women write with
hooesty, caution, anger, sadness and love
about brcehers.Jovers, fathers, grandfa-
Iheo. sons, friends - even about parts of
themselves. And they share tales oftrust
boooured and abused, laves lost and loves
fWIld. sorrow and joy.
SI5.95 pb Release: November 1996
Heinemann
-e-_ A Sense of Self .
Listening 10 Homeschooled Adolescent Girls
by Susannah Sheffer
"Sheffer's subjects reveal a female adolescent pattern of
development quite in contrast with those described ...in
School Girls (l994) ...in which adolescent girls lose voice
and self in school seutngs." - Bookfist
$22.95 cloth 191 pages 0-86709-357-9
Beyond Dolls & Guns
101 Ways to Help Children Avoid Gender Bias
by Susan Hoy Crawford
" ... a fun. balanced, easy-to-read and ready-to-use
book ... [for] anyone who cares about girls' and boys'
healthy development" -Anne L. Bryant, Executive
Director, American Association of University Women
$10.95 paper 212 pages 0-435-08129-2
Your Name Shall Be Tanga
by Calixthe Beyala
part of the African Writers Series®
A new novel by this exciting French author who proves she
is not afraid to combat controversialtopics. such as sexual
abuse, prostitution, African immigrant ghettos, and
women's equality.
$10.95 paper 137 pages 0-435-90950-9
CaJI1·800-541.2\18=6-:11"'Ow::7tQ:"Q~r"'d"'er"y"'ou~r~c~·Q"'p
AIS() available in beokstores,
Belne~nn ,l!j1!fll.nonr~ Por1smoutl;Nil"&3801~3912
Services for the special concerns of women,
provided in an
atmosphere of warmth and sensitivity.
Physician Referral- Women's Surgical Services
Private Labor-Delivery-Recovery Suites
High Risk Neonatal Unit- Comprehensive Women's Centers
Comprehensive BreastCare Center (ACR Accredited)
Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery - Dermatology
Osteoporosis Screening & Prevention Center
Podiatry - Infertility - Complete Diagnostic Laboratory
Education & Exercise Programs
Most Insurance plans accepted
q{nevue ... 1The Womanl Hospital




109) Western Ave., Guilderland. NY. (518) m·)455
14 Computer Dr. w., Colonie, NY. (518) 489·9427
Women's RetirementIVacation Community
WHERE you CAN BE YOU
19{ '13'E.iHl'II :F'l1L SO'l1'IJl'WESI :FLO!II,}'lJJll
.9U fast!
A fun, safe home in the sun for
women like you





THE LIFESTYLE YOU'VE DREAMED ABOUT FOR YEARS
'lJevefopetf homesites from $26,500
Carefree Resort, designed especially for women, will feature complete
and luxurious amenities including:
• Clubhouse with large social hall, billiard room, card room, big
screen TV room, arts and crafts room with a kiln
• Exercise facilities, machines & aerobics
• Nature, walking trails
• Swimming pool and spa overlooking beautiful lakes
• Tennis court and stocked fishing lakes
• Chipping & putting green, shuffleboard, picnic area
Located on 50 acres of pristine pine forest in Ft. Myers, Florida, just 22 miles from the
magnificent white sand beaches of Sanibel and Captiva Islands.
Premium lakefront homesites still available.




OR, WRITE TO US AT CAREFREE RESORT
3000 CAREFREE BLVD.
FT.~YERS,FL 33917
Sales reservations only are currently being accepted on this project. Expected completion date is June, 1997.
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